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Chairperson and Chief Executive’s
statement
GRI 1.1

In the 2007/08 financial year, we saw the significant impact adverse economic conditions can have on company profitability – which is the
primary source of investment returns. The failure of sub-prime mortgage loans in the United States, higher oil and food prices and rising
inflation were among the causes of the worst performance on Australian and international sharemarkets for many years.
As a large superannuation fund with over $6 billion invested globally, we understand that sustainability issues affect company returns and
thereby impact directly on our members and other stakeholders. Our vision is to build a sustainable super fund through the integration of
economic, environmental and social factors into all decision making – in both our operations and our investments.
Our report’s theme this year, ‘a shared future’, highlights both the interdependence of these environmental, social and economic factors,
as well as the common goals for a healthy and prosperous future that VicSuper shares with the entire Victorian community. This report is
a summary of our business: it presents our sustainability strategy, our performance over the past year, and commitments for the next year.
Last year highlights the importance of taking a long-term approach to investing and operating that takes the risks and opportunities presented
by sustainability challenges into account. In fact, Australia is preparing to move to a carbon constrained economy as soon as 2010, which
helps us to see sustainability risks and opportunities more clearly than ever before.
We believe that building a sustainable super fund is the best approach to help our members meet their income needs in later life. The
integration of economic, environmental and social considerations into business strategy is now actively occurring in the financial services
sector. Institutional investors continue to sign up to the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment – which now represent
US$14 trillion in assets under management.
Last year, VicSuper’s performance was recognised with the inaugural ‘Sustainable Super Fund of the Year’ award at the seventh Australian
Sustainability Awards in November. This award helps to confirm that we’re moving in the right direction as we continue to work to influence
positive action on sustainability issues among our members, the financial community, government, and organisations in which we invest.
We hope you find this report useful and look forward to any feedback you may have on both the concise report and the full PDF version.

David Craig
Chairperson

Bob Welsh
Chief Executive
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VicSuper at a glance
GRI 2.1 GRI 2.4 GRI 2.5 GRI 2.8

VicSuper Fund is a Victorian-based public offer superannuation
fund. Any eligible individual in Australia can become a member.
Any employer in Australia can also choose to pay superannuation
contributions into VicSuper Fund on behalf of their employees.
Headquartered in Melbourne’s central business district, we
have advice centres in Bendigo, Blackburn, Geelong, Melbourne,
and Traralgon.
VicSuper Pty Ltd (VicSuper) is the trustee and administrator of
VicSuper Fund. VicSuper owns the assets of VicSuper Fund on
behalf of VicSuper Fund members.
VicSuper offers superannuation plans to cater for people from
the start of their working lives through to and throughout their
retirement years. We also provide superannuation advice and
comprehensive education programs at no charge. More
information on our superannuation plans, education and advice
programs can be found on the VicSuper website.
VicSuper at a glance 30 June 2008

A brief history
VicSuper Fund was originally a Victorian public sector
superannuation fund. It opened in 1994 and was administered
by the Victorian Superannuation Board (VSB).
On 1 July 1999, the VSB was replaced by two organisations:
•
•

VicSuper Pty Ltd, which replaced the VSB as trustee and
administrator of VicSuper Fund
The Government Superannuation Office (GSO), which was
established to administer superannuation benefits for
members of the State Superannuation Fund (SSF) and which
was closed to new members on 31 December 1993. The GSO
is now a division of Emergency Services & State Super
(ESSSuper) and the SSF is a part of the Emergency Services
& State Super Scheme.

From July 1999, VicSuper Fund became open to most employers
in Australia, including all private sector employers.

VicSuper today

GRI 2.7 GRI 2.8
GRI 2.2 GRI 2.6 GRI 2.7

Number of VicSuper Fund members

237,852

Active employers*

13,143

Employees

184

Net assets

$6.2 billion

Advice centres

Bendigo, Blackburn, Geelong,
Melbourne and Traralgon

*Active employers are those that have made a Superannuation Guarantee
contribution on behalf of their employees to VicSuper Fund in 2007/08 and have
signed a participating employer agreement. Due to legislative changes, the figure for
the 2007/08 year now also includes provisional (or non-participating) employers.
These employers have not signed a participating employer agreement with VicSuper
and are generally paying contributions as a result of fund choice.

In July 2000, VicSuper Fund became a public offer fund. This
means that people do not have to be employed by a VicSuper
Fund participating employer to join. Any eligible person in Australia
can join VicSuper’s public offer benefit plans: VicSuper Beneficiary
Account, VicSuper Commutable Pension, or VicSuper NonCommutable Pension.
More information about how VicSuper is managed can be found
in Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability.

More information on the scale of our organisation can be found
in the summary financial statements in Strategy 5: Continue
financial stability & growth.
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VicSuper at a glance
VicSuper’s organisational chart (30 June 2008)
GRI 2.3

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Bob Welsh
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VicSuper at a glance
VicSuper’s vision and operating plan reporting framework
GRI 4.8

To be the preferred
superannuation fund for Victorians
To create value for VicSuper
stakeholders by building a
sustainable super fund through
the integration of economic,
social and environmental
considerations into all VicSuper’s
decision support systems

Identified in 12 dimensions
key success areas grouped
under the three sustainability
dimensions:
> Economic
> Social
> Environmental

>
>
>
>
>
>

Making sense
Always help
Trust and integrity
Respect and encouragement
Learning
Quality

Key success area performance
and information reported under
To help people prepare for and
the three sustainability dimensions
meet their income needs in later
The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
life by making sense of their
superannuation
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Building a sustainable super fund
GRI 1.2

VicSuper’s central operating principle is to create value for
VicSuper stakeholders by building a sustainable super fund
through integration of economic, social and environmental
considerations into all VicSuper’s decision support systems.
In essence, a sustainable super fund seeks to create value for
members and all stakeholders through sustainably improving
the quality of life for all people while assisting the effective
functioning of the earth’s ecosystems.
For VicSuper, sustainability is a way of operating and investing
that recognises that long term economic growth depends on
maintaining and restoring the environment and maintaining
cohesive societies.

The precautionary principle
GRI 4.11

VicSuper subscribes to the precautionary principle in our approach
to sustainability. Adoption of the precautionary principle is outlined
in our sustainability and environment policies. An example of this
is our recognition and treatment of climate change as an
investment risk through our sustainability investments and our
foundation membership of the Investor Group on Climate Change
Australia/New Zealand. www.igcc.org.au
More information on the precautionary principle can be found in
the United Nations Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development (principle 15). www.unep.org

The environment provides natural resources for industry and
ecosystem services including the air that we breathe and the
water that we drink. The economy provides people with jobs and
the means to invest in health, education and environmental repair.
Cohesive societies supply the skills, knowledge, health, social
networks and institutions that are needed to support economic
growth and environmental protection and restoration.
Without this long-term approach to operating and investing, we
may not have economies that can provide investment returns for
our members, or that can support a healthy society and a healthy
environment. These are things that our members need in order to
ensure quality of life during retirement.
We have identified seven key strategies in our quest to build a
sustainable super fund:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Deliver value
Invest for the long term
Attract, develop and retain great people
Maintain sound governance and accountability
Continue financial stability and growth
Minimise our environmental impact
Foster effective partnerships

These strategies are further defined throughout this report.
You can explore our approach and performance in each chapter
of this report.

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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Our stakeholders
GRI 4.14 GRI 4.15

We have identified our stakeholders as those who influence, or are influenced by our actions. Our activities with our stakeholders are
described in the seven key strategies we have identified as necessary to build a sustainable super fund.

Members and employers

Industrial representatives

Members are people who have a superannuation account with
VicSuper Fund. Employers are those who pay their employees’
Superannuation Guarantee contributions to VicSuper Fund.

Industrial representatives are elected officers and employees of
unions that represent the employment interests of many of
VicSuper Fund’s members.

Employees and their families

Government

VicSuper employees are integral to the everyday running of
VicSuper. We recognise that a healthy balance between work and
outside life is essential in maintaining a healthy, happy and
productive employees.

Government stakeholders include Victorian Government ministers,
their employees and members of parliament who are ultimately
responsible for VicSuper Fund’s current larger employers. Other
government stakeholders include the Federal Government and
regulators such as the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
(APRA), the Australian Securities and Investments Commission
(ASIC), Australian Taxation Office (ATO) and Australian Transaction
Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC).

Fund managers, asset consultants
and investment advisers
Fund managers, asset consultants and investment advisers provide
investment advice to VicSuper and/or invest and manage assets
on behalf of VicSuper Fund.

Suppliers and professional
associates

Investee companies and issuers of
debt securities

VicSuper’s suppliers are mainly companies which provide products
and/or services to VicSuper. Professional associates include
VicSuper’s industry peers and other professional organisations,
as well as individuals with whom VicSuper has a relationship.

Investee companies are the companies VicSuper invests in on
behalf of members. Debt securities which we may hold on behalf
of members are issued by sovereign states and companies.

The broader community
The broader community consists of the national and global
populations which are both directly and indirectly affected by
VicSuper’s activities.

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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Our Stakeholders
Stakeholder engagement
GRI 4.16 GRI 4.17 CSR6

VicSuper undertakes both formal and informal stakeholder engagement. All business units at VicSuper have relationships with different
stakeholder groups. Responsibility for undertaking stakeholder engagement and managing particular stakeholder groups as well as responding
to stakeholder feedback is thus shared throughout the business. In 2007/08 our engagement included activities with the following groups:
Stakeholder group

Engagement activities:

Members and employers

• monthly phone surveys with our members
• s tructured feedback and analysis from our member and employer seminars, workshops and personal
interviews
• s pecific research and engagement in annual member newsletter to encourage more people to register
for ‘MembersOnline’, find out more about members’ needs and ascertain the relevance of the report’s
messages
• telephone and face-to-face interviews about our 2007 sustainability report.

Employees and their families

• e
 mployee focus groups, facilitated by Hewitt Associates, following the organisation's first formal
employee engagement survey
• e
 mployee activities including active involvement and participation in VicSuper’s ‘Biggest Carbon Loser’
competition, World Environment Day competition and other events
• face-to-face interviews and discussions about our 2007 sustainability report.

Fund managers, asset consultants and
investment advisers

• regular business meetings with representatives from the superannuation and investment industries
• active participation in industry collaborative initiatives
• telephone and face-to-face interviews about our 2007 sustainability report.

Investee companies and issuers of debt
securities

• e
 ngagement with the companies in which we invest on specific sustainability issues, through the
research and engagement companies, Regnan and Hermes Equity Ownership Service and through our
participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project and membership of the Investor Group on Climate
Change Australia/New Zealand

Industrial representatives

• attending union forums and meetings.

Governments

• making submissions on relevant issues to governments

• engagement on the VicSuper Carbon Count with the companies in which we invest.

• meeting with government representatives
• holding a business briefing on the key aspects of VicSuper’s future farming landscapes initiative
• telephone and face-to-face interviews about our 2007 sustainability report.
Suppliers and professional associates

• s tarting a structured program to engage our suppliers and partners through a supplier engagement and
purchasing program.
• inviting our partners – suppliers and professional associates – to a business breakfast to find out more
about the VicSuper Carbon Count.
• h
 olding an inaugural relationship building event for our major suppliers in recognition of their
importance in VicSuper’s service delivery chain.

The broader community

• d
 iscussions with non-government organisations about VicSuper's intention to develop a carbon
management strategy
• s haring our knowledge on sustainability initiatives by undertaking a number of public presentations
throughout the year.

GRI 3.5 GRI 4.17

Formal feedback on the 2007 Sustainability Report was sought from 17 stakeholders, including government organisations, non-government
organisations, peer organisations and internal employees. Overall feedback from these stakeholders was very positive. Some of the key
comments along with how we have addressed them are outlined below.
•
•
•

The online version of the report can be difficult to navigate – in response, we have made significant changes to the online report this year
by improving its readability and making it easier to navigate.
More information on our indirect impacts associated with investments should be included in the report – we have used the case studies
to further explain these indirect impacts.
More internal communication to employees is needed once the sustainability report is finalised – specific sessions and/or discussion will
be conducted with employees to ensure they have a better understanding of the report and how their jobs contribute to sustainability.

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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Feedback on the 2007 sustainability report was also provided by the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) in the Australian
& New Zealand Awards for Sustainability Reporting 2007. VicSuper was the winner of the best SME reporter (see Awards, Recommendations
and Memberships for feedback on why VicSuper received this award). In addition, ACCA also provided recommendations on how to improve
for future reporting. This feedback, along with how we are addressing it, is outlined in the table below.
ACCA recommendations for improving sustainability reporting
Recommendation

Action

Consider the inclusion of the sustainability
policy (or link to) in the report.

Links to VicSuper’s sustainability policy have been included in the 2008 report.

Provide more information on the risk
management processes, management
systems and internal audit and assurance.

This information is found in Strategy 4: Maintain Sound Governance and Accountability. In this year’s
report we have included information on the Board self assessment that took place during 2007/08. In
addition, for 2008/09 we have also committed to establishing an executive Risk Management Steering
Committee and to document risks and internal controls at a business unit level.

Place greater emphasis on stakeholder
engagement.

This year we have included further information outlining stakeholder feedback that was received on the
2007 report. In addition, for 2008/09 we have committed to developing an organisational approach to
stakeholder engagement and will include further information about this in subsequent reports.

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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Awards, recognition and
memberships
Memberships

Awards and recognition

GRI 4.13

GRI 2.10

VicSuper is a member of:

In November 2007, VicSuper was announced as the Sustainable
Super Fund of the Year at the Australian Sustainability Awards
ceremony.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia
(ASFA)
the Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (ACSI)
the Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees (AIST)
the Enhanced Analytics Initiative (EAI). We became an
associate member of the EAI in May 2007.
the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS)
the International Corporate Governance Network (ICGN)
the Investor Group on Climate Change (IGCC) Australia/
New Zealand
the Responsible Investment Association Australasia (RIAA)

GRI 4.12

VicSuper is a signatory to:
•
•
•

the United Nations Environment Programme Finance
Initiative (UNEP FI). We became a signatory in 2002.
the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment
(PRI). We became a signatory in June 2006.
the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP). We became a
signatory in 2004.

This inaugural award was presented by Ethical Investor Magazine,
and recognises outstanding efforts and achievements in
sustainability by Australian organisations. All award nominations
and winners were determined by third party experts in each
category, against set criteria.

In May 2008, VicSuper was awarded the best small to medium
enterprise (SME) sustainability report by the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) in the Australian & New
Zealand Awards for Sustainability Reporting 2007. In particular, the
judges noted that the report disclosed a clear definition of the
meaning of sustainability at VicSuper, included a good section on
business strategy and strengths and clearly identified key issues
and impacts. It was noted that VicSuper is the only
superannuation/mutual fund in Australia and New Zealand
producing a report.
A field of 50 other organisations including three of the major
Australian banks, water corporations and large listed companies
such as ANZ, BHP Billiton, IAG and Westpac entered the awards.
The awards recognise an organisation’s completeness, credibility
and communication in its reporting.

Best SME sustainability report 2007
In 2007/2008 VicSuper also maintained its citation from the
Equal Opportunity for women in the Workplace Agency (EOWA).
This means we are categorised as an EOWA Employer of Choice
for Women.

Equal opportunity for women in the
workplace agency

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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Report structure

We aim to:

GRI 3.5

•

The report is presented as a concise printed version and a full
online version.

•
•
•
•

stimulate awareness and discussion about the impact that
superannuation funds can have on people, communities and
the environment
explain to our stakeholders why we have adopted sustainability
as our central operating principle and how it is relevant to what
we do
make explicit the link between sustainability and
superannuation
report on our performance in each of our key strategy areas
for building a sustainable superannuation fund
identify our commitments for the coming years.

Previous reports
This is our fifth sustainability report. All previous reports are available
for download from the VicSuper Sustainability Report website
www.sustainabilityreport.vicsuper.com.au

The concise report provides an overview of our sustainability
performance in 2007/08. The full report provides a complete
picture of our sustainability performance for the year covering all
areas of our operations and investments that have a significant
impact on stakeholders.
This year, based on stakeholder feedback, we have improved the
readability of the report by presenting the full report in PDF, with
less information directly published on the sustainability report
website. The aim of presenting the report in this way is to further
improve user-friendliness and accessibility.
We welcome your feedback on our report. Please use the online
feedback form at www.sustainabilityreport.vicsuper.com.au,
email sustainability@vicsuper.com.au, or call our Member
Centre on toll free 1300 366 216 (Australia only).

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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GRI 3.7

Scope of report
GRI 3.1 GRI 3.6

This report covers the activities of VicSuper Pty Ltd for the financial
year ending 30 June 2008. Initiatives and activities undertaken
prior to this period have been covered where relevant or where
data exists. All data relates to the 2007/08 financial year unless
otherwise stated.
VicSuper Pty Ltd ABN 69 087 619 412 is the trustee and
administrator of VicSuper Fund ABN 85 977 964 496 and holds
an Australian Financial Services Licence issued by ASIC under the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cwlth), and a RSE Licence issued by APRA
under the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993.
VicSuper Fund has also been registered by APRA as a registrable
superannuation entity.
GRI 3.2 GRI 3.3

VicSuper Ecosystem Services
Pty Ltd
GRI 3.6 GRI 3.8

VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd was incorporated on
3 January 2006 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of VicSuper
Pty Ltd. More information on VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd
can be found in Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and
accountability
GRI 3.7

We have not separated the activities and costs of VicSuper
Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd from those of VicSuper Pty Ltd in this
report. All resources consumed by VicSuper Ecosystem Services
Pty Ltd, such as paper and energy, are included in the total figures
for VicSuper Pty Ltd.

VicSuper’s previous sustainability report was released in November
2007, covering the 2006/07 financial year. We plan to retain the
sustainability report as part of our annual year-end reporting,
which means that the next report is due to be released in October
2009.

Contact us

In this report we refer to VicSuper Pty Ltd as VicSuper, and
VicSuper Fund as VicSuper Fund. More information on VicSuper’s
structure can be found in Strategy 4: Maintain sound
governance and accountability

For further information about this report, or further detail
about any of VicSuper’s sustainability activities, email
sustainability@vicsuper.com.au or call VicSuper’s Member
Centre on toll free 1300 366 216 (Australia only).

GRI 3.4

GRI 3.9 GRI 3.10

Where assumptions are used about the data presented, they
are explained in the text or in the GRI Index. Similarly, any
restatements of information are indicated within the body of
the report.
The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 was written and
compiled by VicSuper’s in-house sustainability team, with input
and support from many other teams within VicSuper.

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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GRI Index
The Global Reporting Initiative

The GRI index

GRI 3.12

GRI 3.9

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) provides a globally
applicable framework in the form of guidelines that set out
economic, social and environmental indicators for organisations
to report against.

All core GRI indicators, as well as the additional GRI indicators that
we have reported on, can be located through the GRI index tables
located at the end of this report.

This report has been prepared using the GRI G3 Guidelines.
It represents a balanced and reasonable presentation of our
organisation’s economic, environmental and social performance.
We have also used the GRI Financial Services Sector
Supplement: Social Performance and the GRI Financial Services
Sector Supplement: Environmental Performance to develop this
report. All G3 based reports must self-declare the level to
which they have applied the GRI reporting framework – their
‘Application Level’.
Our report applies the GRI reporting framework to an A+ level
(the highest level available), which means that we have
undertaken all relevant G3 disclosures and reported on all core
indicators. We have provided an explanation about any core
indicators that we have not reported against. All GRI indicators are
listed in the GRI index.
The data and information in the report have been independently
assured by Net Balance Management Group (NBMG) Australia
and the financial information has been independently audited.
Please refer to the assurance section of this report for NBMG’s
assurance statement.

We have provided links to the location of the indicators within the
report. If we have not reported on an indicator, or have reported
partially, then the explanation is contained within the GRI index
tables. If we have used any assumptions in the compilation of
indicators, these are also contained in the tables.
For a small number of indicators we have reported only in the GRI
index table, and not in the body of the report. We have done this
in order to aid readability of the report and to ensure that most of
the information presented within the main text is of interest to
most stakeholders. These indicators are clearly marked.
Indicator descriptions are abbreviations of the descriptions
provided by the GRI. For full explanations of the indicators or for
more information on the GRI, please visit the GRI website.
View our response to the GRI indicators at the end of the
document:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Standard disclosures
Economic performance indicators
Environmental performance indicators
Social performance indicators.

GRI application level table
2002
In Accordance C
Mandatory

Self declared

Optional

Third party
checked

C+ B

B+ A

A+

GRI checked

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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Our performance: a summary
GRI 1.2

This financial year saw the worst Australian sharemarket performance since
1981/82 and also saw international sharemarkets decline in value by approximately
21%. Despite this difficult investment environment, member and employer
contributions to VicSuper Fund increased by 7% over the year. This resulted in net
assets increasing to $6.2 billion at 30 June 2008, an increase of 6% in 2007/08
and an average increase of 26% per annum over the last 9 years.
This report contains a comprehensive overview of our
performance and activities for the 2007/08 financial year.
In general, we continued to perform well against most of our key
indicators and met or made progress against the majority of the
commitments we outlined in the VicSuper Sustainability Report
2007. Commitments we did not complete are generally carried
over into commitments for 2008/09.
In response to higher demand, we increased the number
of member and workplace interviews and seminars undertaken
during the year. We met this demand by system and process
improvements and by increasing total employee numbers by
15 people in 2007/08, an 8.87% increase on the previous year.
12.3% of our workforce left substantive positions at VicSuper
in 2007/08. This separation rate was a decrease from 15.2%
in the previous year.
One of our key challenges with the ongoing growth of our
business is to minimise our environmental impact. While our
paper use per fund member decreased (by 7.78%), our energy
use continued to increase significantly (by 11.87%). We
implemented a number of initiatives in 2007/08 to try to tackle
this and will continue to do so in future years. We have also
implemented activities to manage the carbon emissions resulting
from our operations. This has included reducing our emissions in
the first instance and then purchasing GreenPower (for electricity
consumed) and offsets for the remaining emissions so that we
are effectively carbon neutral.

We recognise that our investments are where our greatest
sustainability challenges and opportunities lie and we made
progress in a number of important areas this year. This includes
continued implementation of the UN Principles for Responsible
Investment and assessing the carbon exposure and intensity of
VicSuper’s Australian and international equity portfolio. Both of
these initiatives help us work towards a full understanding of the
sustainability profile of the companies in which VicSuper invests.
We have identified the following key performance indicators as
being critical to building a sustainable super fund over the long
term. The data provided in this section is for the five years that
we have been undertaking sustainability reporting. Further
performance indicators and commentary are included throughout
the report.
Note: Data for each year is for year ended 30 June.

The VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 A shared future
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Average account balance of
members
($) account balance
Member average

contents

Voluntary contributions by
members
($’000)
Voluntary contributions
by members ($000)

GRI TABLES

Net market value of investments
($
Netmillion)
market value of investments ($mil)
5,938

25,803 25,826

848,807

6,130

896,161

4,316

20,128
16,214

3,296

530,702

13,226

422,529

2,502

300,994

03/04

04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

03/04

04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

03/04 04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

Prior year
% change

5,311

6,213

8,680

10,898

13,143

20.60%

661

992

727

954

1074

12.58%

14,109

17,505

13,542

17,759

17,708

0.29%

2,844

3,397

3,609

4,495

6,022

33.97%

130

218

235

200

198

1.00%

VicSuper Scheme members with insurance

54 .85%

55 .91%

56 .69%

57.76%

55.90%

3.22%

Investments

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

281,794

329,368

528,495

755,706

–417,003

Contribution revenue ($’000)

593,114

720,912

873,082

1,238,384

1,329,703

Growth Option (default investment option)
net earning rate

15.50%

12.69%

16.02%

17.18%

–7.83%

Members and employers
Number of active employers
Number of member and workplace seminars
Attendance at member and workplace seminars
Number of personal advice interviews
Visits to employers

Investment income ($’000)

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Total paper used per fund member
(sheets)
Total paper used per member (sheets)

Number
ofstaff
employees
Number of

73.17

184
169

Electricity use per fund member (kWh)

Energy use per member (kWh)

69.76
1.91
1.71

1.65

131

2.24

2.12

64.33

153

GRI TABLES

117

03/04

04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

03/04* 04/05* 05/06

06/07

07/08

03/04

04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

** Total
paperused
useper
permember
member
data
available
for
Total paper
data
not not
available
for 2003/04
2004/05
as this
a new
indicator
in in
2005/06
and 2004/05
as was
this was
a new
indicator
2005/06.
ˆ Data from 2005/06 has been restated.

VicSuper people
Females in senior management roles
Sick days taken per employee
Employee turnover rate
External training hours per employee

Governance
Complaints

Environment
Electricity use per employee (kWh)
White A4 copy paper used per employee (sheets)

Prior year
% change

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

41%

37%

42%

44%

48%

9.10%

4.4

2.6

3.9

4.1

3.4

17.07%

20.65%

19.26%

11.49%

15.22%

12.28%

19.32%

11.19

17.80

26.02

19.08

10.05

47.33%

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

58

44

41

21

24

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

2,802

2,639

2,721

2,938

3,018

2.72%

12,005

11,112

11,248

8,774

8,081

7.90%

Prior year
% change
14.29%
Prior year
% change
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Meeting our 2007/08
commitments: a summary
GRI 1.2

The table below shows our performance in 2007/08 for commitments we made last year in each of our seven key strategies for building a
sustainable superannuation fund. Further detail can be found in the individual strategy chapters throughout this report.
Commitment

Did we deliver?

Strategy 1: Deliver value
A simple and low fee structure
• Provide more information to members about the impact of fees on their superannuation account balances
Education and advice
• R
 e-engineer employer application process to make it easier and more convenient for organisations to join VicSuper as participating
employers
• Develop further calculators for VicSuper’s website to assist members in assessing their own superannuation options
Outstanding service
• Provide members with an option to receive Statements of Advice via email
• Further enhance VicSuper MembersOnline by showing members their current levels of insurance cover
• Automate VicSuper MembersOnline registration as part of the welcome process for new VicSuper members
• Finalise implementation of failover arrangements for the VicSuper website
• Implement electronic communication option for members
• Increase total number of members using MembersOnline by 45%
• Increase the total number of members who consent to electronic communication to 10% of total membership
Relevant superannuation plans
• Further review and negotiate enhanced insurance offerings for VicSuper Scheme and VicSuper Beneficiary Account members
Strategy 2: Invest for the long term
Long-term, low-cost investing
• Ongoing measurement of our progress against the UN Principles for Responsible Investment
• Publicise how we progress against the UN Principles for Responsible Investment
Member investment choice
• Allow member directed contributions
Sustainability investing
• Analyse the environmental footprint of VicSuper’s equity portfolios
• Investigate the feasibility of expanding the measurement of the environmental footprint of our investments to incorporate additional
asset classes
• Investigate options for measuring the social impact of our investments
• Develop a sustainability governance policy for our investments
• Review the feasibility of expanding VicSuper’s future farming landscapes project
• Investigate further opportunities for sustainability investment in equities
• Continue to work towards a full understanding of the sustainability profile of the companies in which VicSuper invests
• Further investigate sustainability screening of fixed interest investments
Exercise our rights of ownership and share knowledge
• Investigate the possibility of appointing an engagement research and service provider for our international equity portfolios
• Assess the carbon exposure and intensity of VicSuper’s Australian and international equity portfolio
• Explore ways to further engage VicSuper’s members and other stakeholders on investment related sustainability issues

Achieved

Not achieved

Progress made
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Did we deliver?

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people
Workplace profile and culture
• Increase the number of ‘themed’ days, such as Ride to Work day, in which employees can participate
• Introduce an employee scholarship to facilitate personal and workplace leadership in the area of sustainability
• Expand the scope of the VicSuper Family Fun Day to ensure its continued success
Learning and development
• Increase the percentage of superannuation advisers who have completed the Certified Financial Planner qualification
• C
 onduct training for FROGS members (VicSuper’s employee sustainability group) to assist them in the behavioural change aspects of
their role
• Review and commence enhancement of VicSuper’s learning and development database
Employee engagement
• Follow up results of our employee engagement survey with employee
• Finalise and launch the community involvement program to all employees
Competitive benefits and remuneration
• E
 stablish a Certified Agreement Working Group by June 2008 in preparation for approval of VicSuper’s Collective Agreement in
December 2008
Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability
Who runs VicSuper, what do they do and how are they accountable?
• Conduct a board-self-assessment for 2007/08 and implement initiatives from the 2006/07 assessment
• Review VicSuper’s performance measurement system ensuring performance measures align with key success criteria
How is members’ money safeguarded?
• Further enhance safeguard controls to ensure internal transfers between member benefit plans are precise
• R
 eview risk management and existing internal controls to ensure monies are safeguarded against possible losses through fraudulent
behaviour
• Implement an electronic compliance database
• Implement the anti-money laundering (AML)/counter terrorism financing (CTF) legislation and review existing risk management
framework
How can we ensure that the rights of members, employers and other stakeholders are respected?
• Monitor communication with all stakeholders for positive and negative feedback
Strategy 5: Continue financial stability and growth
Income and growth
• Improve the receipting function using technology to create greater efficiency, cost savings, resource savings and enhanced job
satisfaction
• Complete a review to improve the administration of the investment accounting function
• Improve our management expense ratio by up to five basis points
• Meet operational performance targets with respect to contribution and fund growth

Achieved

Not achieved

Progress made
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Did we deliver?

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact
Policy, processes and training
• Incorporate training on the VicSuper Sustainability, Climate Change, Environment and Supplier Engagement and Purchasing policies in
sustainability training for new employees and in update training for all existing employees
Resource use
• Review targets for our internal and external paper use and communicate these targets to employees
• Review paper purchasing and develop formal guidelines for stationery and publications
• U
 ndertake a comprehensive review of risks and opportunities presented by expanding VicSuper’s electronic communication with
members
• Implement (over 2007/08 and 2008/09) a replacement workflow system to reduce paper use
• D
 evelop a structured approach to measure and report on the sustainability initiatives, processes and outcomes in the purchase, use
and disposal of computer and other technology-related goods
• Expand waste reporting to include all significant waste types by weight
Energy and greenhouse gas emissions
• Increase the percentage of our renewable electricity supply which is government accredited GreenPower from 20% to 100%
• U
 ndertake detailed facility study of our Melbourne office to determine energy saving opportunities and implement recommended
initiatives
• Make our company operations carbon neutral by first measuring, reducing and then offsetting all significant greenhouse gas emissions
Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships
Suppliers
• Complete implementation of supplier engagement and purchasing program
• Enhance our engagement strategy for suppliers based on supplier questionnaire results
Professional associates
• Complete implementation of supplier engagement and purchasing program for professional associates
• Develop principles and guidelines for partnership and sponsorship
• R
 elease a report through the Australian Business and Climate Group on accelerating the development and deployment of low
emission technology in Australia
Local community impact
• Finalise details of community partnerships and commence full implementation

Achieved

Not achieved

Progress made
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Our commitments for 2008/09
GRI 1.2

Throughout this report, there are tables showing how we
performed during the last year as well as commitments and
commentary for the coming year.
In formulating our commitments for the next 12 months, we have
referred to our seven key strategies for building a sustainable super
fund. The commitments build on those made in previous years
and incorporate longer term sustainability goals and opportunities
for innovation, growth and improvement.
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Deliver value

A simple low fee structure
Education and advice
Outstanding service
Relevant superannuation plans and benefis
Case study: Carbon management strategy

22
23
25
27
28

Strategy 1:
Deliver value

contents

GRI TABLES

Our purpose is to help people prepare for and meet their income needs in later
life. Delivering value in achieving this purpose means providing the best possible
service to our members and employers at the lowest possible cost.
Many issues affect our members’ ability to save for a retirement
income and our employers’ ability to meet their superannuation
obligations. VicSuper’s influence includes the fees we charge, the
education and advice we provide in helping our members and
employers to understand superannuation, the quality of the
services we provide, and the relevance of the superannuation
plans we offer.

Our aim

Our approach
We deliver value to our members and employers across a number
of areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a simple and low fee structure
superannuation education and advice, at no charge
outstanding service
relevant superannuation plans and benefits.

Our aim is to help members understand their super so they
can maximise the amount of savings they have at, and during,
their retirement.

How does this contribute to a
sustainable superannuation fund?
Improving our members’ economic wellbeing contributes to their
ability to enjoy a better quality of life in retirement. They will be
better able to access the services they need to support the
retirement lifestyle they want, and more actively contribute to
society and the economy. By being better informed about their
superannuation and exercising their choices, people will be able
to make more appropriate decisions for their circumstances and
share their experiences and knowledge to help others.
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A simple & low fee structure
Fees have a significant impact on the superannuation savings
people end up with – the higher the fees a member pays, the
lower their retirement income. The impact of fee capping on an
account balance over the long term can be significant. Graph 1.10
demonstrates the cumulative impact of different fees over time on
the final value of investments.
Graph 1.10 Impact of fees on final value of investments
$‘000

GRAPH 1.10 IMPACT OF FEES ON FINAL VALUE OF INVESTMENTS
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Our performance
In keeping with our commitment to deliver value at the lowest
possible cost, we have a simple fee structure that covers all
VicSuper Fund benefit plans. Under this structure, VicSuper’s
management fee is 0.5% pa of the average account balance over
the year. This fee is capped at $1,500 once an average account
balance over the year reaches $300,000 or more.
During 2007/08 VicSuper provided specific information to
members on the impact of fees on their retirement savings, and
the importance of paying the lowest possible fee. This information
was provided in our annual member newsletters, sent in March
2008, as well as on the VicSuper website.
For further information on fees and other specified costs
associated with operating VicSuper Fund, please refer to the
relevant VicSuper Combined Financial Services Guide and Product
Disclosure Statement – available from vicsuper.com.au

Higher fees - 2%

VicSuper believes that everyone should have access to high
quality superannuation services for the lowest possible cost
and we continue our commitment to keep our fee structure as low
and simple as possible.
For further information on fees and other specified costs
associated with operating VicSuper Fund, please refer to the
relevant VicSuper Combined Financial Services Guide and Product
Disclosure Statement – available from vicsuper.com.au
Note for graph 1.10: Calculations in this graph have been made using the fund
fee calculator on the Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia’s website,
www.superannuation.asn.au The calculator is intended to provide illustrative
examples based on stated assumptions and is not intended as a substitute for
professional advice. Actual outcomes will depend on a range of factors outside the
control of ASFA, including future fund earnings and any changes in fees or charges.
The calculations do not take into account any other fees or insurance premiums.
The calculations are based on an initial contribution of $10,000, with no additional
contributions made. The calculator assumes that the amount contributed is not
subject to taxation when received by the fund.

Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Provide more information to
members about the impact of
fees on their superannuation
account balances.

Complete.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

The net earning rate assumed is 7% after tax per year in nominal terms. It is assumed
that the fees used in the calculations do not change for the periods illustrated
(10 years and 30 years).
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Education and advice
One of our main challenges – and opportunities – is to
encourage people to take an informed and active interest in
their superannuation. To achieve this we have created a variety
of education and advice avenues from which members and
employers can benefit.

GRAPH
1.13 NUMBER
OF ADVICE
Graph
1.13
Number
ofINTERVIEWS
advice interviews
7,000

853

6,000

5,169

5,000

741

4,000

788

Members: our performance

2,609

3,754

2,978

2,160

2,000
1,000

Advice and seminars

0

Our superannuation advisers conducted 62 member seminars and
1,012 workplace seminars around Victoria throughout the year, as
shown in Graph 1.11 below. Member seminars are generally held
at VicSuper’s Melbourne Advice Centre or a public venue in
metropolitan and regional Victoria. Workplace seminars are held
at the workplaces of VicSuper’s employers who request them.
Graph 1.11 Location and number of VicSuper seminars
GRAPH 1.11 LOCATION AND NUMBER OF VICSUPER SEMINARS
2007/08

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

Personal advice interviews held at employer locations

2006/07

2007/08

Personal advice interviews held at VicSuper

An important part of our strategy for making our services more
accessible is having advice centres available at a range of locations
around Victoria. The table below shows that while our Melbourne
advice centre conducted the largest number of advice interviews,
a total of 61.57% of our interviews were conducted from advice
centres outside the Melbourne CBD.
Table 1.1 Location and number of VicSuper personal advice
interviews in 2007/08

500

455

450

684

3,000

631

400
350
300
150
150
150

163

136

163
95

100
50

13

0

Melbourne

Workplace seminars

15

9
Geelong

Bendigo
ADVICE CENTRE

16

9
Traralgon

Blackburn

Member seminars

The number of people attending these seminars in 2007/08
(as shown in graph 1.12), was very similar to 2006/07. VicSuper
seminars focus on topical super issues such as ‘Transition to
retirement’ and ‘Super for every superwoman’. ‘Build your super’
was the most popular topic with 585 seminars held during
2007/08.
Graph 1.12 Attendance at VicSuper seminars
GRAPH 1.12 ATTENDANCE AT VICSUPER SEMINARS
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16,495
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15,000
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16,328
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0

2003/04

Workplace seminars

1,035

958

1,264

1,380

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

Member seminars

We also meet face-to-face with our members through personal
advice interviews and general advice, or ‘walk-in’, interviews. Graph
1.13 shows that the number of these interviews continues to
increase (including a significant 34% increase this year) as we
employ more superannuation advisers, improve our efficiency and
increase accessibility and awareness of our services over time.

Advice centre

Number of advice interviews

Melbourne

2,314

Geelong

952

Bendigo

1,164

Traralgon

516

Blackburn

1,076

Total

6,022

SO1

The locations and responsibilities of our advice centres have
been structured to enhance our coverage of Victorian
communities. This includes careful planning in relation to the
delivery of our operations to ensure we maximise our positive
contribution to the local community. This strategy is part of a long
term commitment to servicing our members and prospective
members in ways that are best for them.
Each advice centre is responsible for servicing the area
surrounding it and each has plans in place to visit other suburbs
and towns in their region. This ensures that members and
prospective members have access to our services in their local
area or at their workplace. In addition, we have been steadily
increasing the number of superannuation advisers within the team
to enable us to increase the number of seminars and interviews
we conduct.
To ensure our advice centres remain in these communities for
the long term, we have established the centres in large regional
cities, have taken long term leases and employed local people.
Prior to deciding where our regional advice centres would be
located, we also assessed projected population growth,
demographics and the location of VicSuper Fund members
and employers throughout Victoria.
No new advice centres were established during the financial year.
This contrasts with the previous four financial years which saw the
establishment of advice centres at Geelong (2003/04), Bendigo
(2004/05), Traralgon (2005/06) and Blackburn (2006/07).
The Melbourne Advice Centre was established in 2000/01.
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Our focus during the year has been to build the capacity of
the Blackburn Advice Centre through recruitment and promotion
of qualified employees and to maintain the capacity of the other
advice centres.
Blackburn achieved its target complement of advisers (including
trainee advisers) during the year. While employee levels at the
Geelong and Bendigo advice centres during the year were
maintained, recruitment into the Traralgon Advice Centre is proving
to be a challenge due to a shortage of qualified candidates in the
Gippsland region of the state.

Graph
1.15 Visits to employers
GRAPH 1.15 VISITS TO EMPLOYERS
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One of the indicators that we use to judge the effectiveness of our
education and advice focus is the voluntary contributions made
by our members. This year voluntary contributions continued to
increase, with transfers from other funds increasing 10.46% from
the previous year, and overall voluntary contributions increasing
by 5.58%. The annualised percentage increase in voluntary
contributions by members over the last nine years was 20.26%.
Graph 1.14 Voluntary contributions by members
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Graph
1.16 Attendance at employer seminars
GRAPH 1.16 ATTENDANCE AT EMPLOYER SEMINARS
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Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
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GRAPH 1.14 VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS BY MEMBERS
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$191,840
2006/07

$234,271

2007/08

Salary sacrifice

Note: Voluntary contributions from self employed members are from those who have
not previously claimed a tax deduction.

In order to assist members in assessing their own superannuation
options, we developed a number of new calculators for VicSuper’s
website in 2007/08: three for VicSuper Scheme insurance
offerings, and three for VicSuper Beneficiary Account insurance
offerings. More calculators are planned for 2008/09.
Visit vicsuper.com.au for more information.

Our performance
Employers
VicSuper employs account consultants who, as a major part of
their role, provide account management services to our employers.
VicSuper’s employers are invited to attend seminars on
superannuation topics relevant to their roles as employers. We
visited a similar number of employers in 2007/08 to the previous
year but had significantly lower levels of attendance at employer
seminars (down 61%) throughout the year. This difference in
attendance is primarily due to unusually high attendance levels in
2006/07 from an additional seminar series that we held to update
employers on the government’s Better Super changes.
In order to make it more convenient for organisations to join
VicSuper as participating employers, we re-engineered the
employer application process to take advantage of electronic
processes in 2007/08. Around 70% of employers are now signing
up online.

Commitment

Comments

Re-engineer employer
application process to make it
easier and more convenient for
organisations to join VicSuper as
participating employers.

Completed.

Develop further calculators for
VicSuper’s website to assist
members in assessing their own
superannuation options.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. review the VicSuper superannuation education program
2. increase member understanding of the importance of
insurance cover (particularly the benefits of age-based cover)
through tailored communications
3. implement a process to confirm that members have relevant
information to implement the advice they have received in
interviews
4. improve education and advice services by conducting
workshops and interviews at locations that are more accessible
to members
5. confirm certain member transactions electronically instead of
sending out paper based letters
6. initiate a superannuation education program for new employers.
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Outstanding service
Providing outstanding service means being helpful, efficient and
timely in all dealings with members and employers. This is something
we take very seriously and is a key indicator for our success.

Members: our performance
Member benefits and services

83.55

94.22

100.00

90.51

96.21

100.00

75.52

82.87

100.00

The amount of member correspondence answered increased by
18.31%, from 5,113 to 6,049 items, and 75.52% of
correspondence was responded to within our service standard of
10 working days. Due to the increased volume, the service level
decreased this year, from 82.87% in the previous year.

67.83

Correspondence

20

58.90

In the 2007/2008 financial year, the number of calls answered by
the Member Centre increased by 10.54% to 127,414, whilst the
number of calls answered within 60 seconds improved
significantly by 15.16% compared to last year. Member calls
continue to cover a wide variety of superannuation related queries
including account balance enquiries, general fund information and
questions on rolling money into their VicSuper Fund account and
making personal contributions.

40

80.00

Member Centre

60

99.57

In 2008/09, we will also carry over our commitment to provide
members with an option to receive Statements of Advice via
email. This will form part of the next phase of increasing electronic
communication, together with online Annual Benefit Statements
and online forms.

80

99.27

We are also currently working to encourage more members
to provide email addresses and consent for electronic
communication. An electronic version now takes place for
major (mass) VicSuper mailings. The number of members who
consented to electronic communication was just over 5% of the
total membership. While this was an increase from last year, we
did not meet our commitment of having 10% of our total
membership consenting to receive electronic communication.
These initiatives will continue to be a focus for 2008/09 as they
improve service to members while creating more effective and
resource efficient services.

%
100

95.00

In 2007/08 we implemented a number of initiatives to streamline
our services to members and increase the use of electronic
communications and our MembersOnline service. The number
of members who registered to use MembersOnline and then
subsequently logged on, increased by 58% in 2007/08.

Graph
Member
and services indicators
GRAPH 1.171.17
MEMBER
BENEFITS AND benefits
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KEY SUCCESS INDICATORS

VicSuper’s internal benchmark

Performance in 2006/07

Performance in 2007/08

Member satisfaction
PR5

VicSuper engages an independent research firm to conduct
monthly research with a random sample group of members to
determine how satisfied they are with VicSuper. Similar to previous
years, in 2007/08 we achieved higher member satisfaction levels
from members in VicSuper Beneficiary Account and VicSuper
Pensions than in VicSuper Scheme. These members are
predominantly older than our VicSuper Scheme members, and
many are at, or close to, retirement, which means that they
generally are more interested and involved in their superannuation
and have more interaction with us.
As shown in graph 1.18, the percentage of members that were
very satisfied with our services remained at a high level, as has
been consistent across the past four years.
Graph 1.18 Overall member satisfaction with VicSuper’s
GRAPH 1.18 OVERALL MEMBER SATISFACTION WITH VICSUPER’S SERVICES
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Benefit payments
The number of benefits paid from VicSuper Scheme and VicSuper
Beneficiary Account increased by 9.45% in 2007/08 compared
with last year. Due to legislative changes that took effect on 1 July
2007, many members took advantage of tax free super upon
turning 60. There was also a large proportion of members moving
to other VicSuper Fund benefit plans, especially a VicSuper
Pension. With these increased volumes, the service standard of
paying benefits within 10 working days decreased from 94.77% in
the 2006/07 financial year, to 85.78%.
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Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08
VicSuper Allocated Pension
Don’t know/neither

* The information in this graph is presented differently to last year. Data is now
weighted against the number of members in each benefit plan to make the graph
more meaningful.
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Employers: our performance

Our commitments

A ‘contribution batch’ is the term used by VicSuper to describe an
employer contribution payment and the accompanying member
details. The number of members in a batch can vary from one up
to 35,000. Each batch is received and processed in-house by our
Employer Services team.

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

In 2007/08 the number of contribution batches received
electronically (from employers on behalf of their employees)
increased to 10,421 from 8,153 in 2006/07. This means that
11.64% (up from 10.87% in 2006/07) of all contribution
batches were received electronically. We aim to continue to
improve this figure over the coming years to enable faster
turnaround for members, less paperwork for our employers and
easier processing for employees – a better outcome for our
stakeholders and the environment.

Commitment

Comments

Provide members with an option
to receive Statements of Advice
via email.

Not completed.

Further enhance VicSuper
MembersOnline by showing
members their current levels of
insurance cover.

Completed.

Automate VicSuper
MembersOnline registration as
part of the welcome process for
new VicSuper members.

Completed.

Finalise implementation of
failover arrangements for the
VicSuper website.

Not completed.
This commitment
was completed
in July 2008.

Implement electronic
communication option for
members.

Completed.

Increase total number of
members using MembersOnline
by 45%.

Completed.
Increased by
54%.

Increase the total number of
members who consent to
electronic communication to
10% of total membership.

Not achieved.
5% of members
had provided
consent at
30/6/08.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. introduce a scorecard system to measure service quality and
efficiency of the Member Centre
2. introduce new mailroom technology that will enhance the
processing of all mail
3. develop and launch calculators for Pensions and interactive
worksheets
4. make the 2008/09 Annual Benefit Statements available online
5. increase the total number of members who consent to
electronic communication to 15% of total membership
6. move business processes onto the imaging and workflow
system to improve efficiency and reduce paper production
and circulation
7. increase the number of employers signed up for electronic
communication by 20%.
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Relevant superannuation
plans and benefits
DMA

VicSuper Fund members can choose from five superannuation
benefit plans to manage their superannuation savings. All of
VicSuper’s benefit plans offer members:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the ability to spread their super savings across any
combination of VicSuper’s seven investment options that cover
the varying degrees of investment risk
one low capped management fee
access to manage their accounts online
access to general and personal superannuation advice
comprehensive insurance cover
flexible contribution options.

Further information about these benefit plans can be found at
vicsuper.com.au
We have designed these plans to be flexible enough to meet
differing needs, while being simple and transparent to help
members understand what the plans offer and how they work.
Insurance is one of the most undervalued, yet important, benefits
offered to members. We think it is vital for a sustainable
superannuation fund to give its members the opportunity to have
cover that is cost effective and appropriate to their needs – it helps
protect their financial position, as well as that of their families, in
the event of illness or death.
More information on VicSuper’s insurance offerings is available on
the ‘insurance section’ of our website.

Our performance
During the 2007/08 financial year the insurance available through
the VicSuper Scheme and VicSuper Beneficiary Accounts was
reviewed with the aim to address the general problem of underinsurance and increase members’ automatic default cover in
VicSuper Scheme. For VicSuper Beneficiary Account members,
we made a decision to extend the insurance offering to include
disability cover. We also enhanced VicSuper MembersOnline by
showing members their current levels of insurance cover.
Enhanced insurance changes were successfully implemented and
approximately 100,000 insured VicSuper Scheme members had
their default automatic insurance cover increased from one unit
(cover: $90,000 for members under age 42 ) to three units
(cover: $300,000 for members under age 42) from 1 July 2008.
The weekly premium per unit remained the same at $1.10.

One of VicSuper’s ongoing commitments is to actively encourage
members to consider their insurance options and ensure they
have the knowledge and information to protect themselves and
their families. We will continue to communicate the importance of
insurance cover and the benefits of having insurance cover within
the superannuation environment.
The insurance cover described above is provided under group life
insurance and group salary continuance policies issued by AXA
Group Insurance and underwritten by the National Mutual Life
Association of Australasia Limited (‘the Insurer’) ABN 72 004 020
437, AFS Licence No. 234649. All insurance cover, including the
automatic cover, is provided subject to an individual meeting policy
conditions.
Graph 1.19 Members with insurance through VicSuper
Scheme (%)
%
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Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Further review and negotiate
enhanced insurance offerings for
VicSuper Scheme and VicSuper
Beneficiary Account members.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. enhance death benefits payments to include anti-detriment
benefits in relation to VicSuper Pensions.

As part of our communication to members on the enhanced
offerings, we asked members to also evaluate their situation and
need for cover. As a result we did have members cancelling their
cover as they no longer needed it or where they were adequately
covered elsewhere. This resulted in a slight decrease of cover
(3.22%) for VicSuper Scheme members in the lead up to
30 June 2008.
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Case study
Carbon management strategy
Australia’s economic landscape is changing, with a price on
carbon set to be introduced as early as 2010. This reform
echoes overseas trends and affects company profitability in all
industries. Super funds like VicSuper Fund, with money invested
in all sectors, are not immune.
Part of our action to address this is developing a carbon
management strategy for VicSuper Fund’s investments and
releasing the VicSuper Carbon Count report to highlight the
importance of businesses disclosing carbon emissions.
Moreover, we have calculated carbon emissions to report on
member’s benefit statements and will do so again in 2008/09.
Understanding the carbon footprint of our investments is a key
milestone on our way to building a sustainable super fund.

Through carbon management we aim to
increase awareness and change behaviour
among our stakeholders. Ultimately, we aim to
ensure that we, and the companies we invest
in, reduce carbon emissions to be best placed
for the future that we all share.
28
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Member investment choice
Sustainability investing
Exercise our rights of ownership and share knowledge
Case Study: Future Farming Landscapes
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Most of our members have an investment timeframe of over 20 years, which is
an important reason for VicSuper to invest for the long term. There are many risks
and opportunities that investment assets face over this timeframe, which is why it
makes sense to have a long-term approach to investing that incorporates
sustainability considerations.
Our investment options are designed to achieve investment
objectives over a rolling 10-year timeframe, which is generally
enough time to take into account year-to-year market fluctuations
for options with an allocation to equities.

Our aim
We aim to build our members’ retirement savings by adopting a
long-term investment strategy that has clearly defined objectives
and allocates a high proportion of members’ savings to equities,
subject to members’ risk preferences.
Our strategy also acknowledges the potential for sustainability
issues to materially impact investment returns. We aim to
implement our strategy with minimum cost in order to maximise
the returns that we pass on to members.

How does this contribute to a
sustainable superannuation fund?
Our focus on the long term together with how we invest in
equities and other asset classes will play a part in the journey to
becoming a sustainable superannuation fund.

Listed equities
A company’s value, and therefore investment performance, is
determined by its ability to generate cash over the long term.
This means that the value of a company will be determined by
the company’s capacity to earn cash in excess of the amounts
required to meet liabilities, including tax. This cash is used to
either reinvest in value-creating growth within the business or
to pay dividends to its shareholders.
Historically, company shares have provided higher long-term
returns than other asset classes such as property, fixed interest
securities and cash. While we expect this superior performance
of shares to continue over the long term, the investment climate
is changing. This year’s credit crunch and subsequent global
economic downturn, rapidly rising oil prices, and increasing global
action on climate change are just some of the elements that have
combined to shift the investment paradigm.
The rapid rise of the United Nations Principles for Responsible
Investment is just one of the indicators of the growing urgency
within the investment community to seriously integrate
sustainability considerations into investment processes. “It has
been just over two years since the launch of the Principles for
Responsible Investment… During the past 12 months the number
of signatories has almost doubled to approximately 360
institutions, representing US$14 trillion-plus in assets” 1.
Investors are increasingly aware that to achieve value, company
directors and management must address a broad range of
sustainability challenges that present economic, environmental
and social risks and opportunities for a company’s future. The
United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment uses the
terminology ESG (environmental, social and governance) to refer
to sustainability considerations.
EC9

As a primarily passive universal investor (see box on next page),
VicSuper maintains investments in a broad selection of
companies around the world. VicSuper has a fiduciary interest in
these companies successfully developing sustainable business
strategies that enable them to maximise their potential to
generate long-term cash flow and create long-term shareholder
value in the changing investment climate. This investment
approach, alongside our approach to other asset classes such as
property and private equity, provides long-term financial benefits
to our members and thereby contributes to global sustainable
economic development.
1
Achim Steiner (Executive Director, UNEP) and Georg Kell (Executive Director,
UN Global Compact), PRI Report on Progress 2008, June 2008, www.unpri.org
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Other asset classes
In addition to investing in listed shares or companies, VicSuper
invests in unlisted companies (private equity), property (including
commercial property, forestry, agriculture and ecosystem services),
infrastructure, fixed interest (bonds) and cash. Sustainability risks
and opportunities exist in all of these asset classes, and we are
gradually incorporating sustainability considerations into the
selection and management of assets within them.
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Our approach
To achieve our aim, we focus our investment approach on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

long-term, low-cost investing
member investment choice
sustainability investing
exercising our rights of ownership and sharing our
knowledge.

Businesses in all parts of the economy are operating in a rapidly
changing world that is increasingly recognising sustainability
challenges such as climate change, energy security, water scarcity,
political instability, disease and poverty. These and other issues
require holistic approaches to public policy and to decision making
within all organisations.
EC9

What is a universal investor?
The concept of universal ownership refers to large institutional
investors who, because of their significant holdings in a broad
range of companies and other assets, can be said to own a
segment of the total investment market. Due to their extensive
investments, these investors have a vested interest in the
long-term health of the economy as a whole, not just individual
companies, so cross-market, long term issues such as climate
change or water scarcity are especially relevant for them. This is
particularly true of funds like VicSuper Fund that primarily use
passive investment strategies.
Adapted from The Carbon Trust and IGCC publication A climate for change: a
trustee’s guide to understanding and addressing climate risk October 2005.
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Long-term, low-cost investing
The long-term investment timeframe of most VicSuper Fund
members allows us to put the most important element in any
investment strategy to best use: time.

What is the ‘long term’?
VicSuper discusses the ‘long term’ frequently in relation
to investments, sustainability and our business continuity.
But what is the long term? A person’s involvement in
superannuation can last their entire life from the moment
they take their first job in paid employment. A person with
a life expectancy of 85 who begins working at 21, may be
accumulating and drawing down from their super for 64 years.
This is why VicSuper has a longer term strategic plan of 10
years instead of the traditional three years. This time horizon
allows VicSuper to conduct its business of managing retirement
funds effectively by staying focused on economic,
environmental and social themes which may add to or detract
from investment performance over the long term.
So, when we talk about the long term, we are talking about
more than 10 years.
It has been shown that it is very difficult (and can be expensive)
for any investor with a long-term investment timeframe to actually
‘beat’ the return of the market by regularly trading shares.
This is why VicSuper predominantly uses a passive investment
management approach to invest in the major asset classes
(equities and fixed interest).

What is ‘passive investment’?
This style of investment management seeks to achieve
investment returns equal to the return of the overall market,
represented by a specific grouping of listed shares or fixed
interest securities (known as an index). Investing in this way
allows us to pay less attention to the ups and downs of market
cycles (often driven by speculation), which lead to wide
fluctuations in the prices of individual investments such as
company shares.
The majority of VicSuper’s international and Australian equities,
and our international and Australian fixed interest portfolio,
are managed on an index basis. Vanguard Investments Australia
Ltd manages our passive international equities and fixed
interest portfolios, and internal investment managers are in
charge of our passive Australian equities, cash and fixed
interest portfolios.
Passive investment management is a low cost form of investing
which means VicSuper can maximise the investment returns
passed on to members. VicSuper’s investment strategy also
allows for limited active investment management, which we
use for our property portfolio, sustainability investing and
private equity. Active investment managers aim to outperform
index returns by investing in individual assets they believe
will achieve higher returns on aggregate than others over
specified periods.

Integrating economic,
environmental and social
considerations into investments
AM1

Part of our strategy of long-term, low-cost investments is the
integration of economic, environmental and social considerations
into investment decisions. We believe that the long-term financial
performance of companies and other assets that we invest in is
shaped by performance in these areas.
When we refer to sustainability considerations, we are referring to
integrating issues such as climate change, environmental pollution,
social issues such as human rights and community interactions,
along with traditional corporate governance issues, such as the
independence of audit committee members from executive
management, into our investment process.
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F1 AM1

The financial implications of climate change

VicSuper has formalised our commitment to sustainability through
our Sustainability, Environment, Climate Change and Supplier
Engagement and Purchasing policies. These are all publicly
available on the policies section of the VicSuper website and
while they are relevant for our direct operations they also apply
to our investments.

VicSuper’s commitment to assessing and managing the impact
of climate change on the Fund’s investments continued in
2007/08.
VicSuper invests over $6.2 billion in companies, real estate,
infrastructure and other investments in Australia and around the
world. Climate change is a material business issue for a
significant proportion of these investments in terms of physical
climate change impacts, regulatory risk and technological
opportunities, amongst other impacts. In identifying climate
change as both a risk and opportunity for VicSuper, our focus
includes the direct and indirect risks and opportunities around
future regulations, fiduciary responsibility, risk of loss of assets or
financial downgrades due to natural disaster, reputation risk and
opportunity, and competitiveness issues.
VicSuper is undertaking a variety of initiatives to address climate
change for shareholder value creation.
VicSuper’s involvement with the Investor Group on Climate
Change Australia/New Zealand (IGCC) escalated this year
with the IGCC active in the public policy debate over the new
Federal Government’s commitment to reducing Australia’s
carbon emissions.
VicSuper’s commitment to the Carbon Disclosure Project
continued in 2007/08, signing on to CDP6 seeking company
disclosure of investment relevant information about climate
change risk.
VicSuper’s recognition of climate change as a key business risk is
encapsulated in the VicSuper Climate Change Policy. This
policy covers the operations and investments of VicSuper and
VicSuper Fund.
We have taken the first step towards quantifying the financial
implications of climate change on our investments by publishing
The VicSuper Carbon Count in September 2007. This report
provided an initial measurement of the carbon emissions,
exposures and intensities of companies in the ASX200 in
September 2007 as measured by Trucost 2 . We also engaged
Trucost to measure the carbon footprint of all of our international
and Australian listed equities. Trucost used an input/output
model to calculate this footprint. We used the results from this to
estimate the carbon emissions of the listed equity portion (if
applicable) of each member’s account balance over 2007/08 for
inclusion on member benefit statements. We have also
committed to including this figure on the annual benefit
statements sent to members for 2008/09.
We started our carbon footprint assessment with listed equities
because it forms the biggest portion of VicSuper’s assets under
management, and because listed companies are simpler to
measure and compare due to the availability of publicly reported
information. The other asset classes in which VicSuper invests
also have carbon footprints. Our aim is to estimate the carbon
footprint for VicSuper Fund over all asset classes in the future.

We integrated economic, environmental and social considerations
formally into 14.7% of our assets under management in 2007/08.
This was a drop from 15.2% in 2006/07, mainly due to the
significant declines in equity markets around the world. This figure
does not include the companies covered by our sustainability
engagement and proxy voting activities. The majority, by dollar
value, of VicSuper’s investments that integrate sustainability are
listed equities. Sustainability considerations are integrated into our
investments by investing through the Vanguard Sustainability
Leaders Australian and International Shares Funds3, Emerald
Technology Ventures private equity investments, Cleantech
Ventures, Starfish Ventures, Generation Investment Management
Global Equity Fund and the Climate Solutions Fund, our Future
Farming Landscapes projects, and through our investments in
Colonial First State Global Asset Management, Investa Property
Group, Diversified NZ Property Group, and Eureka Funds
Management direct property funds.
We further integrated sustainability considerations into our
investment process through our use of Regnan4 to engage
Australian companies on their environmental, social, business
ethics and corporate governance risks and opportunities. In
2007/08 we began to use Hermes Equity Ownership Services
to engage international companies on their governance risks and
opportunities. Details are found in table 2.10.
In addition to the above activities, as a signatory to the United
Nations Principles for Responsible Investment, we have
publicly committed to systematically including sustainability in our
investment policies and procedures. We are an associate member
of the Enhanced Analytics Initiative, an international
collaboration between asset owners and asset managers aimed at
encouraging better investment research, in particular research that
takes account of the impact of environmental, social and
governance issues on long-term investment.
2
Trucost is an environmental research organisation working with companies, investors
and government agencies to understand the impacts companies have on the
environment.
3
Each fund is managed by Vanguard in association with the global asset management
company Sustainable Asset Management (SAM). The funds were established in 2001
and sit under the Vanguard brand from 1 July 2008.
4
Regnan Governance Research and Engagement Pty Ltd was launched in May 2007
following an initiative by VicSuper, Vanguard, ARIA and BT Investment Management. It
is a service wholly owned by the following institutional investors: VicSuper, ARIA, BT
Investment Management, Hermes (UK), HESTA, LGSS, Vanguard and VFMC and
represented funds under management invested in S&P/ASX200 companies of more
than A$70 billion at 31 December 2007. Peter Lunt, VicSuper’s Executive Manager
Investments, became acting chair of Regnan on 5 June 2007.

We made our company operations carbon neutral for 2007/08,
and have drafted an action plan to look at reducing VicSuper
Fund’s carbon footprint and to communicate the methodology
we have used.
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Table 2.10
Sustainability assessment undertaken in each asset class
Asset class

Process for assessing and screening
sustainability risks

Cash and
fixed interest

No sustainability screening, however we only invest in
BBB rated or higher fixed interest securities.

Listed equity

Internally-managed Australian equities: Regnan
engages companies on VicSuper’s behalf on certain
environmental, social and governance risks. Regnan
estimates company exposure and engages with
companies if the risk is material. Proxy voting on
governance issues is undertaken for all Australian
listed equities.
The Vanguard Sustainability Leaders Australian
Shares Fund and the Vanguard Sustainability
Leaders International Shares Fund: Both
international and Australian portfolios have a
sustainability screen based on economic,
environmental, social, and governance issues which is
reliant on the Sustainable Asset Management (SAM)
proprietary process.
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Graph 2.11 Annual net earning rates for VicSuper Pensions
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Forestry, agriculture and ecosystem services: No
formal process undertaken in forestry investments,
however the farming and ecosystem services
investments we have selected integrate sustainability
considerations.
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Commercial property: Sustainability practices are
integrated into property management for our traditional
property investments.
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Industry Funds Management Infrastructure:
Discussions are continuing with this manager about
how it integrates sustainability assessment into its
portfolios.
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Generation Investment Management: The Climate
Solutions Fund seeks to invest in companies and
products providing solutions to reduce, manage,
capture, transport, store and sequester carbon.
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Emerald Technology Ventures: The fund VicSuper
invests in is a clean technology fund seeking
environmentally efficient outcomes.

GRAPH 2.10 ANNUAL NET EARNING RATES FOR VICSUPER SCHEME AND VICSUPER BENEFICIARY ACCOUNT (%)
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Industry Funds Management: Discussions are
continuing with this manager about how it integrates
sustainability assessment into its portfolios.
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Cleantech Ventures: The fund VicSuper invests in
is a clean technology fund seeking environmentally
efficient outcomes.

Graph 2.10 Annual net earning rates for VicSuper Scheme and
VicSuper Beneficiary Account as at 30 June (%)
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Macquarie Private Equity (VicSuper) Trust: No
formal process undertaken, however we have an
allocation to clean technology investments through
Starfish Ventures.

Graphs 2.10 and 2.11 show the annual net earning rate for each
of VicSuper’s investment options for VicSuper Scheme, VicSuper
Beneficiary Account and VicSuper Pensions. They demonstrate how
returns can vary significantly from year-to-year, especially in options
with a higher allocation to growth assets such as Balanced, Growth
and Equity Growth. For example in 2007/08 Equity Growth returned
–11.42%, whereas in 2006/07 it returned 20.46%.

-4.44

Private equity

The 2007/08 financial year was a turbulent year for Australian and
global equities. Volatility in credit markets, high oil and commodity
prices and tightening monetary conditions combined to create a
downward spiral in share prices worldwide. All super funds have
experienced significantly reduced, and mostly negative, returns
for the year. This short term turbulence is one of the important
reasons that members and super funds should focus on long-term
investment returns.

-1.26

Other assessment: All listed equites were assessed
for their carbon footprint by Trucost as at 31 March
2008.

Our performance

2.02

Vanguard international: No environmental and social
analysis is undertaken unless identified by the fund
manager’s analysts. Hermes Equity Ownership Services
conducts proxy voting and engages companies and
regulators on ESG issues on VicSuper’s behalf.
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6.24

Generation Investment Management: All companies
in the Global Equities Fund are selected using deep
bottom-up fundamental analysis based on material
financial and long-term economic, environmental,
social and governance risks and opportunities.
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
No tax is payable on investment earnings for VicSuper Pensions.
The net earnings rates shown for June 2001 and 2002 are for VicSuper Allocated Pension.
VicSuper Pensions benefit plans are:
•
VicSuper Commutable Pension (introduced on 1 April 2000 and called VicSuper
Allocated Pension until 20 September 2007)
•
VicSuper Non-Commutable Pension (introduced on 1 December 2005 and called
VicSuper Non-Commutable Allocated Pension until 20 September 2007)
•
VicSuper Term Allocated Pension (introduced on 1 July 2005 and closed to new
members on 20 September 2007)
•
VicSuper Transition to Retirement Term Allocated Pension (introduced on 1
December 2005 and closed to new members on 20 September 2007).
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Net earning rates are calculated by using the gross annual
investment return less tax (up to 15%) on the return. There is no
tax payable on the returns of VicSuper Pensions.
Graphs 2.12 and 2.13 show the five-year compound average net
earning rates for investment options in VicSuper Scheme, VicSuper
Beneficiary Account, and VicSuper Pensions superannuation
benefit plans. The five-year returns of the higher growth options
still exceed those of the lower growth options despite company
share price falls in equity markets in 2002/03 and in 2007/08,
particularly in international markets. Graph 2.14 shows 10 year
compound average net earnings rates for VicSuper Scheme and
VicSuper Beneficiary accounts for the Cash, Capital Stable,
Balanced, Growth and Equity Growth options. VicSuper Allocated
Pension started in April 2000 so 10-year data is not available.
On 1 July 2004 VicSuper changed from crediting rates (from
which VicSuper’s management fee of 0.5% had already been
deducted) to net earning rates, which do not include the
deduction of VicSuper’s management fee. VicSuper’s management
fee is now deducted directly from member accounts as at 30 June
each year or on closure of an account.
For the purposes of the graphs on this page and the previous
page, crediting rates for the financial years from 1998/99 to
2003/04 have been recalculated to be consistent with the
methodology for calculating net earning rates used from
1 July 2004.
Please note that past performance is not a reliable indicator of
future performance.
Graph 2.12 Five-year compound average net earning rates for
VicSuper Scheme and VicSuper Beneficiary Account to
30 June
2008 (% pa)
GRAPH 2.12 5-YEAR COMPOUND AVERAGE RETURN FOR VICSUPER SCHEME AND VICSUPER BENEFICIARY
ACCOUNT (%PA)
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Graph 2.14 Ten-year compound average net earning rates for
VicSuper Scheme and VicSuper Beneficiary Account to
30 June
2008
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The Capital Secure, and Equity Growth Sustainability investment options do not have
a 10 year return history.

At 30 June 2008 VicSuper invested in 238 Australian companies
and 1,436 international companies in our standard passive
portfolios, and 67 Australian companies and 1,748 international
companies that were specifically selected for their sustainability
credentials. Company holdings can be found on our website.

Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Ongoing measurement of
our progress against the UN
Principles for Responsible
Investment.

Ongoing.

Publicise how we progress
against the UN Principles for
Responsible Investment.

This
sustainability
report publicises
our progress
against the
Principles.

Achieved
Capital Secure

6.29

4.86

3

Cash

6.04

5.66

6

5.12

0

GRI TABLES

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

In 2008/09 we commit to:

Graph 2.13 Five-year compound average net earning rates for
VicSuper Pensions to 30 June 2008 (% pa)

1. undertake ongoing measurement of our progress against the
UN Principles for Responsible Investment
2. seek opportunities to reduce VicSuper Fund’s carbon footprint
3. publicise how we progress against the UN Principles for
responsible Investment
4. increase the Fund’s exposure to international equities by
seeking a suitable emerging markets index fund
5. review and update the VicSuper Investments Manual.

% pa

GRAPH 2.13 5-YEAR COMPOUND AVERAGE RETURN FOR VICSUPER PENSIONS (%PA)
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
No tax is payable on investment earnings.
Net earning rates shown are for VicSuper Allocated Pension.
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Member investment choice
While most of our members have a long investment timeframe, for
some it is relatively short. Members with a shorter timeframe may,
for example, be approaching retirement and intend using some of
their superannuation savings to reduce household debt. For these
members it is important to have an investment option more likely
to provide annual returns that are fairly consistent from year-toyear and less likely to produce negative returns in any one year
compared with other investment options.
VicSuper offers members seven investment options, and
members can choose to invest their savings in one or more of
these options. Beginning with an investment option that has no
allocation to the high risk/high-return equity asset class, the
options have a graduated increase in allocation to equities, or
company shares, thereby catering for the different risk preferences
and circumstances of members. VicSuper’s investment options are
listed in the table below.
Table: 2.11 VicSuper’s investment options
Investment option

Growth
assets %*

Investment return
objectives^#

Cash

0

CPI Growth + 1% pa

Capital Secure

20

CPI Growth + 2% pa

Capital Stable

40

CPI Growth + 3% pa

Balanced

60

CPI Growth + 4% pa

Growth

80

CPI Growth + 5% pa

Equity Growth

100

CPI Growth + 6% pa

Equity Growth
Sustainability

100

CPI Growth + 6% pa

* Growth assets are equities that provide investment returns primarily in the form of
capital growth (an increase in the dollar value of the asset over time due to growth in
long-term cash flows).

Our performance
F13

One of our challenges is to encourage more people to take more
notice of their superannuation savings. As discussed in Strategy 1:
Deliver value, our aim is to help people meet their financial
objectives in saving for their retirement. This includes educating
and empowering our members to understand the investment
options that are available to them.
In 2007/08, as in previous years, the majority of our members in
VicSuper Scheme, either chose to leave their savings in our default
option – the Growth Option – or did not make a choice, hence
their savings remained in the default option.
Graph 2.15 shows that 48.96% of members’ savings are invested
in the Growth Option, with the next biggest percentage in Capital
Stable with 20.54% of members’ savings. The option with the
biggest change since last year is the Cash Option with 8.59% of
members’ savings. The Equity Growth Option had the largest
decrease for the year, largely as a result of negative returns and
members switching into the Cash Option (down to 5.99% from
8.1% in 2006/07).
Members in VicSuper Beneficiary Account and VicSuper Pensions
predominantly exercise investment choice. VicSuper Beneficiary
Account members are generally people in the last decade of their
full-time working life and are increasing their superannuation by
salary sacrificing and with rollovers from other funds. VicSuper
Pensions members may be in transition to full retirement or retired
from the workforce and usually invest some of their retirement
savings in low risk options as they have a lower tolerance and
capacity (due to age) to accept risk or volatility in returns.
Graph
2.15
Members’
investment
GRAPH 2.15
MEMBERS’
INVESTMENT
CHOICES choices
1.3%
2.0%

^ All investment return objectives are after tax and above the rate of inflation over
rolling 10-year periods.
# Investment option earnings for VicSuper Pensions benefit plans are not taxed and
accordingly the investment return objectives will be higher. The investment return
objectives for VicSuper Pensions can be found at www.vicsuper.com.au.

We seek advice from asset consultants Frontier Investment
Consulting Pty Ltd to assist us in determining the strategic asset
allocations for each investment option. The investment return
objectives are based on modelling by Frontier Investment
Consulting Pty Ltd. For further information please contact
VicSuper or visit our website for a Combined Financial Services
Guide and Product Disclosure Statement.

6.0%

8.6%

Cash
20.5%

Capital Secure
Capital Stable
Balanced

49.0%

Growth
12.6%

Equity Growth
Equity Growth Sustainability
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Graph 2.16 Net market value of investments by asset class
GRAPH
2.16June
NET MARKET
OF INVESTMENTS BY ASSET CLASS ($ MILLION)
as
at 30
2008 VALUE
($mil)
120.59
76.63

829.33

930.95

Australian Fixed Interest
Australian Equities

464.90

International Equities
1367.26
2085.53

GRI TABLES

Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

Cash
255.22

contents

International Fixed Interest
Property
Australian Private Equity

Commitment

Comments

Allow member directed
contributions. This allows
members to remain in their
current chosen investment
option but direct future
contributions into different
investment options.

Due to a lack
of membership
demand and
an alternative
option for making
member directed
contributions, this
commitment is
not proceeding.

International Private Equity

Achieved
Graph 2.16 shows the net market value of investments by asset
class, the majority of which is invested in international equities,
followed by Australian equities.

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. undertake carbon reporting on member benefit statements.
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Sustainability investing
At VicSuper, sustainability investing is an approach that, when
applied to investments in company shares and other assets
such as property and infrastructure, considers the implications
of economic, environmental and social challenges and
opportunities for long-term profitability and shareholder value.
All companies within their particular industries face sustainability
challenges. For example, the manufacturing industry needs to be
sensitive to the carbon emissions of its activities due to potential
costs related to a carbon price or an emissions trading scheme.
The ways in which manufacturing companies respond to this
challenge will determine their ability to remain competitive,
innovative and maximise shareholder value.
There is growing consensus within the investment community
that over the long term, businesses that address all of their
economic, environmental and social risks and invest in the
opportunities are more likely to increase long-term shareholder
value, therefore providing a better outcome for the environment
and society through sustainable economic development. This is
particularly relevant to VicSuper as a universal investor.

International and Australian
listed equities
For the year ending 30 June 2008, VicSuper has allocated 10%
of VicSuper Fund’s listed Australian and international equities
portfolio to companies that are considered leaders in adopting
business strategies that manage risks and invest in opportunities
emerging from economic, environmental and social challenges.
(Note: In 2007/08, the Trustee made a decision to increase the
allocation to 20% of all international equities). In addition,
members can choose to invest up to 100% of their savings in
such companies by selecting the Equity Growth Sustainability
Option. There is growing consensus that such approaches will
increase long-term profitability and shareholder value.
VicSuper also engages with companies on a range of sustainability
risks and opportunities with the intent to raise awareness by
company management of these risks and their importance to
VicSuper as a share owner. Refer to section 4 of this strategy:
Exercising our rights of ownership and sharing knowledge.

Vanguard Sustainability Leaders Australian
Shares Fund and the Vanguard Sustainability
Leaders International Shares Fund
Through two Vanguard Investments Australia share funds, VicSuper
invests in a selection of large Australian and international listed
companies that are rated by SAM Sustainable Asset Management
(SAM) as sustainability leaders in their industry sector.
SAM selects sustainability leaders that are doing better than their
industry peers at managing their social, environmental, economic
and corporate governance risks and opportunities. Areas assessed
include environmental performance and management, human
rights risks, labour practice and management and policy within the
supply chain.
These companies are considered ‘best of sector’ in terms of
sustainability, and are expected to generate returns in excess of
market benchmark indices over the long term. SAM assesses its
list of companies every 12 months, with the potential to remove
a company from the list in an intervening period if necessary.
More information on SAM and its screening process can be
found at www.sam-group.com

Generation Investment Management
In addition to its investments in the Vanguard Sustainability
Leaders funds, VicSuper has allocated investments to the
Generation Global Equity Fund, managed by Generation
Investment Management LLP (Generation).
The fund is a concentrated portfolio of 30 to 50 companies.
Generation believes that sustainability issues can impact a
company’s ability to generate earnings, therefore sustainability
must be fully integrated with traditional equity analysis to achieve
the best long-term investment results. This is why sustainability
research plays an important role in Generation’s selection of
companies for the portfolio.
Generation conducts thematic research into issues such as
poverty, migration, climate change, public policy and ecosystem
services.
Generation was formed by the Hon. Al Gore, the Nobel Prize
laureate and former vice-president of the United States of America,
and David Blood, the former CEO of Goldman Sachs Asset
Management. Al Gore is the Chairman of Generation, and David
Blood is the Managing Partner.
As at 30 June 2008 the value of our investment in the Generation
Fund was A$61.21 million. This is almost $10 million less than in
2007 due to low returns from world equity markets.
More information on Generation Investment Management and its
research process can be found at www.generationim.com
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Our performance

Private equity

F9 F13 AM2 HR1

Through Emerald Technology Ventures’ Emerald Cleantech Fund II,
and a new investment in the Generation Climate Solutions Fund,
we have committed part of our 10% international private equity
allocation to ‘early-stage’ and ‘expansion stage’ companies whose
products or services contribute towards and/or assist in using
resources more efficiently, and reduce the ecological impact of
economic development.

In 2007/08 VicSuper invested $545.45 million (8.78% of total
assets) into specific sustainability investments in the equities asset
class, comprising predominantly listed companies. This includes an
investment of $19.39 million (up from $2.03 million in 2006/07)
in sustainability private equity.
The sustainability listed investments were managed by Vanguard
with companies selected for inclusion independently assessed by
Swiss-based Sustainable Asset Management (SAM). Generation
Investment Management also managed an international equity
portfolio. All sustainability listed equity investments (comprising
8.47% of total assets) are subject to screening on environmental,
social and economic issues such as human rights, environmental
performance, corporate governance and employment practices.
These investments are selected in such a way so as to enhance
shareholder value, providing a higher social, environmental and
economic benefit.
The number of listed companies invested in at 30 June 2008 is
displayed in table 2.12.
During 2007/08 we commissioned UK-based environmental
research specialist Trucost to assess the carbon footprint of
VicSuper’s Australian and international listed equity investments.
Trucost has analysed VicSuper’s holdings over an annual period,
assessing the carbon intensity of VicSuper’s investment portfolio
per dollar invested compared to its benchmark. We have used this
research to calculate a carbon footprint figure that is included on
members’ annual benefit statements for 2007/08. Trucost also
previously calculated the environmental footprint of VicSuper’s
listed equity investments. More information on VicSuper’s
carbon footprint can be found here.
Table 2.12 Number of listed equities held as at 30 June 2008
Standard listed
equities^

Listed equities
formally incorporating
sustainability*

Australian companies

238

67

International companies

1,436

1,748

^ These are the companies invested in internally and through Vanguard that have no
specific ESG selection criteria.
* These companies may be held in the Vanguard SAM funds and/or the Generation
Global Equity Fund as well as in the Vanguard and internally-managed equity funds.
This does not include companies covered by Regnan and Hermes EOS governance
engagement overlay.

We have also allocated funds to two Australian private equity
managers that invest in sustainability-related investments. This
occurred in 2006/07 when we committed $30 million to
Cleantech Ventures ‘Cleantech Australia Fund’ and $20 million to
the Starfish VicSuper ‘Cleantech Companion Fund’.
All sustainability private equity investments focus on early-stage
and expansion-stage investments in the ‘cleantech’ sectors,
namely, energy, materials, water, and agricultural technologies.

Our performance
In early 2008 we committed US$50 million to Generation
Investment Management’s Climate Solutions Fund. The Climate
Solutions Fund invests in listed and unlisted companies that are
developing and commercialising solutions to the climate crisis.

Property
VicSuper invests in four property funds.
VicSuper invests in the Colonial First State Global Asset
Management (CFSGAM) Direct Property Investment Fund (DPIF),
an unlisted unit trust. We have engaged with CFSGAM on the
inclusion of sustainability measures in the management and
operation of properties in the DPIF. In turn, CFSGAM is engaging
its asset managers to further integrate sustainability through the
supply chain. The performance of each property in the portfolio
is measured against sustainability criteria.
VicSuper also invests in property through the Investa Commercial
Property Fund, an unlisted property fund. The fund invests in
office buildings in Australia, and incorporates sustainability
considerations into the management of all of its buildings.
Other property managers VicSuper uses are Eureka Funds
Management and Diversified NZ Property Group. Both of these
fund managers integrate environmental, social and governance
criteria into the selection and management of properties.

Our performance
F9 F13

In late 2007 VicSuper invested NZ$50 million in the Diversified
NZ Property Fund. This fund is targeting a diversified portfolio of
assets, aiming to invest in the retail, office and industrial property
sectors in New Zealand.
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Future Farming Landscapes

Our commitments

EN14

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

From July 2006, VicSuper began investing in landscape change in
northern Victoria. Through this innovative investment we seek to
profit from land use redesign including the provision of ecosystem
services, and attain economies and efficiencies of scale in
traditional farming enterprise. We have committed $90 million so
far with further investment likely.
VicSuper invests in the VicSuper Future Farming Landscapes Trust
and VicSuper Future Farming Landscapes Land Holdings Trust,
both of which are managed by Kilter Pty Ltd. The FFL project has a
25 year timeframe, and is only in its early stages. In the two years
since Kilter began to purchase land on behalf of VicSuper, 3,479
hectares of land and over 5,000 mega litres of water have been
purchased. The land has been managed mainly for cropping and
dairy, with research being undertaken on biodiversity and
ecosystems services with the view to maximising opportunities in
these areas. The FFL case study provides information on some of
the environmental implications of the project.

What are ecosystem services?
An ecosystem (ecological system) is a unit containing
relationships between organisms such as birds, plants and
humans, and their physical environments such as water, rocks,
air and soil. An ecosystem unit could be as small as a tree or as
big as a forest, or indeed the entire planet. Everything that lives
in an ecosystem is dependant on the other species and
elements in that ecosystem.
Humans depend on services from ecosystems for our survival
and prosperity. Ecosystem services can be classified into four
categories:
1. Provisioning – goods such as food, water, medicines
and fibre
2. Regulating – biophysical processes controlling natural
processes such as air quality regulation and pollination
3. Cultural – providing recreational, aesthetic or spiritual values
4. Supporting – underlying processes such as soil formation,
photosynthesis and nutrient cycling5.
It is clear that we rely on ecosystems to support us in all
aspects of our lives, from breathing to operating multinational
businesses. Without ecosystems we simply would not exist.
Yet many of the world’s ecosystems are threatened by the very
thing that needs them – us. Over the past 50 years human
activity has altered ecosystems faster and more extensively
than ever before6.
At VicSuper we have called our ecosystems services
investments Future Farming Landscapes.
Earthwatch Institute, The World Conservation Union, World Business Council
for Sustainable Development, and the World Resources Institute Business and
Ecosystems: Issue brief; Ecosystem Challenges and Business Implications. November
2006, Switzerland.

56

Did we
deliver?

Commitment

Comments

Analyse the environmental
footprint of VicSuper’s equity
portfolios.

Completed.

Investigate the feasibility of
expanding the measurement of
the environmental footprint of
our investments to incorporate
additional asset classes.

Analysis of traditional
property and
infrastructure underway.

Investigate options for
measuring the social impact of
our investments.

Some analysis
undertaken for our fixed
interest investments.

Develop a sustainability
governance policy for our
investments.

Sustainability principles
are now covered within
VicSuper’s proxy voting
and investment policies.

Review the feasibility of
expanding VicSuper’s Future
Farming Landscapes project.

Complete and ongoing.
A further project has
been approved, and
there are a number of
projects in the pipeline.

Over the next one to three
years we commit to investigate
further opportunities for
sustainability investment in
equities.

Ongoing. Additional
allocation made to
Generation Investment
Management for their
Climate Solutions Fund.

Over the next one to three
years we commit to continue
to work towards a full under-
standing of the sustainability
profile of the companies in
which VicSuper invests.

Ongoing through
VicSuper’s work with
Trucost, and in other
asset classes. Regnan’s
work also contributes
to this.

Over the next one to three
years we commit to commence
a project to investigate
sustainability screening of fixed
interest investments.

Some initial research
has been undertaken.

Achieved

Not achieved

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. investigate the appointment of a low carbon footprint listed
equity fund provider
2. undertake engagement with fund managers on economic,
environmental and social issues
3. draft a ‘Statement of Sustainability Investment Principles’.
Over the next one to three years we commit to:
1. continue investigating the sustainability screening of fixed
interest investments
2. investigate further opportunities for sustainability investment
in equities
3. continue to work towards a full understanding of the
sustainability profile of the companies in which VicSuper invests
4. develop an understanding of the water footprint for VicSuper
Fund.
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Exercise our rights of ownership
and share knowledge
Company engagement is about exercising our rights and
responsibilities as a part-owner of the companies in which we
invest. This means that we seek active dialogue with these
companies to ensure that they are well managed and geared
towards sustainable long-term growth in cash flow.

On behalf of VicSuper, Hermes EOS engages with listed companies
held in our Vanguard international equities portfolio, as well as
engaging with regulators and other market intermediaries to
ensure social and public policy is consistent with shareholder value
and smooth functioning of the market.

As a part-owner of companies we also have the opportunity to
collaborate with other institutional investors on major investmentrelated risks and opportunities such as climate change, corporate
governance and business ethics.

Our performance

Active ownership is not restricted to listed shares. VicSuper has
fund and asset managers in each asset class that manage assets
on behalf of VicSuper members. We have begun to engage with a
number of these managers on environmental, social and
governance issues.

Governance engagement
F7

VicSuper is a founding owner of Regnan Governance Research
and Engagement Pty Ltd (Regnan), a company providing a
governance, research and company engagement service that is
dedicated to long-term investment risk management.
Regnan aims to identify material environmental, social and
governance risks affecting the long-term shareholder value of
major Australian companies. It engages directly with companies
on behalf of its owners, using an engagement process backed by
detailed company research undertaken by Monash Sustainability
Enterprises and involving a variety of communication methods
including letters, phone calls and face-to-face meetings (preferred
method). The effectiveness of the engagement is monitored
through indicators of behavioural change, and improvements in
reporting or disclosure in subsequent public documents.
Regnan was initiated by VicSuper in conjunction with Australian
Reward Investment Alliance (ARIA), BT Investment Management
and Vanguard Investments Australia Ltd. It was launched in May
2007 and is a company wholly owned by VicSuper, ARIA, BT
Investment Management, Hermes (UK), HESTA, LGSS, Vanguard
and VFMC. Company engagement services were formerly provided
by BT GAS until May 2007.
More information on Regnan can be found on VicSuper’s website,
or at www.regnan.com.au
In March 2008 we engaged Hermes Equity Ownership Services
(EOS) to provide governance engagement and proxy voting for our
international listed shares. Hermes EOS is a strategic business unit
within Hermes, the United Kingdom-based fund manager which
provides funds management services to the BT Pension Scheme.
The BT Pension Scheme provided the capital and the strategic
intent to create the Equity Ownership Service. Hermes EOS was
created to provide a service dedicated to proxy voting and
engagement with listed investee companies, with a clear view to
increase shareholder value for long term, universal investors.

AM2 AM3 F8

During 2007/08 Regnan engaged 44 companies in 27 face-toface meetings. Some covered more than one issue, and some
companies were engaged on more than one occasion.
As highlighted in the table below, Regnan also undertook a
correspondence campaign advocating ESG disclosure to all
S&P/ASX200 companies.
Table 2.13 Regnan company engagement issues

Issue

Number of
engagement
occasions

ESG disclosure (letter campaign)

200

Human capital management disclosure – extractives
industry

22

Share trading governance

11

ESG

5

Contaminated sites

4

Listed trusts

3

Executive remuneration

2

Business ethics

2

Other

3

Climate change

1

Human capital management talent – financials and
engineering

1

Note: It is not valid to sum these for total number of engagements because some
meetings cover more than one issue, some issues took more than one meeting with
the same company and some meetings had participation from more than one
company.

During 2007/08 Hermes EOS undertook engagement activities
across a broad range of companies and geographic locations.
Engagement activities covered issues such as board structure,
remuneration, risk management, operations in troubled regions
such as Sudan, munitions manufacture, shareholder returns,
carbon intensity and bribery.
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Proxy voting is one of the ways in which we exercise our
shareholder rights and responsibilities for our equity portfolios.
In our Australian listed equity portfolio, we undertake proxy voting
in accordance with our proxy voting policy, and our decisions are
based on advice from Corporate Governance International Glass
Lewis and the Australian Council for Superannuation Investors
(ACSI). There is formal provision within our proxy voting policy
for environmental and social issues. For our international equities
portfolio, we use the services of Hermes Equity Ownership
Services. More information on VicSuper’s proxy voting practices
can be found on our website.

Our performance
AM3 F11

In 2007/08 VicSuper voted all internally managed Australian listed
equities, and all of the international equities portfolio managed
by Vanguard Investments Australia Ltd. There were no specific
instances of which VicSuper is aware where we were required to
vote on an environmental or social resolution in 2007/08.
We hold the right to vote shares or advise on voting for all of
our listed equities, which represented 56.39% of total assets
in VicSuper Fund in 2007/08. VicSuper’s proxy voting register
sets out how we exercised our voting entitlements at recent
company meetings. The register details the company resolutions,
how VicSuper voted, and the final outcome of each vote.

contents
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The CDP information request has expanded to include the largest
companies in a number of different countries and industries
including the largest 200 Australian companies and the largest 50
New Zealand companies. In October 2007, the IGCC on behalf of
its member companies hosted the Australian launch of the results
of the fifth CDP information request. The overall survey response
rate in 2007 was 64% for Australian companies and 38% for New
Zealand companies, compared to 2006 where 57% of Australian
companies responded, and 39% of New Zealand companies
responded. The overall response rate of 50% was below the
global response rate of 59%.
VicSuper has been a signatory to the CDP request for information
since 2004. For more information visit the Carbon Disclosure
Project.

Investor Group on Climate Change
Australia/New Zealand
We consider that climate risk is likely to be a significant challenge
to long-term shareholder value and the retirement savings of
superannuation fund members. VicSuper facilitated the
development of the Investor Group on Climate Change
Australia/New Zealand (IGCC) to provide a forum for institutional
investors to consider climate change risk, undertake research into
the impact of climate change risk on company valuations and
develop appropriate responses.

Our performance
GRI 4.12 GRI 4.13 SO5

Carbon Disclosure Project
F7

The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) provides the secretariat
for the world’s largest collaboration of institutional investors on
the investment-related risks of climate change. Launched in the
year 2000, the CDP distributes a single global request on behalf
of a large group of institutional investors to the largest 3,000
companies in the world asking for disclosure of their greenhouse
gas emissions and details of strategies to reduce emissions.

Our performance
VicSuper continued as a signatory to the latest CDP request
(CDP6). The request for information was sent in early 2008 on
behalf of 385 institutional investors representing US$57 trillion
funds under management. This is up from 284 institutional
investors representing US$41 trillion funds under management for
CDP5, reflecting the increasing interest in climate change and how
its impacts are managed by the companies in which institutional
investors have holdings.

At 30 June 2008 the IGCC had 31 members, representing assets
under management of more than $496 billion, invested on behalf
of individual investors and beneficiaries. This compares to 20
members with assets under management of $340 billion in
2006/07.
The IGCC was involved in the following major initiatives in
2007/08:
•

•

•

Submissions to:
– the Federal Government’s Garnaut Climate Change Review
– the Mandatory Energy and Greenhouse Reporting Act.
The CDP6 information request to all Australian and New
Zealand companies listed in the S&P/ASX200 and the NZ50.
The IGCC once again signed a Memorandum of Understanding
with the CDP Secretariat to work together to encourage the top
Australian and New Zealand companies to respond to the CDP
information request.
Publications on the potential earnings impact of climate
change on the energy infrastructure, airport infrastructure,
steel and construction materials sectors.

The information request was sent to 3,000 of the largest listed
companies in the world by market capitalisation, asking for the
disclosure of investment-relevant information concerning their
greenhouse gas emissions.
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The United Nations Principles for
Responsible Investment
GRI 4.12 GRI 4.13

The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment
(the Principles) are a set of six principles that provide a framework
for institutional investors to integrate environmental, social and
governance (ESG) considerations into their investment processes.
The Principals are voluntary and aspirational, providing flexibility
in adoption.
Before signing the Principles in 2006, VicSuper was already
integrating ESG considerations into our investment processes.
Beginning with the development of our Equity Growth
Sustainability investment option in 2001, and continuing with
activities such as governance engagement through Regnan and
Hermes, developing the Investor Group on Climate Change, and
investing in ecosystem services, VicSuper has been committed
to integrating ESG in investing for a number of years.
Signing up to the Principles is just another way that we are
cementing our commitment to sustainability, and joining in the
worldwide movement towards sustainability investing.
The six Principles are listed to the right, with our progress noted
beside them.

Our performance
In 2007/08, VicSuper again participated in the Principles
for Responsible Investment annual assessment survey. The
assessment measures the progress of signatories against each
other and against the Principles. Results of the assessment can
be found in the UN PRI’s Report on Progress 2008, and
VicSuper’s individual results can be found on our website.
An overview of our progress against the PRI in 2007/08 is outlined
in the following table.

contents
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Table 2.13
Did we
deliver?

Principle

Comments

PRI 1. Incorporate ESG
issues into investment
analysis and
decision-making
processes.

This is an ongoing principle in
VicSuper’s investments, evidenced
by VicSuper’s dedicated
sustainability fund managers (SAM,
Generation IM, Kilter, Cleantech
Ventures, and Emerald Technology
Ventures), and through other
ESG activities such as active
engagement with listed companies
and some unlisted fund managers,
carbon footprint research and
collaborative engagement
initiatives.

PRI 2. Be active
owners and
incorporate ESG
issues into ownership
policies and practices.

Engagement undertaken through
Regnan (Australian listed equities),
and Hermes Equity Ownership
Services (international equities).
Collaborative engagement also
conducted through IGCC and
CDP5.

PRI 3. Seek
appropriate disclosure
on ESG issues by the
entities in which we
invest.

Some direct engagement with
fund managers conducted.
Engagement on disclosure
addressed by Regnan and Hermes
Equity Ownership Services for
listed equities, and collaboratively
through IGCC and CDP5.

PRI 4. Promote
acceptance and
implementation of the
Principles within the
investment industry.

Ongoing. We communicate and
promote our membership of the
PRI where possible.

PRI 5. Work together
to enhance the
effectiveness of
implementing the
Principles.

VicSuper is involved on UN PRI
working groups.

PRI 6. Report on
activities and progress
towards implementing
the Principles.

This sustainability report is the
vehicle we use for this principle.

Achieved

Not achieved

Progress made

More information on the Principles and activities undertaken by
the group of signatories can be found on the PRI website.
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Enhanced Analytics Initiative
GRI 4.12 GRI 4.13

In May 2007 we became an associate member of the Enhanced
Analytics Initiative (EAI). The EAI is an international collaboration
between asset owners and asset managers aimed at encouraging
better investment research, in particular research that takes
account of the impact of environmental, social and governance
issues on long-term investment.
More information on the Enhanced Analytics initiative can be
found on the EAI website.

Other activities
SO5

In 2007/08 VicSuper was involved in a range of other activities in
exercising our rights of ownership and sharing knowledge.
The IGCC prepared a number of submissions in response to the
Federal Government’s proposed emissions trading scheme, and
mandatory energy and greenhouse reporting. These are available
on the IGCC website.
The IGCC published a number of research reports looking at
climate change and particularly the effects of emissions trading on
Australian companies operating in sectors such as infrastructure
(stationary energy and airports), steel and construction materials.
VicSuper was a member of the overall steering committee for this
research.
In August 2007, the Australian Business and Climate Group
released its ‘Stepping Up’ report which focused on accelerating the
deployment of low emission technology in Australia. VicSuper was
one of nine companies (Anglo Coal, BP Australia, Deloitte, Mirvac,
Rio Tinto, Santos, Swiss Re and Westpac) that collaborated to
prepare the report. More information on the group can be be
found at www.businessandclimate.com
Other initiatives included VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd
providing a submission on ecosystem services markets to the
Prime Minister’s 2020 Summit in April 2008, and VicSuper’s
Chief Executive Bob Welsh’s involvement as a member of the
Woolworths Sustainability Advisory Committee, the Victorian
Premier’s Climate Change Reference Goup, as the Chair of the
IGCC and as President of the Environment Protection Authority
Victoria’s board. Trustee director Christine Forster is a member of
the Ministerial Reference Council for Climate Change Adaptation.
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Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Be a signatory to the CDP6 and
assist with the survey of
Australian and New Zealand
companies in CDP6.

Completed.

Investigate the possibility of
appointing an engagement
research and service provider for
our international equity
portfolios.

Completed.

Assess the carbon exposure and
intensity of VicSuper’s Australian
and international equity portfolio.

Completed.

Over the next one to three years
we commit to explore ways to
further engage VicSuper’s
members and other stakeholders
on investment related
sustainability issues.

Activities
undertaken
include the
‘VicSuper
Carbon Count’,
speaking spots
at various
conferences,
and work
through the
IGCC.

Achieved

Did we deliver?

Hermes ECS
appointed.

Not achieved

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. assess the performance of Hermes EOS and Regnan in
eliciting behavioural change / improved shareholder value.
Over the next one to three years we commit to:
1. explore ways to further engage VicSuper’s members and other
stakeholders on investment related sustainability issues
2. develop metrics to measure the effectiveness of VicSuper
fund’s governance and engagement approach.
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Case study
Future Farming Landscapes
Future Farming Landscapes (FFL) is a long-term investment
by VicSuper in land and water in northern Victoria, managed
on our behalf by Kilter Pty Ltd.
FFL is in the early stages of a 25 year project to reconfigure
land to its most suitable and sustainable purpose. In the past
12 months this has predominantly involved purchasing land
but FFL has also begun exploring numerous sustainable
agriculture and ecosystem services opportunities including
changing dairy farming practices to use less water, new
irrigation technologies and low rainfall forestry trials.
FFL includes extensive monitoring and, over the last year, has
established an innovative soil and vegetation health
benchmarking program with the University of Melbourne.

The Future Farming Landscapes project is helping
us to move towards more sustainable agriculture
and develop markets in ecosystem services.
We hope this will lead to a more secure food
supply, a better future for Victorians, as well as
sustainable returns for VicSuper Fund members.
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Attract, develop and retain
great people

Workplace profile and culture
Learning and development
Employee engagement
Competitive benefits and remuneration
Case study: People at VicSuper
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Strategy 3:
Attract, develop and
retain great people
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INT1

A team of highly trained and motivated people is essential to meeting the
needs of our members and employers. After all, our benefit plans and services
are only as good as the people who develop, manage and deliver them.
To attract, develop and retain great people, VicSuper needs
to have a working environment that enables people to achieve
their potential, while encouraging innovation and continuous
improvement in their work. In addition, the working environment
must be personally, professionally and financially rewarding.

How does this contribute to a
sustainable superannuation fund?

Our aim

We offer a range of personal and professional development
opportunities, including accredited learning. This results in positive
outcomes for both our employees, their families and VicSuper,
providing increased job satisfaction, ongoing employment and
alignment with VicSuper’s central operating principle, core purpose
and values.

Our aim is to provide a positive working environment that is safe,
productive and rewarding. We encourage innovation and seek to
make VicSuper a sought-after place to work.

It makes sense to invest in our employees as it is our people who
deliver our services to members and employers.

Strong employee engagement helps to increase attraction and
retention of employees and contributes to a high performance
culture and overall job satisfaction. A high level of employee
retention provides an economic benefit to VicSuper by contributing
to lower employment costs, as well as retaining corporate
knowledge within the organisation.
All of this is then reflected in our ability to develop and deliver
appropriate benefit plans and service to our members and
employers.

Our approach
To achieve our aim, we focus on the following key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

workplace profile and culture
learning and development
employee engagement
competitive benefits and remuneration.
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Workplace profile and culture
At VicSuper, we are striving to develop a positive, high-performance
culture which is personally and professionally rewarding and
ensures that the service we provide is of value to our members.
We aim to promote and achieve fair and equitable employment
practices, thus gaining a highly accomplished, diverse and inclusive
workforce.

50

32

40

Our performance
Our employee numbers grew by 15 people at VicSuper in
2007/08, a total increase of 8.87%. The average increase over the
past six years is 11.68% per annum. The majority of this growth
was in our superannuation advice area to meet the increasing
demand for services from VicSuper Fund members and
employers. The number of employees employed on a substantive
basis, either full-time or part-time remains high at 91%.

Number of staff
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Executive
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1
Chief
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In 2007/08 VicSuper maintained its citation from the Equal
Opportunity for Women in the Workplace Agency (EOWA).
This means we are categorised as an EOWA Employer of Choice
for Women.

type
5%
1%
3%
3%

13%

Women made up 57% of executive positions and 48% of senior
management roles. The increase in females in senior management
roles from 44% to 48% in 2007/08 represented the main change
from last year and was due to internal promotions into more
specialist roles.
Graph
3.12
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Graph3.10
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GRI 2.10 LA13 INT7

Full-time substantive employees
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Temporary
Casual

75%

Co-operative education students
Leave without pay

In 2007/08, the largest proportion of our staff are aged between
30 and 50 (49.46% of the workforce). The remainder are spread
between the under-30 age group (38.58% of the workforce) and
people aged over 50 (11.96% of our workforce).
VicSuper’s Board consists of four males and four females.
Of these, one is aged between 30 and 50 years and the rest are
aged over 50.
Graph
3.13 Employee age and position profile
GRAPH 3.13 STAFF AGE AND POSITION PROFILE
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We continue to focus on providing internal career progression
and learning and development opportunities. Overall 94 positions
were filled during 2007/08, with 52 positions filled internally.
These positions include internal promotions, role reclassifications,
secondments and newly created roles.
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12.28% of our workforce left substantive positions at VicSuper in
2007/08. This separation rate was a decrease from 15.22% in the
previous year. Further analysis of all seperations data shows that
45.45% of employees leaving VicSuper during 2007/08 were
male and 54.56% were female. 57.58% were aged 30 and under,
33.33% were aged 30 to 50 and 9.09% were aged above 50.
Over the last five years, an average of 16.79% of our workforce
left VicSuper each year.
Graph 3.14 Employees leaving VicSuper
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Occupational health and safety
Our performance
Our occupational health and safety (OH&S) team represents all
employees. As well as recording all OH&S incidents, VicSuper
keeps a register of injuries and has accessible procedures for
dealing with occupational accidents and diseases. We also have
safety systems in place for members and other visitors to VicSuper.
LA6

GRAPH 3.14 EMPLOYEES LEAVING VICSUPER (%)

%
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Recruitment
Our performance
EC7

VicSuper has operations in Melbourne’s central business district,
the metropolitan Melbourne suburb of Blackburn and three
regional areas: Geelong, Bendigo and Traralgon. When recruiting
for positions, we advertise internally and externally as required.
During 2007/08, 51 positions were advertised internally and 46
positions advertised externally. For roles advertised externally in
regional centres, we use local papers and regional job search
websites.
In 2007/08, the number of managers and executive managers
increased. Three new senior manager roles and one new executive
manager role were created. There were also role changes within
the senior management and executive teams. Internal candidates
were appointed to the senior manager roles and one senior
manager moved into an executive position. An external candidate
was selected for a new executive management role.
As at 30 June 2008, VicSuper employed 28 managers. Apart from
one manager, all reside locally. For VicSuper, local means people
living in the same geographical area as their place of work.
For example, the Manager Bendigo Advice Centre resides in the
Bendigo region.

VicSuper’s OH&S team has 10 employees or 5.4% of
our workforce covering all VicSuper sites and representing all
employees. The OH&S team comprises people at management
and employee levels with representation from all VicSuper
metropolitan and regional offices.
The OH&S team receives annual training in hazard identification
and management processes. In addition, VicSuper conducts
structured training programs to meet specific OH&S requirements,
and conducts regular emergency and evacuation exercises with
VicSuper’s dedicated Response Alert Team.
LA7

VicSuper records all OH&S incidents in a register of injuries. There
was one OH&S incident during 2007/08 which was classified as
an injury, but not an occupational disease or work-related fatality.
Minor first-aid level injuries are not reported here as injuries.
VicSuper measures lost working hours as a sick leave figure that is
not categorised into illness, stress and/or accidents/injuries. The
average number of sick leave days taken per employee was 3.4
days in 2007/08, 17% lower than the previous year at 4.1 days.
LA8

In June 2008 the OSA group, a provider of counselling, trauma
and human resource consulting services, delivered a workshop
entitled ‘Managing Psychological Health’ for interested employees.
Quarterly health seminars on a range of relevant issues for
VicSuper employees were also organised during the year. Topics
include stress management, and the importance of a healthy
lifestyle and regular exercise.
LA9

The Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU) is a party to
VicSuper’s Certified Agreement. VicSuper’s commitment to health
and safety and to the requirements of the Occupational Health
and Safety Act 2004 and relevant regulations is covered under
VicSuper’s Certified Agreement. Provisions also cover leave
entitlements for union members and OH&S representatives to
attend external OH&S and other training courses, and notification
requirements for major changes to OH&S practices and
procedures.
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Workplace Culture

Community involvement

Our performance

Our performance

We undertook a number of activities in 2007/08 that contributed
to maintaining a positive workplace culture and a safe working
environment. These employee services included:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

training for all new employees on VicSuper policies including
OH&S and EO practices, as part of their induction
structured monthly scenario-based training for VicSuper’s
Response Alert Team
optional free flu vaccinations for employees
dedicated ’OH&S Week’ activities including massages, group
walks and health checks available to all Melbourne and regional
employees
ergonomic assessments were introduced for all new
employees, employees transferring internally to a new role and
employees returning from maternity leave. They were also
held during OH&S week and on an as needs basis
financial planning assistance (monetary assistance only)
Employee Assistance Program, giving employees and their
families access to professional counselling and support services
quarterly health seminars introduced on a range of relevant topics
defensive driving courses for superannuation advisers and
other employees members who drive regularly throughout
Victoria for work purposes.

Equal opportunity and diversity
Our performance
LA13

VicSuper recruits, retains and promotes on the basis of merit and
open competition, regardless of gender, marital status, parental
status, race, religion, political affiliation or sexual preference. We do
not currently measure diversity.
HR3

SOC1

VicSuper is an integral part of the community in which it provides
superannuation and related superannuation education and advice
services. Our operational services and the investments of VicSuper
Fund impact directly and indirectly on communities. We seek to
optimise the positive impacts and minimise the negative impacts of
our activities on the communities in so far as it is reasonable to do so.
VicSuper is visible in its community involvement, and our
contribution is making a difference to the community organisations
that we are committed to partnering over the long term. VicSuper
people regard community involvement as playing an important role
in their learning and development.
In September 2007, VicSuper partnered with Grow West to hold
the VicSuper Tree Spree at Lake Dewar, west of Melbourne. Grow
West is a large landscape change project of the Port Phillip and
Westernport Catchment Management Authority. A total of 41
employees, friends and family members attended and successfully
planted 2,200 seedlings, helping to rehabilitate degraded farm land.
Employees also participated in volunteering days run by our
community partner Conservation Volunteers Australia. As at
30 June 2008, 13 employees had taken a day of Community
Involvement leave.
VicSuper also facilitated employee participation in The Smith
Family Christmas Appeal, Movember, the World’s Greatest Shave,
Ride to Work day and Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea, raising funds
for a broad selection of charities.
In May 2008, VicSuper became a member of Club Red, a Red
Cross initiative for companies. 14 employees subsequently gave
blood during May and June 2008, with plans for further VicSuper
blood drives during the 2008/09 financial year.
Over the year, nearly all VicSuper employees participated in one of
the forms of community activity previously mentioned.

VicSuper has a workplace culture that sets out clear standards and
behaviours expected from all employees and supports equal
opportunity through various mechanisms. We have an Equal
Opportunity (EO) team that varies in age, gender, hierarchy,
geographic location and team. The EO officers, and all VicSuper
employees, are provided with compulsory training, delivered by
external experts. EO training was not held in 2007/2008 as it
conflicted with peak business periods but is planned for October
and November 2008 for all employees including Managers and
Team Leaders.

Other employee participation activities included:

We have comprehensive EO policy and procedures that are
reviewed on a regular basis. In addition, all employees involved in
the recruitment and selection process are given coaching and
mentoring on equal employment opportunity considerations in
recruitment.

•

HR4

We did not have any formal complaints or incidents of
discrimination in 2007/08.

GRI TABLES

•
•

•

•

drinks at the end of each month, organised by different teams
with proceeds going to various nominated charities
27 VicSuper employees rode their bikes or walked to work for
Ride to Work and Walk to Work Day and attended a lunch and
presentation held in the Melbourne office by Australian cyclist
Simon Gerrans. Funds were raised for the Amy Gillett
Foundation.
employees participated in a ‘bake-off’ morning tea to sell raffle
tickets for Heartbeat Victoria
VicSuper employees and their families enjoyed VicSuper’s
Family Fun Day at Jells Park held in December 2007. Over 50
people attended.
the introduction of a Sustainability Scholarship for two
employees to participate in a scientific research expedition with
Earthwatch or Conservation Volunteers Australia, which will
help improve their understanding of environmental and
sustainable development issues and provide an opportunity to
share their experiences and knowledge on return.

For further information on VicSuper’s community involvement
program, see Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships.
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Our commitments

Commitments 2008/09

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

1. update the induction program for new starters to ensure
the information it provides assists new employees to transition
into VicSuper
2. revise employee role descriptions to ensure that they include
VicSuper’s purpose, central operating principle and core
values in order to attract employees that are aligned with
VicSuper’s philosophy
3. revise our appraisal process to be more performance and
development focused.

Commitment

Comments

Increase the number of ‘themed’
days, such as Ride to Work
day, in which employees can
participate.

An extra two
all-employee
sustainable
transport days
were held in
April 2008 as
part of
VicSuper’s
Biggest Carbon
Loser
competition.

Introduce an employee
scholarship to facilitate personal
and workplace leadership in the
area of sustainability.

Completed.

Expand the scope of the
VicSuper Family Fun Day to
ensure its continued success.

Looking into
alternative
options for
2008/09.

Achieved

Not achieved

In 2008/09 we commit to:

Did we deliver?

Progress made
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Learning and development
Learning is one of VicSuper’s core values. With continual legislative
changes affecting the superannuation industry, it is vital that we
keep abreast of developments and provide learning opportunities
for all employees. Learning and development activities are tailored
to meet individual learning needs. We aim to equip our people
with the necessary skills and knowledge to contribute toward
the achievement of VicSuper’s vision and their professional
development. We take a strategic approach to training, using
a variety of internal and external sources of expertise.

Employee training

Our performance
LA10 LA11

We provided an average total of 31.50 hours of training per
employee member in 2007/08 – 10.05 hours of external and
21.45 hours for internal training (see graph 3.15). The number of
external training hours is less than the 2006/07 total of 19.08
hours per employee. This can be attributed to the postponement
of both EO and Fraud Awareness training, which are mandatory for
all employees, to the first half of the 2008/09 financial year to
avoid peak business periods.
Graph
3.15 Training hours per employee
GRAPH 3.15 TRAINING HOURS PER STAFF MEMBER

LA11 LA12

All employees actively address their learning and development
needs through discussion with their managers. They have an
annual performance review and development plan that includes
learning and development and career management plans,
reviewed on a half-yearly basis. We provide comprehensive
on-the-job training to keep our people up-to-date with changes to
legislation governing the superannuation industry, as well as to
equip them with the necessary skills and knowledge to contribute
to individual and team development.
Employee support includes:
•
•
•
•

internal and external training programs as part of a structured
organisational training calendar
ongoing financial support to complete approved studies to
meet regulatory and/or career development requirements
access to a training library
manager input into employee learning and development and
career development plans.

26.02
Number of training hours

VicSuper has an employee who’s role is dedicated to learning and
development to support the organisation in implementing relevant
learning and development solutions in line with our criteria for
success. VicSuper also has a VicSuper Training Committee to
further identify, develop and implement relevant technical training
across the organisation.

30

•
•
•
•

two days study leave per subject for approved VicSuper courses
half day exam leave per subject for approved VicSuper courses
full financial assistance for VicSuper approved financial
planning related studies
financial assistance for graduate and post graduate
qualifications approved by VicSuper with 50% of the subject
cost capped at $3,000 per annum.
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Sustainability training and
awareness-raising
Our performance
F5

Sustainability is VicSuper’s central operating principle, so it is
important that employees understand sustainability principles. In
2007/08 VicSuper:
•
•

VicSuper has a comprehensive learning policy and documented
procedures which are accessible to all employees.
Study benefits available for all employees include:

25

•
•
•

•

continued sustainability induction training for all new starters
to VicSuper. 49 employees participated.
commenced induction training for all new starters on
VicSuper’s recycling systems, sustainable transport and energy
conservation initiatives. Training was conducted by different
members of our FROGS (Focus Recruits of Global
Sustainability) team. 44 employees received training.
posted regular sustainability tips on VicSuper’s intranet with
over 20 tips posted in 2007/08.
continued to provide updates on VicSuper’s sustainability
progress at monthly all-employee meetings and in monthly
performance reports.
conducted training for FROGS members to assist them in the
behavioural change aspects of their role. Sixteen FROGS
participated in ‘influence and persuade’ training to develop
useful skills for their roles and to assist in driving sustainability
behaviour and culture change at VicSuper.
training also took place in 2007/08 for employees who
manage relationships with VicSuper suppliers. The purpose of
the training was to teach these employees how to implement
VicSuper’s supplier engagement and purchasing program.
See Strategy 7: Fostering Effective Partnerships for more
information on the supplier engagement program.

More information on sustainability training and awareness raising
can be found in Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact.
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Our commitments

Commitments 2008/09

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

1. continue to develop skills and competency criteria for
Superannuation Advice, Member Benefits and Services
and Employer Services teams
2. ensure all employees are trained in current EO legislative
requirements
3. review and update the employees sustainability training
module for existing employees
4. review and update VicSuper’s sustainability induction program
for new employees
5. continue to deliver a specific FROGS training program to meet
ongoing FROGS learning and development
6. review and update FROGS induction training
7. develop and implement a relationship management program
for the Superannuation Advice team.

In 2008/09 we commit to:

Commitment

Comments

Increase the percentage of
superannuation advisers who
have completed the Certified
Financial Planner (CFP)
qualification.

The number of
advisers who
completed CFP
studies
increased to 13,
up from 8 in
2006/07. An
increase of
62.50%.

Conduct training for FROGS
members (VicSuper’s employee
sustainability group) to assist
them in the behavioural change
aspects of their role.

Completed.

Review and commence
enhancement of VicSuper’s
learning and development
database.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made
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Employee engagement
Employee engagement extends beyond individual roles and
responsibilities. It is about our working environment. We know that
if our employees are positive about working at VicSuper that this
has a flow-on effect to the services we provide our members. It
also helps us to develop a high performance culture and retain our
people. Measuring engagement involves measuring factors such as
job satisfaction, leadership, communication, career opportunities
and the cultural climate of the organisation.

Performance reviews
Our performance
F5 LA12 INT5

All employees receive an annual and half yearly performance
review that includes a learning and development plan and a career
management plan. Certified Agreement employees are reviewed
using the Performance Review and Development System (PRDS)
and senior management employees are reviewed using the
Performance Review and Incentive System (PRIS). The senior
managers’ performance plans include specific sustainabilityfocused key result areas (KRAs).

Employee engagement
Our performance
INT3

In 2007/08 VicSuper conducted its first employee engagement
survey. Hewitt Associates partnered with VicSuper to introduce
a formal employee engagement survey which was completed in
July 2007. Our completion rate was 52% with an overall
engagement score of 58%. This places VicSuper around average
for Australian industry according to Hewitt Associates’ 2006/07
Best Employers in Australia and New Zealand Study.
The survey indicated a significant range of engagement outcomes
depending on employee roles within the company. For example,
senior managers recorded engagement levels that were equal to
the benchmark within the Hewitt best employers study, however
engagement scores at team leader level were quite low.
Accordingly the Chief Executive has embarked on a program to
address the findings of the survey and implement business
efficiency and performance improvement initiatives.

Employees participated in decision making and provided input
through various forums:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

monthly all-employee breakfast meetings with the
Chief Executive
employee sustainability committee, FROGS (Focused Recruits
of Global Sustainability), and FROGS project groups which
meet regularly to undertake projects on issues such as
employee sustainability education, resource efficiency
improvements and community involvement
monthly senior manager meetings and annual senior
managers’ retreat
learning and development internal training committees
EO/OH&S teams
VicSuper cross functional project teams
team meetings and professional development sessions
new employees meet with the Chief Executive in small groups
to discuss their early impressions and experiences working at
VicSuper, the origins of VicSuper and the strategic direction
of the company and VicSuper Fund.

Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Follow up results of our
employee engagement survey
with employees.

Progress made.

Finalise and launch
VicSuper’s Community
Involvement Program to all
VicSuper employees.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. implement actions in accordance with the employee
engagement survey feedback
2. review the current performance management system to
increase its usage and improve its effectiveness.

Other forms of measuring employee engagement include:
•

•
•
•
•

six-week ‘catch ups’ for new employees – feedback session
with our People and Culture team on recruitment process,
induction, culture, role, team, organisation and first
impressions of VicSuper as a whole held six weeks after
commencing at VicSuper
learning and development evaluations completed by
employees after training sessions, with the results being used
to improve future sessions
exit interviews to capture feedback from employees about
their experiences while working at VicSuper conducted by the
Executive Manager People and Culture
Certified Agreement negotiations
performance review meetings held half yearly.
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Competitive benefits and remuneration
We seek to reward our employees by providing attractive benefits
and remuneration that are fair and competitive when compared to
industry standards. We also aim to promote flexibility in the
workplace and support employees in their working and personal
lives. We determine the salaries for all roles using advice from
independent remuneration consultants and review salaries
annually to ensure they are competitive.

Salaries
Our performance
EC5 INT4

At 30 June 2008 VicSuper’s minimum wage was a total
employment cost of $34,253 – which is the minimum of
VicSuper’s Certified Agreement 2005 Classification Level 1. The
total employment cost includes a standard base salary, employer
cost of superannuation and the cost of any other salary sacrifice
components, but excludes any performance and loyalty bonuses.
This minimum wage level is determined through advice from
external remuneration specialists based around the market
median for roles at this level in the financial services sector.
Graph 3.16 Average total salary package
$

GRAPH 3.16 AVERAGE TOTAL SALARY PACKAGE
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VicSuper Certified Agreement
Our performance
LA4

All full-time, part-time and temporary employees bound by the
Certified Agreement are covered by the same set of terms and
conditions of employment. As at 30 June 2008, 84.78% of
VicSuper’s workforce is covered under VicSuper’s Certified
Agreement 2005 and 15.22% are classified as Senior or Executive
Managers employed on Common Law contracts. In line with our
equal opportunity policy and legislative requirements, VicSuper
does not request employees to indicate whether they are
represented by trade union organisations. The parties bound by
the Certified Agreement include the Community and Public Sector
Union (CPSU) which represented at least one of the employees
covered by the Certified Agreement 2005 during 2007/08.
LA5

Under the Certified Agreement, where VicSuper has made
a decision to implement a major restructure of the workplace,
introduce significant new technology or substantial change to
existing work practices, VicSuper will advise the affected
employees and the CPSU of the likely effects on the employee’s
responsibilities and working conditions. VicSuper will regularly
consult with the affected VicSuper employees and, where relevant,
provide suitable training and development.
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50,000

0

$34,500

Certified agreement staff

Senior managers

$31,500

Directors

Females

Males

INT6 LA14

Graph 3.17 below shows the average remuneration of men and
women per employee category. VicSuper’s remuneration policy
allocates salaries based on the merit of the individual in the role
regardless of gender. Average remuneration for ‘Senior managers’
and ‘Directors’ is higher for males due to the positions of Chief
Executive and Chairperson being occupied by males during
2007/08.
Graph 3.17 Ratio of average remuneration of men and women
GRAPH
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Employee benefits under the
VicSuper Certified Agreement
Our performance
LA3 LA4

Employee benefits above those legally mandated for all employees
covered by our Certified Agreement include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

17.50% leave loading
paid parental leave: 14 weeks full pay or 28 weeks half pay
and up to 2 years parental leave period
annual loyalty bonus: three to five years $1,000 per annum,
six to 10 years $1,500 per annum, 11 years or more $2,000
per annum
$300 assistance (adjusted for inflation annually) towards a full
financial plan with Industry Funds Super
up to three days per year for community involvement leave
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
sick leave for up to 15 days (includes 10 days carers leave)
compassionate leave for up to five days per occasion
extended termination payout for employees aged over
45 years
performance bonus up to $4,000 for Certified Agreement
employees, and up to 20% of salary package for senior
managers GRI 4.5 INT5
study assistance – financial assistance, two days study leave
and half a day exam leave, and advice and coordination of
enrolments
flexible working arrangements
increase of salary package of 4.50% in January 2008
15% employer superannuation contributions (all employees
are members of VicSuper Fund, an accumulation fund) EC3
part-time employees are eligible for the same benefits as
full-time employees, prorated accordingly.

contents

GRI TABLES

Managing career endings
Our performance
LA11

VicSuper provides outplacement services in all cases for
redundancies and depending on the circumstances for employees
terminated by VicSuper. If an employee is made redundant, they
will receive severance pay from VicSuper which includes notice
periods that take into account age and years of service for
employees covered by the Certified Agreement.

Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Establish a Certified
Agreement Working Group
with representatives from
each VicSuper team, the
Community and Public Sector
Union (CPSU) and
management by June 2008
in preparation for approval of
VicSuper’s Collective
Agreement in December
2008.

Delayed due to a
change in the federal
government and
release of new
industrial relations
legislation
anticipated in August
2008. VicSuper have
notified the CPSU of
the reason for delay
in commencement
of negotiations.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. establish a Collective Agreement Working Group including
employees representing all VicSuper teams, the CPSU and
management in accordance with the release of revised
industrial relations legislation
2. negotiate a new Collective Agreement to replace the
current VicSuper Certified Agreement which expires in
December 2008
3. revise and update the current Senior Managers’
employment contracts.
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Case study
People at VicSuper
Since he first joined VicSuper in 2003, Jamie has progressed in
his career from a Finance co-operative student to an Account
Consultant within our Employer Services team, helping to look
after key employer relationships.
Each VicSuper employee’s story is different, and every person
has different needs. Meeting our employees’ personal and
professional expectations requires flexibility, support and a
shared understanding of the importance of their future with us.
With an increasing number of people looking for an adaptable
and unique approach to work, attracting, retaining and
developing employees is critical to meeting the needs of our
members and employers.

By investing in the ongoing development and
engagement of our employees, we are investing
in their future with us as well as the continued
service of our members and employers.
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Maintain sound governance
and accountability

Who runs VicSuper, what do they do and how are they accountable?
How is members’ money safeguarded?
How can we ensure that the rights of all stakeholders are respected?
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Strategy 4:
Maintain sound governance
and accountability
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Our members and employers place a lot of trust in us. For employers to retain
their confidence in VicSuper and members to trust us with their superannuation
throughout their working lives and beyond, it is important that we maintain
appropriate standards of governance and accountability.
To achieve this, we need to have appropriate risk management
structures in place. These structures protect our members’ savings,
and give all stakeholders the confidence that they will be treated in
an equitable, transparent and honest manner.

Our aim
We aim to have a corporate governance structure that:
•
•
•
•
•

protects the savings and privacy of our members, employers
and other stakeholders
ensures we operate in a fair and transparent manner in
compliance with legislation, our RSE Licence and Australian
Financial Services Licence, constitution and trust deed
respects the rights of members, employers, employees and
other stakeholders
allows members, employers and other stakeholders to have
input into our decision-making
ensures a robust and effective system of internal controls and
management of operational and investment risks.

How does this contribute to a
sustainable superannuation fund?
With proper attention to risk management and processes that
respect the rights of stakeholders, organisations can prosper over
the long term. An organisation that fails due to poor governance
affects not only its immediate stakeholders but also the broader
community through a range of factors, such as financial losses,
loss of employment and loss of confidence.

Our approach
Our approach can be summarised by answering the following
three questions:
1. Who runs VicSuper, what do they do and how are they
accountable?
2. How is members’ money safeguarded?
3. How can we ensure that the rights of all stakeholders are
respected?
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Who runs VicSuper, what do they do
and how are they accountable?
GRI 2.6 GRI 4.1 LA13

VicSuper Pty Ltd (‘VicSuper’) is a proprietary company which is
the Trustee of VicSuper Fund. As a public offer fund, VicSuper
Fund is subject to Federal Government regulations.

Table 4.10 outlines the details of VicSuper’s directors at 30 June 2008.
Table 4.10
Director

Representation

Term of
appointment

Deputy
director

Jennifer Cassidy

Member
representative

1 July 2004 to
30 June 2009

Dean Glare

William Lyons

Member
representative

1 July 2004 to
30 June 2009

Alex Gagachef

Board of directors

Barbra Norris
(Deputy
Chairperson)

Member
representative

1 July 2004 to
30 June 2009

Paul Kennelly

GRI 4.2 GRI 4.3

Bill Watton

Member
representative

1 July 2004 to
30 June 2009

Graeme McNeil

David Craig**
(Chairperson)

Employer
representative

1 January 2004 Position vacant
to 31 December
2008

Angela Emslie

Employer
representative

19 April 2004
to 18 April
2009

John
Henderson^

Christine Forster,
AM*

Employer
representative

14 July 2003 to
13 July 2008

Peter Salway

At VicSuper, we do not seek to make a profit from our operations.
We are responsible for managing VicSuper Fund in a way that
helps members build financial assets for their retirement and we
are bound to act in the best interests of members at all times.

VicSuper Pty Ltd has a board of eight directors. Fund members
elect four of VicSuper’s eight directors; the other four directors are
nominated by representative employer organisations determined
by the Trustee. The Chairperson is one of the eight directors and
is not an executive officer of the organisation.
The board of directors meets 12 times a year to set the direction
of VicSuper Fund and is responsible for monitoring and controlling
its administration, service delivery and investment management.
GRI 4.9

Bruce Hartnett** Employer
representative

Each month the Chief Executive and senior management team
report on the performance of all matters of VicSuper Fund. All
decision papers submitted to the Trustee take into consideration
the social, environmental and economic impacts of the issue
under consideration.

* reappointed for 5 years from 14 July 2008

Similarly, the monthly performance report submitted to the Trustee
is structured to highlight the social, environmental and economic
dimensions of VicSuper’s performance.

Our performance

VicSuper’s bi-annual planning cycle requires the Trustee to
approve:
•
•
•

a bi-annual risk assessment review
a rolling 10-year strategic plan, reviewed and updated annually
priority commitments within the annual operating plan.

1 January 2004 Ron Beazley
to 31 December
2008

** reappointed for 5 years from 1 January 2009
^ appointed 20 February 2008

During 2007/08, the board of directors held 11 Trustee meetings
and one extraordinary meeting for the purpose of considering
VicSuper’s Strategic Plan. The agenda papers included monthly
operating plan performance reports and monthly financial
performance and statements of financial position for VicSuper
Fund. At each monthly Trustee meeting directors receive a
“directors update” of investment returns (including MSCI and
Australasian equity markets performance).
Four meetings of the Audit, Compliance & Risk Management
Committee were held during the year. VicSuper’s quarterly
compliance and risk management report and reports from
VicSuper’s internal auditors were considered by the Committee
at these meetings.
Trustee training during 2007/08 consisted of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

state and federal budget updates
legislative updates
simplified super training
briefings by VicSuper’s actuary and investment manager
anti-money laundering and counter terrorism financing training
director’s duties and conflicts of interest training
training on VicSuper’s enhanced insurance offering for VicSuper
Scheme and VicSuper Beneficiary Account members.
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GRI 4.10

During 2007/08 the Trustee conducted Board and Audit,
Compliance and Risk Management Committee self-assessments.
These assessments were facilitated by an external provider
(KPMG) who prepared the assessment questionnaires, analysed
the results and facilitated discussion of the outcomes of the
assessments. The questionnaires focused on the role, objectives,
structure, processes and effectiveness of the Board and the
Committee and individual director’s skills and experience. Based
on the results of the assessment, the following actions have so far
been implemented to assist the Trustee to undertake its duties
more effectively:
•
•
•

introduction of a more structured internal Trustee training
program.
development of a Director’s internet portal.
Trustee training on duties and obligations with particular focus
on avoiding, managing and disclosing conflicts of duty and
conflicts of interest.

contents
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Decision making and planning
A trust deed sets out the rights and entitlements of VicSuper
Fund members. VicSuper’s eight directors are responsible for all
decision-making on VicSuper Fund matters including member
benefits, investments, compliance, risk management and audit.
Any decision made requires at least a two-thirds majority
agreement by directors. Day-to-day matters are delegated to
qualified employees.
GRI 4.1

VicSuper has a Trustee Audit, Compliance and Risk Management
Committee. The purpose of this committee is
to assist the directors with the financial, compliance and risk
management of VicSuper Pty Ltd and VicSuper Fund. VicSuper
has also formed a Senior Managers’ Executive Remuneration
Committee. This committee consists of the chairperson and
deputy chairperson and provides advice to the Trustee.

Implementation of actions from the 2006/07 board self
assessment also took place during 2007/08. These actions
included:

Our performance

•

VicSuper’s strategic planning process remained on a 10-year
rolling plan to reflect the long-term nature of VicSuper’s operations
and to ensure we address both short and long-term risks, trends
and opportunities.

•
•

inclusion of rolling twelve month cycle of annual and other
regular board agenda items with Trustee papers each month.
completion of a review of the formal process for taking action
on non-performing directors under VicSuper’s ‘Fit and Proper’
policy.
attendance by relevant external presenters at Trustee meetings
to update the Trustee’s knowledge of developments in
superannuation and changes in the external environment
particularly in the lead up to the Trustee’s annual strategic
planning meeting.

Director shareholding and
remuneration
GRI 2.6 GRI 2.8 GRI 4.5 INT4

VicSuper’s only shareholders are its eight directors, who each
hold one $1.00 share in the company. Under the provisions of the
company’s constitution, if there are any profits from VicSuper’s
activities, they cannot be distributed to the shareholders.
For the financial year ending 30 June 2008, the chairperson was
paid a salary of $48,000 pa, the deputy chairperson $36,000 pa
and each director $30,000 pa. These salaries include
superannuation. Deputy directors were paid $1,200 plus
superannuation to attend a meeting (as required) and any direct
expenses such as travel.
There are no bonuses or termination payments for VicSuper
directors. Directors’ salaries will be reviewed in July 2009 after
seeking independent remuneration advice.

F1 CSR1 CSR2 DMA

During 2007/08, we continued implementation of VicSuper’s
Sustainability Policy, Climate Change Policy and Environment
Policy. These policies formalise existing decision making and
planning practices and publicly stated commitments across the
organisation. They are reviewed each year to ensure they remain
current and reflect where VicSuper is heading.
VicSuper’s Sustainability Policy defines sustainability as “a way
of operating and investing that recognises the dependence of the
overall health of the economy on the long-term availability of
natural resources, a healthy environment, a productive workforce
and cohesive societies”.
The policy and related documents set out the structure and
responsibilities for sustainability. In brief, all employees have
sustainability as part of their performance criteria with the Chief
Executive having overall responsibility. The Executive Manager
Sustainability and Education has executive responsibility for
corporate issues and the Executive Manager Investments has
responsibility for sustainability as it relates to investing.
The social elements of our policy include delivering value for
our members and employers, contributing positively to society,
providing a positive working environment that is safe, productive
and rewarding for our employees and fostering fair, effective and
long-term partnerships.
VicSuper reports its sustainability performance publicly each year
through its sustainability report. It is also reported to the trustee
each month and to employees at monthly employee meetings
and in the monthly operating plan report.
VicSuper’s Climate Change Policy identifies VicSuper’s approach
to managing and mitigating our climate change impact, reducing
our climate change risk, adapting to climate change, and identifying
climate change related opportunities.
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Our Environment Policy presents and defines VicSuper’s
approach to managing our environmental impacts, and outlines
how we incorporate environmental sustainability into VicSuper’s
operations and investment activities.
During 2007/08 we continued to implement the VicSuper
Supplier Engagement and Purchasing Policy. This policy aims to
contribute to direct environmental benefits through the purchase
of more environmentally-friendly products and services. It also
aims to bring about indirect environmental benefits as our partners
implement more sustainable practices. For more information about
this policy see Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships.
All of VicSuper’s internal and external commitments, as evidenced
in these policies, mean that our sustainability performance is
reflected in our day-to-day operations, in decisions made by the
VicSuper Trustee, and in our investment processes.

Indemnity and insurance
GRI 4.6 GRI 4.7

VicSuper has a fitness and proprietary policy in place that includes
a policy and procedure for dealing with directors’ conflicts of
interest.
All directors complete a statement of their pecuniary interests
upon their appointment. VicSuper directors and officers are
covered by directors and officers and professional indemnity
insurance which, subject to limited exceptions, indemnifies
VicSuper Fund, trustee directors and employees against financial
loss resulting from claims made against them. As required by the
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (Cwlth), no
director or responsible officer is a disqualified person.

VicSuper Ecosystem Services
Pty Ltd
GRI 3.8 EN14

VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd was incorporated on
3 January 2006 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of VicSuper
Pty Ltd. The directors of VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd are
Christine Forster AM (Chairperson) and William Lyons both of
whom are VicSuper Pty Ltd directors, and Bob Welsh, Chief
Executive VicSuper Pty Ltd. Directors remuneration is $5,000 pa
including superannuation guarantee, however no remuneration is
payable to the Chief Executive of VicSuper Pty Ltd in his role as a
director of VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd.

contents
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The purposes of the company are to:
•

•
•
•

facilitate investment decisions by VicSuper Pty Ltd for
investment in forestry or ecosystem services within the
property asset class by acting as the corporate trustee of the
VicSuper Forests Trust, VicSuper Forests Land Holdings Trust,
VicSuper Future Farming Landscapes Trust, VicSuper Future
Farming Landscapes Land Holdings Trust and any other unit
trusts formed by VicSuper Pty Ltd as a result of
recommendations by VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd
review and consider investment proposals for individual
investments in forestry/ecosystem services and make
recommendations to VicSuper Pty Ltd
implement and monitor investments approved by VicSuper
Pty Ltd in the unit trust/s and report to VicSuper Pty Ltd
on progress
undertake any other purposes determined by VicSuper
Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd and approved by VicSuper Pty Ltd.

Executive management team
GRI 4.9

The executive management team meets every two weeks, and
under the leadership of the Chief Executive is responsible for:
•
•
•

developing policies and strategies for consideration by the
board of directors
implementing policies approved by the Trustee
building organisational capacity.

All decision papers submitted to the Trustee take into
consideration the social, environmental and economic impacts of
the issue under consideration.
In 2007/08 a new position, Executive Manager People and
Culture, was appointed to the executive management team and
an existing employee, Helen Bloustein, was appointed to the
position of Executive Manager Sustainability and Education from
a senior manager role.
Table 4.11 outlines the roles and responsibilities of each executive
manager.

Henriette Strain, General Counsel and Company Secretary
VicSuper Pty Ltd is the Company Secretary, and Michael Geraghty,
Chief Operating Officer VicSuper Pty Ltd is the Public Officer.
VicSuper Ecosystem Services Pty Ltd does not employ any
employees.
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Table 4.11
Years at
VicSuper

Years in super/
finance industry

Executive Manager Sustainability and
Education
• Sustainability policy, partnerships and
implementation
• Superannuation education

2

12

• Bachelor of Commerce (Actuarial studies)
• RG 146 compliant

Michael Geraghty

Chief Operating Officer
• Finance
• Member Benefits and Services
• Employer Services
• Member and Employer Relationships
(superannuation advice)

9

19

• Graduate Diploma in Accounting
• Chartered Accountant
• Diploma of Financial Services (Financial Planning)

Ros Hore**

Executive Manager People and Culture
• Human resources
• Learning and development

0

0

• Bachelor of Science
• Diploma of Education
• Diploma of Human Resources

Jenny Hunter***

Executive Manager Sustainability and
Education
• Sustainability policy, partnerships and
implementation
• Superannuation education

9

13

• Bachelor of Arts
• Graduate Diploma (Marketing)
• RG 146 compliant

Peter Lunt

Executive Manager Investments
• Investment strategy and operations

3

6

•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Science (Forestry)
Bachelor of Economics
Graduate Diploma in Applied Finance and Investment
Masters of Environment
RG 146 compliant

Henriette Strain

General Counsel and Company Secretary
• Legal, compliance and risk management
• Company Secretary
• IT Services

9

18

•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Laws (Hons)
Bachelor of Arts
Diploma of Education
Diploma of Financial Services (Financial Planning)
Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court
of Victoria

Elise van der
Heyde

Executive Manager Member Benefits
and Services
• Member benefits
• Member services

8

11

• RG 146 compliant

Bob Welsh

Chief Executive
• O verall management and operations of
VicSuper Pty Ltd and VicSuper Fund
• Superannuation Communications

9

19

• Bachelor of Economics
• Chartered Accountant
• Diploma of Financial Planning

Name

Responsibilities

Helen Bloustein*

Qualifications

* Appointed in February 2008
** Until August 2008
*** Until February 2008
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Our management approach
Disclosure on management approach
In order to develop and implement policies and strategies while
building organisational capacity, VicSuper’s executive and senior
management team take an integrated approach to sustainability and
consider environmental, social (labour practices, human rights,
society, and product responsibility), and economic aspects in
decision making.

Environmental management approach

We aim to strengthen the integration of these aspects into all
decisions in 2008/09 by conducting ongoing sustainability training
for all new and continuing employees.

DMA

Indicator

Status

Goals and performance

VicSuper’s goals and performance are set out in the Minimise our environmental impact section of this report.

Policy

VicSuper’s overall management approach to the environment is encompassed within our central operating principle
and set out in the VicSuper Sustainability Covenant with EPA Victoria.
The central operating principle and covenant can be found on the VicSuper website and the covenant is also
available on EPA Victoria’s website.
VicSuper’s sustainability, environment and climate change policies are communicated to all new employees and are
published on VicSuper’s intranet and vicsuper.com.au

Organisational responsibility

The Executive Manager Sustainability and Education has operational responsibility for environment areas. This
position reports to the Chief Executive.

Training and awareness

VicSuper conducts sustainability training for all new employees. We also run periodic training for all employees on
sustainability issues. This training incorporates environmental aspects.

Monitoring and follow up

VicSuper does not use a formal environmental management certification system. However, the annual sustainability
report is assured with the assurance process based on the AA1000 Assurance Standard.

Additional contextual information

From an environmental perspective, VicSuper’s biggest impacts are through its investment portfolio. We are
addressing these impacts and associated risks in a range of initiatives which are outlined in the Invest for the long
term section of this report.
Operationally, VicSuper’s major impacts are through paper and energy for which we have strategies in place to address.
Further information on our approach to all environmental management aspects can be found throughout this report.

Social management approach: labour practices and decent work

DMA

Indicator

Status

Goals and performance

VicSuper’s goals and performance are set out in the People section of this report.

Policy

Policies and procedures include:
• VicSuper Equal Opportunity policy & procedures
• VicSuper Occupational Health & Safety policy & procedures
• VicSuper Grievance & Appeals policy & procedures
• VicSuper Code of Conduct
• VicSuper Recruitment & Selection policy
• VicSuper Learning & Development policy & procedures
• VicSuper Parental Leave policy
• VicSuper Leave without Pay policy
• VicSuper External Secondment policy
• VicSuper Disciplinary policy
• VicSuper Certified Agreement 2005.
We also look for organisations that demonstrate a commitment to good labour practices through our supplier
engagement and purchasing policy. See the Partnerships section of this report for further information on this policy.

Organisational responsibility

The Executive Manager People & Culture has operational responsibility for any labour practices and decent work
areas where they relate to VicSuper employees. This position reports to the Chief Executive.

Training and Awareness

All the above policies and procedures are available to all employees on VicSuper’s internal intranet. In addition,
specific training is provided on the key policies, for example, Equal Opportunity and Occupational Health & Safety.

Monitoring and follow up

VicSuper’s key labour practice and decent work policies are updated on a regular basis and approved by the Executive
Manager People & Culture.
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DMA

Indicator

Status

Goals and performance

VicSuper’s goals and performance are set out in the People, Invest for the long term and Partnerships sections of
this report.
We have not developed specific investment-related goals. However, the overall sustainability policy covers human
rights in investments. Human rights is covered in the Vanguard (formerly SAM) and Generation funds, as well as
(to a small extent) VicSuper’s property investments. Regnan and Hermes also address some human rights topics in
their engagement activities.

Policy

VicSuper’s human rights commitments are included in the following policies and procedures:
• VicSuper Recruitment & Selection policy
• VicSuper Certified Agreement 2005
• VicSuper Equal Opportunity policy & procedures
• VicSuper Grievance & Appeals policy & procedures
• VicSuper Code of Conduct
• VicSuper Disciplinary policy
• VicSuper Occupational Health & Safety policy & procedures.
We also look for organisations that demonstrate a commitment to human rights through our sustainability and
supplier engagement and purchasing policies. See the Partnerships section of this report for further information on
this policy.

Organisational responsibility

The Executive Manager People & Culture has operational responsibility for any human rights areas where they relate
to VicSuper employees. This position reports to the Chief Executive.
The Executive Manager Investments has overall responsibility for investments.

Training and awareness

The human rights aspects of equal opportunity, safe and healthy work environment and freedom of association and
collective bargaining are covered in training sessions undertaken by all employees.

Monitoring and follow up

With regard to all policies and procedures mentioned above they are reviewed where necessary to ensure we meet
legislative requirements in these and other employment related pieces of legislation.
For investments, we monitor our fund managers through the new supplier engagement program. Our fund managers
use their own systems of monitoring and evaluating performance.

Additional contextual information

VicSuper’s management approach to human rights does not extend to aspects such as war crimes, forced and
compulsory or child labour and consumer protection.
Further information on our approach to human rights aspects can be found in the Attract, develop and retain great
people section of this report.

Social management approach: society

DMA

Indicator

Status

Goals and performance

VicSuper’s goals and performance are set throughout this Governance and accountability section of this report.

Policy

VicSuper’s commitments relating to society are included in the following policies and procedures:
• Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Financing policy
• Fraud control plan
• Compliance plan
• Compliance and Risk Management procedures manual
• Community Involvement policy and procedures.
We also look for organisations that demonstrate a commitment to society via our supplier engagement and
purchasing policy. See the Partnerships section of this report for further information on this policy.

Organisational responsibility

The Manager Compliance & Risk Management has operational responsibility for the above areas. This position reports
to the General Counsel & Company Secretary.
The Executive Manager Sustainability & Education has operational responsibility for the community involvement
policy and procedures and the supplier engagement and purchasing policy.

Training and awareness

Employees are provided with fraud awareness training on an annual basis.

Monitoring and follow up

All compliance policies and procedures are updated on a regular basis and approved by the Trustee. Any breaches
reported are investigated by the Manager Compliance & Risk Management and the General Counsel & Company
Secretary and are reported to the Trustee.
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DMA

Indicator

Status

Goals and performance

VicSuper’s goals and performance are set out in the Governance and accountability section of this report.

Policy

VicSuper’s product responsibility commitments are included in the following policies and procedures:
• Publication Sign off and Approval Process policy (draft)
• Compliance plan
• Compliance and Risk Management procedures manual
• Privacy policy.
We also look for organisations that demonstrate a commitment to product responsibility via our newly developed
supplier engagement and purchasing policy. See the Partnerships section of this report for further information on
this policy.

Organisational responsibility

The Manager Compliance & Risk Management and the Manager Legal have operational responsibility for any product
responsibility areas. These positions report to the General Counsel & Company Secretary.
The Executive Manager Sustainability & Education has operational responsibility for the supplier engagement and
purchasing policy.
The Manager Marketing & Communications is responsible for any matters regarding marketing communications.
This position reports to the Chief Executive.

Training and awareness

All employees were provided with training on the privacy requirements when the requirements were legislated
in 2001. In addition, all new employees receive training on VicSuper’s privacy obligations.
All VicSuper employees have access to VicSuper’s Style Guide, which outlines the principles of business
communication, and how to achieve VicSuper’s particular language style.

Monitoring and follow up

All compliance policies and procedures are updated on a regular basis and approved by the Trustee. Any breaches
reported are investigated by the Manager Compliance & Risk Management and the General Counsel & Company
Secretary and are reported to the Trustee.
With respect to marketing communications, VicSuper’s Style Guide is reviewed annually to ensure continued
relevance.

Additional contextual information

Economic approach

We do not address customer health and safety in our product responsibilities as we are a financial services provider.
DMA

Indicator

Status

Goals and performance

VicSuper’s goals and performance are set out in the Deliver value, Invest for the long term and Financial stability
sections of this report.

Policy

VicSuper’s economic commitments are included in the following policies and procedures:
• risk assessment reviews
• strategic plan
• priority strategy plans within the annual operating plan.
Our sustainability and climate change policies and investment strategy make reference to our indirect economic
impacts including those with respect to climate change.

Organisational responsibility

The Chief Operating Officer and Chief Executive have operational responsibility for economic areas.

Additional contextual information

Further information on our successes and major organisational risks and opportunities can be found throughout
this report.
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Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Conduct a board-self-assessment
for 2007/08 and implement
initiatives from the 2006/07
assessment.

Completed.

Review VicSuper’s performance
measurement system ensuring
performance measures align with
key success criteria.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. conduct a board-self-assessment for 2008/09 and implement
initiatives from the 2007/08 assessment
2. implement recommendations resulting from ‘Project Stepping
Up’, an organisational change initiative for successfully
managing VicSuper’s growth
3. establish a Business Efficiency Steering Committee to
coordinate and oversee an organisation wide efficiency,
effectiveness and quality improvement program
4. review employee tools and training on how to apply VicSuper’s
sustainability and supplier policies.
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How is members’ money safeguarded?
SO2 SO3 CSR4

In addition to the responsibilities of the Trustee and executive
management, VicSuper complies with all relevant legislation in
order to safeguard members’ money.

External regulation
SO2

VicSuper is regulated by the:
•
•
•
•

Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA)
Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC)
Australian Taxation Office (ATO)
Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC).

Internal controls
SO2 SO3 CSR4

VicSuper has a comprehensive system of internal controls,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Licensing
SO2 SO3 CSR4

VicSuper is licensed under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cwlth).
Under the terms and conditions of our Australian Financial Services
Licence (No. 237333), VicSuper may deal in, and advise on,
superannuation products.
At present, VicSuper representatives are limited to recommending
VicSuper Fund benefit plans and providing financial product advice
on VicSuper Fund benefit plans; the Emergency Services & State
Super (ESSSuper) – Revised, New, SERB and Transport Schemes;
and general superannuation matters. VicSuper does not provide
advice about any other superannuation funds.
Before a VicSuper employee can be authorised to provide general
or personal advice, the nominated employee must be approved by
two delegates of the Trustee and meet minimum qualifications,
training and experience criteria to become a VicSuper
representative.
VicSuper is not a member of any financial group nor do we have
any ownership links or affiliations that would have any effect on
the advice provided by our representatives.
All superannuation trustees must be issued with a RSE (Registrable
Superannuation Entity) Licence by APRA to act as a trustee, and
the super fund must be registered with APRA to accept
contributions. VicSuper Pty Ltd’s APRA RSE Licence number is
L0000468. To obtain its RSE Licence, VicSuper had to
demonstrate it has policies and procedures to deal with
responsibilities such as risk management and resource adequacy.
VicSuper Fund’s APRA registration number is R1000580.

•
•
•
•

compliance plan, compliance calendar, compliance selfassessment questionnaires and compliance and risk
management procedures manual
risk management plan and risk management strategy
regular compliance and risk management reports to the
Trustee
implementation framework, procedures manual, training plan
and training registers for VicSuper representatives acting under
VicSuper’s Australian Financial Services Licence
regular legislative and technical updates to all employees and
directors
fraud control processes and fraud awareness training for all
employees
internal audit function
bribery and corruption prevention processes
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Financing Policy
and Program.

Risk management
CSR4

Business continuity, disaster recovery and emergency plans are in
place for all business units and are regularly reviewed and tested.
Risk assessment reviews are conducted twice a year as part of the
strategic planning cycle.

Financial controls
VicSuper uses independent auditor Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu to
conduct an external audit of VicSuper’s and VicSuper Fund’s
financial statements. The audit for a financial year is completed in
September of the following financial year. KPMG is responsible for
VicSuper’s internal audit function.

Custodian
CSR4

VicSuper’s custodians (National Australia Bank and Westpac
Banking Corporation) hold title to VicSuper Fund’s assets
(including our bank account), undertake registration of securities,
hold investments in safekeeping and maintain accounting and
taxation records on behalf of VicSuper Fund.
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Reserve account

Our commitments

VicSuper maintains a general reserve account in VicSuper
Fund which includes an administration reserve amount of
$250,000 required under VicSuper’s RSE Licence. The general
reserve account may be used to adjust for any fluctuations in
VicSuper Fund’s management and investment administration
expenses. It is not our intent to use the reserve account to
smooth investment returns from year to year apart from minor
rounding adjustments.

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

Our performance
VicSuper provided the following information to external regulators
in 2007/08:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reports to the ATO covering surcharge and Government
co-contributions and lost member information
VicSuper Fund’s tax return and fringe benefits tax annual
return to the ATO
VicSuper Pty Ltd’s tax return to the ATO
confirmation of ASIC annual statement details
quarterly and annual returns to APRA
Australian Financial Services Licence reporting obligations
to ASIC
Registrable Superannuation Entity (RSE) reporting obligations
to APRA.

All governance policies and the overall governance framework
have been reviewed to meet APRA licensing requirements.
The Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act
2006 which was passed in December 2006 became effective on
21 December 2007. This legislation requires super funds to
identify, mitigate and manage the risk a trustee may face that a
service they provide may involve or facilitate money laundering or
financing of terrorism. This required VicSuper to implement an
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Counter Terrorism Financing
(CTF) program, AML/CTF policy, appoint an AML/CTF compliance
officer and implement proof of identity procedures.

Commitment

Comments

Further enhance safeguard
controls to ensure internal
transfers between member
benefit plans are precise.

Completed.

Review risk management and
existing internal controls to
ensure monies are safeguarded
against possible losses through
fraudulent behaviour.

Completed.

Implement an electronic
compliance database.

Completed.

Implement the anti-money
laundering (AML)/counter
terrorism financing (CTF)
legislation and review existing risk
management framework.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. automate the benefit payments process to increase efficiency
2. develop and implement an electronic incident and breach
reporting database
3. implement the December 2008 provisions of the anti-money
laundering (AML)/counter terrorism financing (CTF) legislation
4. review risk management and existing internal controls to
ensure monies are safeguarded against possible losses
through fraudulent behaviour.

During 2007/08 we also implemented an electronic compliance
system for the completion and testing of monthly self-assessment
compliance questionnaires.
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How can we ensure that the rights
of stakeholders are respected?
Decision making and involvement

Our performance

GRI 4.3 GRI 4.14 GRI 4.16

PR4 CSR4

VicSuper’s board is made up of equal numbers of member and
employer representatives to ensure that all decisions affecting
VicSuper Fund are made with equal and fair representation.
Members, employers and other stakeholders can become involved
in VicSuper by either nominating to be elected as a director of
VicSuper (during the director election period) or communicating
with the incumbent directors. Members and employers can also
liaise directly with management and employees to provide
suggestions and feedback on the direction and activities of
the organisation.

In 2007/08 we received one verbal complaint and 23 written
complaints with respect to administration matters, compared with
two verbal and 19 written complaints in 2006/07. This is a small
increase on last year (which was the lowest on recent record) and
represents less than 0.01% of our total membership. While this
level of complaints remains very low considering the size of the
fund, we continue to monitor communication with all stakeholders
for positive and negative feedback so that we can build on what
we are doing well and address any issues which may emerge.

PR8

VicSuper complies with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cwlth). This
legislation regulates the appropriate collection, holding, use,
correction, disclosure and transfer of personal information by
private sector organisations like VicSuper. Statistics relating to
privacy issues are recorded separately and do not require a
formal complaint to be lodged.

Graph
4.10 Member complaints
GRAPH 4.10 NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS
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We comply with the relevant Federal Government legislation in
all our product labelling. We also discuss the environmental, social
and economic impacts of our products and services in our annual
member reports and our Combined Financial Services Guides and
Product Disclosure Statements.
For more information about how VicSuper respects the privacy
of our members and employers, please see the relevant VicSuper
Combined Financial Services Guides and Product Disclosure
Statements, which are available from VicSuper or on our website
at vicsuper.com.au

Complaints and compliments
CSR4

We take all complaints seriously and aim to resolve any issues
compassionately and provide a meaningful response as quickly as
possible. Members and employers can contact our Complaints
Coordinator to raise any concern and if they are not satisfied with
that outcome, the matter can be determined by the Trustee. If the
member is still not satisfied, they can contact the Superannuation
Complaints Tribunal, an independent body set up by the Federal
Government to review trustee decisions relating to members.
Employers are able to escalate complaints that relate to the
provision of financial services under our Australian Financial
Services Licence to the Financial Ombudsman Service.

0

2002/03

Non-written

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

Written

In addition, during 2007/08 four disputed disablement
claims were reviewed by the Trustee. One complaint to the
Superannuation Complaints Tribunal was carried forward from
last year and one new complaint was lodged. Both complaints
were subsequently withdrawn. There are no matters currently
before the Superannuation Complaints Tribunal.
One disablement claim has been taken to the County Court,
although no final determination had been made in the matter by
the Insurer or the Trustee. Objections have been received to four
proposed death benefit distributions and we are looking into them
further in the hope that these matters can be resolved.
It took us an average of just over 10 days to respond to complaints
compared to 11.4 days last year. We responded to 76% of
complaints within 10 days. Legally we are required to have
arrangements in place to deal with complaints within 90 days.
PR8

Statistics relating to privacy issues are recorded separately and do
not require a formal complaint to be lodged. We had 24 privacy
breaches in 2007/08 compared with 19 privacy breaches in
2006/07.

Privacy complaints are dealt with by the VicSuper Privacy Officer.
Members who are dissatisfied with this outcome can contact the
Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner.
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Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Monitor communication with
all stakeholders for positive and
negative feedback to build on
what we are doing well and
address any issues which may
emerge where our performance
could improve.

Completed and
ongoing.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. monitor correspondence from stakeholders for positive and
negative feedback and use this to make continuous
improvement
2. where possible resolve any complaints without reference to
external tribunals
3. complete a review of VicSuper’s stakeholders and determine
opportunities for future relationships
4. develop an organisational stakeholder engagement approach
5. consider environmental risks in the 2008/09 biannual risk
assessment reviews
6. establish an executive Risk Management Steering Committee
and document risks and internal controls at a business unit
level
7. establish an executive Crisis Management Committee in
order to conduct a formal Business Impact Analysis on an
annual basis.
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Through the financial stability and continued growth of VicSuper Fund, we can
continue to offer and expand our services over the long term, allowing our
members to take full advantage of our benefit plans and services.
Despite a significant fall in shareholder value on Australian and
international sharemarkets, member and employer contributions to
the Fund increased by 7.4% during the year. This meant that
VicSuper Fund net assets at 30 June 2008 were $6.2 billion,
having grown on average by 26% per annum over the last nine
years and by 6% in 2007/08.

Our aim
We aim to build the financial assets of VicSuper Fund for the
benefit of our members and to manage our organisation in a
financially prudent manner.

How does this contribute to a
sustainable superannuation fund?
Building the financial assets of VicSuper Fund brings with it greater
economies of scale, enabling us to expand our services to
members and employers while keeping our management fee low.
Responsible and enduring financial stability and growth means that
we will contribute positively to society by increasing the economic
wellbeing of our members, providing continuous employment and
by purchasing goods and services.

Our approach
We aim to achieve financial stability and growth by:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

increasing the account balances of our existing members.
We do this by maximising our investment revenue over the
long term at a given level of risk, and educating and advising
members about making additional superannuation
contributions to their accounts
focusing on providing outstanding services for members and
employers which enables us to retain them over a long period
attracting new members and employers through our education
and advice programs, partnerships and selected promotional
activities
continuously monitoring and reviewing our management and
investment administration expenses, so we can understand
our major expenses and identify future costs and ensure
efficiencies
taking a 10-year strategic outlook to ensure we are prepared
for any industry and societal changes that will impact our
members and our business
meeting all relevant financial controls and mandatory reporting
requirements
regularly reporting to the Trustee and our employees,
members, employers and other stakeholders.

We compare our actual performance against VicSuper’s financial
plan each month. We also prepare 10-year forecasts as part of our
strategic planning process. Members receive a summary operating
and financial position statement of the performance of VicSuper
Fund in their member report each year. They can also request a
full set of audited financial statements or can view them here.
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Income and growth
Our performance

Graph 5.12 Net market value of investments
GRAPH 5.12 NET MARKET VALUE OF INVESTMENTS ($ MILLION)
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and international sharemarkets. This meant that after four years of
sharemarket returns which exceeded long-term expectations,
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Despite the fall in investment revenue, gross superannuation
contributions into VicSuper Fund remained strong, rising by 7.4%
during the year. This increase contributed to VicSuper’s share of
total superannuation assets of 0.56% (31 March 2008 APRA
quarterly statistic report), compared to 0.50% at 31 March 2007.
We believe that the recent experience of sustained growth in
contributions can be attributed to VicSuper’s differentiation in
the marketplace through its value proposition to members and
employers. Recent changes to superannuation legislation are also
important, with the Federal Government making superannuation
an extremely attractive retirement savings option through the
implementation of a range of taxation incentives.
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The graphs below provide an indication of the recent growth in
VicSuper’s business.
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The average account balances for our membership were impacted
by the fall in investment revenue in 2007/08, with a decrease in
VicSuper Scheme and Beneficiary account balances, while
VicSuper Pensions increased marginally. Voluntary contributions
increased 5.6% with an annualised average increase of 20.26%
per year over the past nine years. Graph 5.14 shows the average
account balances for members broken down by benefit plan. The
positive trend of increased voluntary contributions indicates that
members are making active decisions to save for their retirement.
Overall our operational performance target for contribution growth
set at the start of the year was achieved to within 2%.
The slowdown in economic growth, fall in company earnings and
drop in investor confidence all contributed to a fall in investment
returns for VicSuper Fund members in 2007/08. Investment
income (comprising realised and unrealised gains) fell from
$755.7 million in 2006/07 to -$417.0 million in 2007/08.
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Table 5.10 shows how VicSuper’s value to members was
generated in 2007/08.
Table 5.10 Value generation for members
Value generation for members

2007/08 ($ ‘000)

Investment income

–$417,003

Contribution revenue

$1,329,703

Other revenue

$5,973

Gross value added

$918,673

Prior year
% change

30 June 2007

30 June 2008

Members

224,747

237,852

5.8%

Active employers*

10,898

13,143

20.6%

Net market value
of investments

$ 5.94 billion

$6.13 billion

3.3%

Investment income

$756 million

–$417 million

155.2%

Contributions
revenue

$1.24 billion

$1.33 billion

7.4%

-$43,216

-200,000

-600,000

GRI TABLES

Table 5.11 Key financial and non-financial indicators of
stability and growth

$‘000

200,000

contents

* Active employers are those that have made a Superannuation Guarantee
contribution on behalf of their employees to VicSuper Fund and have signed a
participating employer declaration. Due to legislative changes, these figures have
been restated to include provisional (or non-participating) employers in the number
of active employers. These employers have not currently signed a participating
employer agreement with VicSuper and are generally paying contributions as a result
of fund choice.

Table 5.11 shows the changes in the key areas in which we
measure our financial stability and growth from the previous
financial year. Over the past nine years our annualised increase
per annum for number of members was 8.40%, for net market
value of investments it was 26.07%, while the annualised increase
per annum over seven years for number of active employers
was 21.10%.
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Liabilities and expenditure
Our performance
In 2007/08 our management and investment administration
expenses increased by 14.93%. This compares to a 14.24%
increase in 2006/07. Our annualised increase per annum over
the past nine years was 23.71% for management and investment
administration expenses. Management expenses include costs
such as salaries, premises and office administration.
Our budgeted increase in expenditure for 2008/09 is 14.24%.
Our focus will be to maintain the capacity of our advice centres.
The Trustee has a comprehensive plan in place to carefully
manage our growth and expenditure in the short and long term.
Table 5.12 Liabilities and expenditure data
30 June 2008

Prior year
% change

Liability for accrued benefits

$6.18 billion

5.89%

Management and investment
administration expenses

$33.4 million

14.93%

EC1

Graph 5.16 gives the breakdown of the distribution of the value
generated for members in 2007/08.
GRAPH 5.16
VALUE
DISTRIBUTION
TO MEMBERS
($’000)
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Put another way, in 2007/08, for every $100 dollars of value
generated for members:
•
•
•
•
•
•

$91.35 was credited to member accounts
$4.12 was applied to meet tax liabilities
$1.90 was paid to employees in salaries and
associated expenses
$1.57 was paid to external service providers
89 cents was applied to meet the insurance cost for members
where applicable
17 cents was charged for depreciation of assets.

VicSuper maintains a general reserve account in VicSuper Fund.
This account may be used to adjust for any fluctuations in VicSuper
Fund’s management and investment administration expenses.
It is not our intent to use the reserve account to smooth
investment returns from year to year apart from minor rounding
adjustments. The money in the reserve account is spread across
the investment options and managed using VicSuper Fund’s
investment strategy. The balance of the reserve account at
30 June 2008 was $19.8 million, including an administration
reserve amount of $250,000 required under VicSuper’s
RSE Licence.
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Audit
The auditors were of the opinion that VicSuper’s Fund’s financial
statements presented fairly in accordance with applicable
accounting standards and other mandatory professional reporting
requirements in Australia for VicSuper’s Fund’s financial position as
at 30 June 2008, results of operations for the year ended 30 June
2008 and cash flows for the year ended 30 June 2008.
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Commitment

Comments

Improve the receipting function
using technology to create
greater efficiency, cost savings,
resource savings and enhanced
job satisfaction.

Completed.

Improve our management
expense ratio by up to five basis
points.

Overall our
management
expense ratio
(MER) has
dropped to
0.54% (from
0.58% in
2006/07).

Complete a review to improve
the administration of the
investment accounting function.
In 2007/08 we aim to have
systems in place to enable
efficiency gains and resource
use reduction whilst maintaining
strict adherence to compliance
requirements.

Deferred to
2008/09.

Meet operational performance
targets with respect to
contribution and fund growth.

Achieved
within 2% of
contribution
target in difficult
economic
conditions.

Not achieved

GRI TABLES

Commitments 2008/09

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

Achieved

contents

Did we deliver?

In addition to our ongoing commitments to continue the stability
and viability of VicSuper Pty Ltd and VicSuper Fund, in 2008/09
we commit to:
1. meet operational performance targets with respect to
contribution and fund growth
2. complete a review to improve the administration of the
investment accounting function
3. obtain unqualified audit opinions with respect to our annual
financial reports.

Progress made
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Summary financial statements
The audit of VicSuper Fund for the year ended 30 June 2008 has been completed by VicSuper’s auditor, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.
An extract from VicSuper Fund’s audited accounts is presented below. These will be available on written request from November 2008.

Summary statement of financial position
as at 30 June 2008
Audited
(2007)
$000

Audited
(2008)
$000

Assets
Investments

5,937,558

6,130,409

68,127

118,502

6,005,688

6,248,911

150,415

53,886

Less liabilities

Other liabilities
Equals net assets available to pay benefits
Represented by liability for accrued benefits

Audited
(2007)
$000

16,679

12,554

167,094

66,440

5,838,591

6,182,471

Gross investment income
Contributions and transfers from other
funds
Other revenue

Management and investment administration
Term insurance

Income tax

Movement in liability for accrued
benefits
Opening balance

4,292,552

5,838,591

Increase in accrued benefits

1,813,284

841,528

Benefits paid

(267,853)

(495,382)

598

(2,266)

5,838,591

6,182,471

Closing balance
Movement in reserve

21,510

22,108

Transfer to reserve

Opening balance

598

(2,266)

Closing balance*

22,108

19,842

* T he reserve includes an administration reserve amount of $250,000 required under
VicSuper’s RSE Licence.

755,706

(417,003)

1,238,384

1,329,703

5,086

5,973

1,999,176

918,673

29,072

33,413

7,576

8,134

Less expenses

Superannuation contributions surcharge

Transfer to reserve

Audited
(2008)
$000

Revenue

Other assets

Income tax liabilities

Summary operating statement for the year
ended 30 June 2008

Equals benefits accrued as a result of
operations
Transfer (to) reserve
Benefits accrued after transfer to reserve

2,259

203

146,377

37,661

185,284

79,411

1,813,892

839,262

(598)

2,266

1,813,294

841,528

The Commonwealth prudential framework for superannuation
savings is contained in the Superannuation Industry (Supervision)
Act 1993 (Cwlth). Since 1 July 1999, VicSuper Fund has been a
complying superannuation fund directly regulated under the
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (Cwlth), which
governs the majority of superannuation funds in Australia. This
means, among other things, that fund earnings are eligible to be
taxed at the reduced rate of up to 15%.

What it all means
Benefits accrued after transfer to reserve
This is the total increase in member benefits from net investment
revenue, member contributions and transfer of member balances
from other funds, less the expenses in running VicSuper Fund and
transfers to reserve.
Liability for accrued benefits
This amount represents the total amount of all members’ accounts
and the reserve account.
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Minimise our environmental impact

Policy, process and training
Resource usage
Energy and greenhouse gas emissions
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EN26

The environment provides us with resources to carry out our day-to-day
operations. By minimising the natural resources that we use and reducing the
environmental impact of our activities, we will help to ensure there are resources
left for the future, protect the functioning of ecosystems and at the same time
reduce our operating costs.
DMA

All of our decisions have the potential to impact directly or
indirectly on the environment. This includes direct impacts from
our operations and indirect impacts from the investments of
VicSuper Fund. By developing new systems for the use of natural
resources, and by being innovative in our thinking, we aim to
manage and minimise our impact on the environment. Ultimately
this will lead to an increase in our efficiency and a reduction in our
operating costs.

Our aim
We aim to reduce our environmental impact through:
•
•

our operations: by using resources more efficiently and
managing and seeking to reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions
our investments: by encouraging the directors and managers
of companies and other assets in which we invest to minimise
their impact on the environment and by proactively directing a
proportion of the Fund’s investment towards companies and
other assets that actively manage environmental impacts, risks
and opportunities in their business strategies.

This section of the report looks predominantly at the environmental
impact of our operations. The environmental impact of our
investments is discussed in Strategy 2: Invest for the long term.

How does this contribute to a
sustainable superannuation fund?

Conserving natural resources also makes economic sense. For
example printing double-sided and conserving energy saves us
money. These savings, along with productivity improvements
through improved processes, help us reduce our operating costs
and maintain our low fee structure for members.
Our superannuation plans and services are designed to benefit
our members and to help them achieve financial security in
retirement. Our philosophy is that to do this successfully over
the long term, we need to respect the environment and the
communities which we impact.
Ultimately, the more we understand our own environmental
impact and the measures that we can undertake to reduce it, the
more effectively we can take action to influence the impacts of the
companies we invest in. See Strategy 2: Invest for the long term
for more information on the environmental impact of our
investments.
Our overall goals, performance and policies are covered under
our management approach in Strategy 4: Maintain Sound
Governance and Accountability.

Our approach
To achieve our aim, we are attempting to reduce our
environmental impact by addressing three key areas:
1. policy, processes and training
2. resource usage
3. energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.

All the operational activities that are necessary to run a super
fund have an impact on the environment. For example, our office
spaces which require lighting and air-conditioning, and the use of
equipment such as telephones and computers are essential for
the provision of superannuation services. All of these require
resources and generate wastes and emissions through their
production, use and disposal.
By addressing our environmental impacts we can help to conserve
resources. This benefits VicSuper by protecting the ecosystems
that we need to operate successfully in the long term. It also
benefits all of our stakeholders and broader society, who rely
on the availability of natural resources to live and maintain their
lifestyles, and on the preservation of the natural environment for
a range of recreational activities.
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Policy, processes and training
To reduce our environmental impact we need to ensure that
we have the appropriate internal processes in place. This means
ensuring that policies and processes are appropriately documented
and that employees are adequately trained to manage operational
and investment-related environmental issues.
F5

VicSuper has an Executive Manager Sustainability and
Education and an Executive Manager for Investments who has
ultimate responsibility for the integration of sustainability into
our investment portfolio. VicSuper also has three full-time
sustainability employees working in a variety of roles to integrate
sustainability in VicSuper’s own operations and investments. These
employees keep abreast of the latest sustainability developments
through a mixture of part-time tertiary studies, conference
attendance, industry seminars, participation in and membership
of sustainability working groups, research, and through external
partnerships with organisations such as EPA Victoria (for more
information about this partnership see Strategy 7: Foster
effective partnerships)
We are signatories to both the United Nations Environment
Programme Finance Initiative and the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment. For more information
about these initiatives see Strategy 2: Invest for the long term.
Another key contributor in minimising our environmental impact
is our internal employee sustainability committee – VicSuper’s
‘FROGS’ team (Focused Recruits of Global Sustainability). During
2007/08 this team was made up of 21 employees from across
VicSuper. This team is essential to the implementation of improved
policies, procedures and practices and for keeping other
employees informed of sustainability initiatives at VicSuper.

Our performance
The training needs of sustainability employees are regularly
reviewed by both manager and employee, with any required
training incorporated into the employee’s annual performance
review and development plan.

F1 CSR1 CSR2

During 2007/08, we continued implementation of VicSuper’s
Sustainability Policy, Climate Change Policy and Environment
Policy. These policies are now incorporated into sustainability
induction training. For more information on these policies, see
Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability.
For more information about initiatives that were undertaken
in 2007/08 to increase sustainability understanding throughout
VicSuper, see Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great
people.

Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Incorporate training on the
VicSuper Sustainability, Climate
Change, Environment and
Supplier Engagement and
Purchasing policies in
sustainability training for new
employees and in update training
for all existing employees.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
During 2008/09 we commit to:
1. develop a greenhouse gas management inventory plan for
VicSuper Pty Ltd
2. review and implement more efficient data collection practices
for environmental management
3. ensure VicSuper’s environment and climate change policies
are consistent with government carbon pollution reduction
legislation.

The training needs of FROGS representatives are also identified
and addressed through opportunities such as attendance at
seminars and conferences, mentoring from VicSuper’s
sustainability employees and other training as required. In
2007/08 all FROGS attended a specially designed course on
‘influencing and persuading’ to better equip them for their role as
a FROGS representative.
Sustainability is VicSuper’s central operating principle, so it is
important that employees understand what this means. To ensure
employees have an understanding of sustainability, VicSuper
introduced a new sustainability training module in 2006/07 that
all employees were required to attend. This training is now part of
the induction program for all new employees, with 49 new
employees completing it during 2007/08. During 2008/09 an
additional training module will be developed to ensure that
employees continue to receive ongoing and relevant information
about sustainability.
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Resource usage

This growth presents us with a major and ongoing challenge to
work out how we can reduce our resource consumption in an
absolute sense as well as relative to the number of members we
have. Combined with this, we aim to ensure that any resource
improvements we achieve also provide a service or other benefit
to our members, employers, employees and other relevant
stakeholders.
Using EPA Victoria’s ‘Eco-Footprint calculator’, we have previously
identified the major environmental impacts of our resource usage
as relating to paper, computer-related goods and electricity. This
knowledge helps us to prioritise improvement initiatives in areas
that have the most benefit. Our performance in each of these
areas for 2007/08 is reported below.

Paper
As VicSuper is an office and service-based organisation, the
amount of paper we use is considerable and readily apparent to
employees, members, employers and our other stakeholders.
Eco-footprint calculations undertaken in previous years have
shown that printed materials and publications are one of our major
office-based impacts. Therefore it is essential that we continue to
focus on identifying the most environmentally appropriate papers
to use as well as seeking ways to reduce our overall usage.
DMA

In particular, we have criteria in place to select appropriate paper
as well as monitoring and reporting our usage each month.

these resources are necessary for VicSuper to conduct its
operations. Table 6.10 and Graph 6.11 show a breakdown of the
types of paper used as well as a comparison to previous years.
EN1

Table 6.10 Total sheets of paper use by type
Number
of sheets
2005/06*

Number
of sheets
2006/07*

Number
of sheets
2007/08*

All office
copy paper

1,842,000

1,648,000

1,619,000

1.76%

Publications,
brochures
and forms

11,611,691

10,880,010

11,634,319

6.93%

Letterhead,
envelopes
and other
stationery

1,570,032

3,098,478

2,046,552

33.95%

Total

15,023,723

15,626,488

15,299,871

2.09%

Total
weight^

84.13
tonnes

87.51
tonnes

85.90
tonnes

Paper type

Prior year
% change

* Sheets are A4 equivalent.
^ Weight calculation assumes all paper is 90gsm.

Graph 6.11 Total paper use (equivalent A4 sheets)
Million
Sheets
20

Sheets (A4 equivalent)

Since commencing operations in 1999 as a regulated fund,
VicSuper Fund has grown at a rate of approximately 26% per
annum (based on funds under management). Along with this,
our employee numbers have increased as have our number of
participating employers (including provisional employers),
members and suppliers who work with us.

GRAPH 6.11 TOTAL PAPER USE
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We reduced our use of white A4 copy paper per employee again
in 2007/08 as a result of internal initiatives focused on improving
processes and increasing efficiency. Many of these performance
improvement initiatives were identified by employees themselves
as they undertook their daily roles.
Graph 6.10 White A4 copy paper purchased per employee
(sheets)
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GRAPH 6.10 WHITE A4 COPY PAPER PURCHASED PER EMPLOYEE
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* Total paper use per member data not available for 2004/05 as this was a new
indicator in 2005/2006.

Overall our use of paper decreased by 2.09% during 2007/08,
even though our member and employee numbers increased. The
use of copy paper and stationery decreased (1.76% and 33.95%
respectively), although the number of brochures, publications and
forms used in 2007/08 increased overall by 6.93%. The
significant volume of letterhead, envelopes and other stationery
used during 2006/07 compared to either 2005/06 or 2007/08,
is largely due to the launch of VicSuper’s new visual identity in
2006/07, which lead to more stock being ordered in this year than
would normally be expected. The increase in brochures may in
part be attributed to a mail out of insurance brochures to the
entire membership as a result of significant changes made to
insurance in 2007/08.

2007/08

We also measure the total amount of paper consumed by
VicSuper including all office copy paper, publications and
brochures or letterhead, envelopes and other stationery. All of
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Total paper usage is influenced by member numbers, so we also
measure our paper usage per member. Our paper usage per
member continued to decrease in 2007/08, from 69.76 sheets in
2006/07 to 64.33 sheets in 2007/08 which is a decrease of
7.78%. This is demonstrated in Graph 6.12 below.
Graph 6.12 Total paper use per member (sheets)
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73.17
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Computer-related goods
Our use of information technology is another critical area of
VicSuper’s business and one that is increasingly important as our
employee numbers grow and the level and breadth of our services
expands.

GRAPH 6.12 TOTAL PAPER USE PER MEMBER
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During 2007/08 a number of information technology (IT) related
projects were initiated to reduce energy or paper usage while also
enabling employees to more efficiently complete their work.
The use of virtual servers is a key project that commenced in
2007/08. While this project is not yet complete, significant energy
savings are expected due to the current 18 servers being reduced
to three servers for the Melbourne office.
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*Total paper use per member data not available for 2004/05 as this was a new
indicator in 2005/06

During 2007/08 we commenced the implementation of our
electronic communication project for members and employers.
This project is expected to deliver significant paper savings as it
focuses on increasing the number of members and employers
who will receive communication via electronic means rather than
paper based through the mail. This includes the use of email,
SMS and greater use of MembersOnline and EmployersOnline.
Members and employers are being encouraged to opt to receive
certain communication via email, and it is hoped that this option
will be chosen more in future. Initially the project is focusing on
using email for specific outgoing communications such as the
member news, seminar/workshop invitations and confirmation
letters. However in future, it is envisaged that members and
employers will have the option to access most communication
electronically.
Since the project commenced in late 2007, we have had a 5%
take-up rate for members electing to receive communication via
email. As the project increases we hope to increase this
significantly, which will lead to further reductions in paper usage
associated with communication to members and employers.
EN2

In 2007/08, more than 98% of our paper contained stock that
was either recycled content or sourced from sustainably harvested
forests. Despite this, there are still significant environmental
impacts from the paper we use, which is why reducing our total
use is still a key priority.

We also implemented a new imaging and workflow system.
We will commence moving business processes onto this new
system in 2008/09, enabling us to reduce manual processing
of documentation and enhance scanning and data extraction
capabilities. Overall this will improve business efficiency while
also reducing the need to print paper associated with these
business processes.
A key project during 2008/09 will be the implementation of video
conferencing to reduce the need for travel to meetings and
conferences and therefore reduce our overall impact from travel.
In addition, the IT team are looking to further consolidate existing
equipment and purchase new PCs that use less energy and
contain more energy saving features. There will also be an
emphasis on more accurately monitoring the savings that are
expected from IT related initiatives so that we better understand
where any improvements are from.

Waste
DMA

VicSuper conducts its business in offices so does not generate
much waste compared to some other companies, such as those in
manufacturing. We recognise, however, that the resources we use
and services that we purchase have significant impacts on
members, the community and the environment through all phases
of their production, use and disposal. As such, continually
improving our waste management and the responsible disposal of
goods remains a key focus of VicSuper.
We have a comprehensive recycling system in place for all offices
covering cardboard, paper, toner cartridges, organics and
aluminium/glass/plastic co-mingled recycling. During 2007/08 we
continued working with a company called B2C Recyclers who
take most of our IT related equipment that is no longer needed.
Where possible, equipment is refurbished and passed on to
individuals or groups in the community who may not otherwise be
able to afford it. Where it cannot be reused, the equipment is
stripped down to individual components and recycled where
possible, thus reducing the amount of waste ending up in landfill.
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Graph
6.14 All waste streams (% each waste type)
GRAPH 6.14 ALL WASTE STREAMS % EACH WASTE TYPE
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We continued to operate our comprehensive recycling system
in 2007/08 and remained a Waste Wise organisation in this time.

Organic waste
91%

Paper and cardboard
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The table below shows the amount and types of IT equipment
that were recycled during 2007/08.
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1.9

2

0.7

0.5
0

LANDFILL
Daily waste (kgs)

Landfill waste

From the above graph, it is clear that the majority of our waste is
paper with overall only 3% of our total waste ending up in landfill.
A FROGS paper group has been set up to explore ways to reduce
our paper usage. Reductions are expected to occur through a
combination of system changes (for example changes to IT
equipment) as well as employee education.

GRAPH 6.13 WASTE AUDIT RESULTS
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Each quarter we undertake waste audits of the landfill, plastic/
glass/aluminium recycling and organic bins at all of our offices.
Graph 6.13 shows the average daily results from these quarterly
waste audits.
Graph 6.13 Waste audit results (kilograms)

3%

Glass, plastic, aluminium

Our Melbourne office will be up for Waste wise certification
renewal in 2008/09 and we intend to obtain recertification.

kg
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PLASTIC/GLASS/ALUMINIUM

Table 6.12 IT equipment recycled

ORGANIC

Daily amount incorrectly recycled (kgs)

This is the first year we have measured waste in kilograms rather
than volume (cubic metres). This provides a more accurate
measure to enable us to better understand how we are managing
our waste and where it is ending up. Due to this change in
recording method, data collected in 2007/08 is not comparable
to data from previous years.
Graph 6.13 shows that 7.5 kilograms (36%) of our waste ended
up in landfill each day. Overall, 15% of our waste is recycled or
disposed of incorrectly, with the majority of this being recyclable
items that have been placed in the landfill bin.
VicSuper also has recycling systems in place for office paper,
cardboard, computer equipment and toner cartridges. Waste
disposal/management methods and the weight of each waste
stream are shown in Table 6.11 below. Graph 6.14 shows the
proportion (%) that each waste stream makes up of VicSuper’s
entire waste.

Equipment

Number of items sent to
B2C Recyclers

Large Servers

5

Monitors

18

Laptops

6

Peripherals

10

PCs

23

Small servers

2

In 2008/09 we have made a commitment to implement a new
recycling and resource use program for employees. This will
include initiatives such as ongoing employee education and
training programs as well as new labelling on bins to ensure
employees better understand the recycling system and the
environmental impacts of resource use.

Table 6.11 Waste disposal methods
Waste type

Disposal method

Weight disposed
of per year (kg)

Glass, plastic, aluminium

Recycling

1,250

Organic waste

Recycling

2,075

Computer equipment

Recycling and reuse

1,038

Toner cartridges

Recycling

75

Paper and cardboard

Recycling

65,200

Other waste

Landfill

1,875

Note: This data is calculated based on the number of work days during 2007/08
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Water

Our commitments

DMA

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

Management of our water consumption is one area we have not
focused on to date due to lack of usage data. As an office-based
organisation we do not directly use a great deal of water in
providing our service. We do, however, recognise that it is an
important environmental issue and intend to increase both our
activity and reporting in this area.

Our performance
EN8

Previously we have only measured water use at our regional
offices where we have had access to the data. During 2007/08,
we obtained data from our Melbourne building manager indicating
the volume of water consumed by the entire Melbourne office
building, and have reported an estimated amount relative to
our share of the building. We do not have access to water
consumption data at Blackburn therefore this has not been
reported.
Graph 6.15 Water consumption (kilolitres)
kL

GRAPH 6.15 WATER COMSUMPTION PER STAFF MEMBER
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In 2008/09 we plan to set up an employee water group (through
our FROGS team) to develop a water management plan. The plan
will identify ways to improve our performance in this area and
options for more accurately measuring water consumption at our
Melbourne office.

Did we
deliver?

Commitment

Comments

Review targets for our
internal and external paper
use and communicate these
targets to employees.

Not commenced.

Review paper purchasing and
develop formal guidelines for
stationery and publications.

Copy paper purchased
by VicSuper checked
against Wilderness
Society paper
purchasing
recommendations.
Formal guidelines not
developed as yet.

Undertake a comprehensive
review of risks and
opportunities presented by
expanding VicSuper’s
electronic communication
with members.

Completed.

Implement (over the next
one to two years) a
replacement workflow
system to reduce paper use.

New imaging and
workflow system
implemented and
process improvements
will be scheduled
during the next two
years.

Develop a structured
approach to measure and
report on the sustainability
initiatives, processes and
outcomes in the purchase,
use and disposal of
computer and other
technology-related goods.

In progress.

Expand waste reporting to
include all significant waste
types by weight.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
During 2008/09 we commit to:
1. develop targets for VicSuper Pty Ltd environmental impacts
and communicate these targets and our progress
to employees
2. use web based video conferencing for meetings and learning
and development needs for regional employees to reduce
travel required to Melbourne office
3. implement a new recycling and resource use program
for employees
4. develop a water management plan for VicSuper Pty Ltd
5. reduce the average number of pages of Statements of Advice
to contribute to paper savings.
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Energy and greenhouse
gas emissions
Climate change presents a significant and unprecedented
challenge to the world’s ecosystems, societies and economies.
VicSuper is committed to a range of actions to reduce our direct
and indirect climate change impacts and to address climate
change risks and opportunities. To enable this, we are
implementing a carbon management strategy that includes,
among other things, measuring, reducing and then offsetting our
climate change impacts for operational aspects of the business.
This is the next logical step in our journey to building a sustainable
super fund: ensuring that we continue to be well-placed to create
value for our members.

The graph below shows that our electricity use per member has
also increased since 2004/05 onwards but at lower rates than our
total electricity use.
Graph 6.17 Electricity use per member (kWh)
GRAPH 6.17 ENERGY USE PER MEMBER
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As an office-based organisation, VicSuper’s main operational
greenhouse gas emissions come from the energy consumption
used in running our five advice centres and our use of paper and
employee transport. As discussed in the resource usage section,
VicSuper’s continued strong growth also impacts on the absolute
level of our energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.
Additionally, as our members become more involved and
interested in their superannuation (which we want them to be),
their level of interaction with us increases and therefore our energy
use, other resource use and greenhouse gas emissions increase
accordingly.
DMA

VicSuper’s policy is to reduce energy consumption through
improved processes, operations and behaviour. We monitor and
report our energy usage each month with an overall target to
reduce absolute usage.
In addition, we recognise that while our direct operations have
a significant impact, the greenhouse gas emissions that we are
indirectly responsible for through the companies that we invest
in far outweigh our operational emissions. More information
on our investment-related indirect emissions can be found in
Strategy 2: Invest for the long term. The information that
follows in this section relates to our direct energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions.

Energy consumption
EN3 EN4 EN18

Our performance
VicSuper’s total electricity consumption for 2007/08 was
532.44MWh (or 1,915 gigajoules), which is an increase of 11.87%
from the previous year. As shown in the graph below, an upwards
trend in energy use is evident from 2004/05 onwards. This can be
attributed to the opening of a number of advice centres during this
time and the significant growth of VicSuper both with respect to
employees and member numbers.
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Further information is available at the Australian Government’s
GreenPower website.
DMA

Transport for work purposes is another key area that can lead to
the consumption of energy. We review carefully the need to take
flights and offset all emissions from flights as well as for our car
fleet. We encourage and provide incentives for employees to take
public transport to work and to ride or walk where possible.
As the provision of our advice and education services occurs
in various locations, petrol is a key source of transport energy
consumed by VicSuper. Petrol usage for all business-related
driving can be viewed in our greenhouse gas emissions inventory
in Table 6.16. As well as ongoing initiatives such as purchasing
efficient vehicles (hybrid electric-petrol cars) other initiatives to
reduce our petrol consumption in 2007/08 included:
•

•

2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

340

•

200

2007/08

All of our electricity is now supplied from 100% accredited
renewable resources. We purchase a 100% GreenPower product
(sourced from government accredited renewable energy) for all
of our offices. While we previously purchased 100% renewable
energy, only 20% of this was from accredited renewable sources.
Purchasing renewable energy from 100% accredited sources
ensures that increased investment into new Australian renewable
energy resources occurs.

392

400

2006/07

We will continue to seek ways to minimise our energy usage.
We know that our major use of energy is from lighting and the
use of servers and other IT equipment. To address this, we are
implementing projects to improve the energy efficiency of lighting
in the office Energy Efficiency section as well as projects to
reduce the energy consumption of IT equipment Computer
Related Goods.

Graph 6.16 Total electricity use (MWh)
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encouraging employees to use public transport rather than a
fleet vehicle or taxi, by making public transport tickets available
for employees to use for travel to out of office meetings. This
initiative commenced in June 2008.
launching VicSuper’s Bicycle Users Group (BUG) in December
2007. This is an informal group for bicycle users at VicSuper.
BUG members may regularly ride to work or may just be
interested in cycling generally.
making alternative transport options a feature of employee
sustainability communications and engagement throughout
the year.
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Energy efficiency
Our performance
EN7 EN18

During 2007/08, a detailed facility study of the Melbourne office
was undertaken. A number of lighting efficiency improvements
were recommended and implementation commenced in June
2008. Final implementation of these initiatives will take place
early in 2008/09.
The scope of works for this energy project included:
1. installation of lighting sensors: a mixture of dimming sensors
(that make lights go up and down depending on available
daylight) and non-dimming sensors (that are either ‘on’
or ‘off’)
2. replacement of downlights: halogen downlights replaced with
more efficient lamps
3. de-lamping: one tube removed from twin lamp fluorescent
fittings in areas which are considered over-lit under current
Australian Standards.
In April 2008, we ran a company-wide competition titled
‘VicSuper’s Biggest Carbon Loser’. Employees were organised into
teams and could win points by undertaking actions that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions both at work and at home. While this
competition encouraged employees to reduce their carbon
footprint, it also assisted in engaging them on VicSuper’s approach
to managing its carbon impact. It is estimated that around 80% of
employees were involved in the competition. Similar events are
planned for future years to further encourage employee
engagement and behaviour change.

Greenhouse gas emissions
Our performance
EN4 EN16 EN17 EN18 EN29 DMA

Our approach to managing the carbon impact of VicSuper’s
operations is outlined in the steps listed on the right and follows
best practice in the measurement, reduction and offset of our
greenhouse gas emissions.
For VicSuper, managing the carbon impact of our operations is
not simply a matter of purchasing offsets for the emissions that
our operations produce. Our intention is to improve our business
processes and behaviour by reducing our carbon emissions in
the first instance and then purchasing offsets for any remaining
emissions.
On an ongoing basis, our performance will be reviewed and
verified by an independent assurance provider and will be publicly
reported in this section of the VicSuper Sustainability Report.
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Carbon management approach for
VicSuper Pty Ltd
We have identified five critical steps to managing the carbon
impact of VicSuper’s operations:
Step 1: Measure
VicSuper has put together a comprehensive inventory of all our
significant operational carbon emissions.
Step 2: Set objectives
Our objective is to be carbon neutral for all of our operations
from the 2007/08 financial year onwards.
Step 3: Reduce
Reducing emissions is our priority. We plan to achieve this by
reducing the emissions associated with all areas of our
operations including:
• energy use and purchase
• transportation and
• resource use.
Step 4: Offset
At the end of each financial year we will purchase offsets for
our remaining emissions.
Step 5: Assess and repeat
Each year VicSuper will repeat this process, with an aim to
continuously improve. We will report our progress in this report.
In 2007/08 we engaged the Centre for Design at RMIT University
to help us set up a calculator that accurately measures the impact
of our operations and to ensure that we include all significant
emissions sources in our inventory boundary. Our greenhouse gas
inventory has been compiled using the methodology and, where
available, the emission factors found in the ‘National Greenhouse
Account Factors’ which was developed by the Department of
Climate Change. Table 6.13 on the next page outlines our
emissions for 2007/08. In this table, emissions are reported in
units of either kilograms of carbon dioxide equivalents (kg CO2 eq)
or tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents (t CO2 eq).
We are committed to review and adhere to emerging Australian
and internationally accepted standards in regards to our carbon
neutral strategy, data inclusion and measurement and the
purchase of offsets. Relevant standards include the Greenhouse
Gas Protocol published by the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and the World Resources
Institute (WRI), the methodology used by the Australian
Greenhouse Office in its Greenhouse Friendly program (based
on ISO 14040 standards) and the AA1000 Assurance Standard
to ensure materiality, completeness and responsiveness.
For more information on our approach to carbon management,
visit vicsuper.com.au
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Table 6.13 VicSuper’s greenhouse gas emissions 2007/08
Scope 1
Direct emissions

Data used

Data Unit

Value

Emission

Unit

% of total
inventory

Vehicle fleet

Petrol consumption

Litres

38,867.47

89,395.18

kg CO2 eq

5.77%

Diesel consumption

Litres

40.50

109.35

kg CO2 eq

0.01%

Gas

Gas consumption

Megajoules

157,627.00

8,086.27

kg CO2 eq

0.52%

Scope 2
Indirect emissions

Data used

Data Unit

Value

Emission

Unit

% of total
inventory

Electricity Consumption

Kilowatt hours

532,439.68

649,576.41

kg CO2 eq

41.93%

Scope 3
Other indirect emissions

Data used

Data Unit

Value

Emission

Unit

% of total
inventory

Vehicle fleet

Petrol consumption

Litres

38,867.47

7,773.49

kg CO2 eq

0.50%

Diesel consumption

Litres

40.50

8.10

kg CO2 eq

0.00%

Gas fuel extraction

Gas Extraction

Megajoules

157,627.00

930.00

kg CO2 eq

0.06%

Electricity losses

Electricity Loss

kilowatt hours

532,439.68

42,595.17

kg CO2 eq

2.75%

Electricity for shared services
where not sole tenant

Electricity Consumption

Kilowatt hours

336,307.16

kg CO2 eq

21.71%

Gas where not sole tenant

Gas Consumption

Megajoules

501,076.20

28,711.67

kg CO2 eq

1.85%

Paper

A4 sheets of paper used

Sheets

15,299,871.00

241,217.77

kg CO2 eq

15.57%

Mailing

Mail expenditure

Dollars

852,814.00

65,999.28

kg CO2 eq

4.26%

Couriers

Petrol Consumption

Litres

862.56

2,156.40

kg CO2 eq

0.14%

LPG Consumption

Litres

255.00

433.50

kg CO2 eq

0.03%

km reimbursement to litres

kilometres

12,939.60

1,462.17

litres

Calculated petrol consumption

Litres

1,462.17

3,655.44

kg CO2 eq

0.24%

Domestic flights

kilometres

115,326

35,981.71

kg CO2 eq

2.32%

International flights

kilometres

91,175

15,590.93

kg CO2 eq

1.01%

Taxis

Taxi expenditure

Dollars

73,769.65

16,289.59

kg CO2 eq

1.05%

Public transport

km travelled urban train

kilometres

2,817.00

371.84

kg CO2 eq

0.02%

km travelled non-urban train

kilometres

13,533.00

1,664.56

kg CO2 eq

0.11%

km travelled trams

kilometres

12.00

1.49

kg CO2 eq

0.00%

paper and paper board waste to landfill

kilograms

216.85

542.12

kg CO2 eq

0.04%

co-mingled waste to landfill

kilograms

92.65

83.39

kg CO2 eq

0.01%

food waste to landfill

kilograms

242.74

218.46

kg CO2 eq

0.01%

waste of unknown composition to landfill

kilograms

1,365.72

0.10%

Electricity directly purchased
by VicSuper

Non-company cars

Air travel

Waste

256,723.02

1,515.95

kg CO2 eq

Total Scope 1

97.59

t CO2 eq

Total Scope 1 + Scope 2

747.17

t CO2 eq

1549.23

t CO2 eq

–685.08

t CO2 eq

–865.00

t CO2 eq

–0.85

t CO2 eq

Total Scope 1 + Scope 2 + Scope 3
Reduction measures

GreenPower
Offsets

Net emissions

kilowatt hours

–561,542.52

100.00%

Note: The Department of Climate Change methodology is based on the framework of the World Resources Institute/World Business Council for Sustainable Development’s
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard. This framework lists three ‘scopes’ of emission categories:
•   Scope 1 covers the direct emissions from sources within the boundaries of an organization, such as boilers or vehicles
•   Scope 2 covers indirect emissions from the consumption of primarily purchased electricity
•   Scope 3 includes indirect emissions that are a consequence of an organisation’s activities, but are not controlled by the organisation. This includes the emissions associated with
fuel extraction, waste disposal, travel and use of consumables such as paper.
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Our commitments

Commitments 2008/09

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

1. finalise implementation of energy saving opportunities for the
Melbourne office
2. identify and implement other opportunities for greenhouse
gas reductions in VicSuper Pty Ltd emissions inventory
3. maintain company operations as carbon neutral by first
measuring, reducing and then offsetting all significant
greenhouse gas emissions
4. incorporate more sustainable practices/materials into the fit
out of our Melbourne office premises than what we have done
in the past.

Commitment

Comments

Increase the percentage of our
renewable electricity supply
which is government accredited
GreenPower from 20% to
100%.

Completed.

Undertake a detailed facility
study of our Melbourne office
to determine energy saving
opportunities and implement
recommended initiatives.

In progress.

Make our company operations
carbon neutral by first measuring,
reducing and then offsetting all
significant greenhouse gas
emissions.

Completed.

Achieved

Not achieved

In 2008/09 we commit to:

Did we deliver?

Progress made
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VicSuper is part of society so how we operate and interact in our relationships
with stakeholders has an impact that stretches further than just ourselves. We
must be aware of how our business affects others while also assisting our
partners and other stakeholders to contribute to the communities on which
we depend.
Developing effective partnerships is essential to helping us
improve what we do. Successful partnerships give us access to
new opportunities and the ability to share expertise with our
members and employers, suppliers and professional associates
and the broader community. Ultimately this facilitates the
development of beneficial relationships that assist us to deliver
valued superannuation services.

Our aim
We aim to foster partnerships that are mutually beneficial
by being innovative, transparent and fair in our dealings with
suppliers, professional associates and the community. In particular,
we aim to raise awareness of sustainability among our partners
and in turn learn from their expertise. We seek suppliers and
professional associate partners whose values align with our own,
and ask suppliers to provide us with services and products that
meet the agreed requirements effectively, efficiently and at a
fair price.

How does this contribute to a
sustainable superannuation fund?
The impact of our operations does not end with us. If our partners
are also committed to sustainability we can be confident that
they are looking after their employees, minimising their impact on
the environment, and ensuring their businesses are financially
sound – while making sure their partners are doing the same.
This can lead to substantial flow-on benefits to society, the
economy and the environment.

Our approach
We are increasingly incorporating sustainability considerations into
our relationships with our partners. This applies to our:
•
•

suppliers
professional associates.
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Suppliers
As an investor, service provider, purchaser and employer,
VicSuper’s decisions have the potential to influence and improve
the environmental and social awareness and performance of a
broad range of stakeholders. We recognise that many of our
sustainability impacts come as much from our supply chain as
from our own activities. The resources that we use and services
that we purchase have a significant impact on members, the
community and the environment through all phases of their
production, use and disposal.
Our suppliers include organisations that supply:
•
•
•

physical products such as computers and motor vehicles
services such as graphic design, legal advice and investment
expertise
fund management services.

Operations
HR2 SUP1 EC9 EN26

Our performance
During 2007/08 we continued to implement our supplier
engagement and purchasing policy. This policy was developed
in collaboration with teams across the organisation and applies to
all products and services purchased and used as part of VicSuper’s
operations and investments.
Through this policy VicSuper aims to:
•

•

maximise the environmental, social and economic benefits of
our purchasing decisions through the integration of long-term
sustainability considerations (along with other considerations
such as cost, performance and supply)
enhance relationships with suppliers and professional
associates through structured engagement on our
organisation’s values and sustainability focus.

Our program focuses not only on products and services but also
on engagement with our suppliers. Due to the service-based
nature of our business, the majority of our expenditure is on
professional services such as funds management, legal advice,
graphic design and information technology.

The response of our suppliers has been positive and shows that a
range of companies now consider sustainability to be an important
part of their business. In particular, over 90% of the companies
that responded to the questionnaire stated that they have a
commitment to improving sustainability performance. In addition,
68% stated that management of their organisation’s
environmental, social and governance risks is being integrated into
their operations.
The next stage will be to develop a more effective engagement
strategy so we can work with them to improve the integration of
sustainability into their own decision making and operational
processes.
EN7 EN18

Our main direct (operational) environmental impacts are from
the use of paper, electricity, computers and printer equipment,
catering, and business travel. We have made some progress on
purchasing in many of these areas over the last few years such
as purchasing 100% accredited renewable electricity for all of
our sites, purchasing hybrid vehicles, and purchasing recycled or
sustainably produced paper stock for publications and office paper.
These and other key areas will be further addressed through the
implementation of our supplier engagement program.

Investments
Our performance
In 2007/08, VicSuper contracted Hermes Equity Ownership
Services to undertake environmental, social and governance
engagement on VicSuper’s behalf with listed companies’
part owned by VicSuper through our international listed
equity portfolio.
This complements the governance, research and company
engagement service provided by Regnan in our Australian listed
equity portfolio.
See Strategy 2: Invest for the long term for further information
on our investment-related partnerships.

The initial roll-out of our supplier engagement and purchasing
program has focused on suppliers that account for over 95% of
our total expenditure. A questionnaire has been sent to suppliers,
asking them to provide information about how they manage the
social, environmental, economic and governance issues associated
with their business. The purpose of this questionnaire is to gauge
their understanding of sustainability and the practices they are
applying or plan to apply in their business. It includes questions
on sustainability policies and reporting, risk management,
environmental management and labour management.
Out of the top 100 suppliers, 67.4% (by expenditure) have now
completed the questionnaire. Further work will be undertaken in
2008/09 to encourage the involvement of other suppliers.
Companies that become new suppliers for VicSuper are also being
included in the program.
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Our commitments

Commitments 2008/09

Delivering on our commitments 2007/08

1. review the supplier engagement and purchasing program
documentation and procedures
2. review the supplier engagement and purchasing first year
results and determine priority areas for future engagement.

During 2008/09 we commit to:

Commitment

Comments

Complete implementation of
supplier engagement and
purchasing program.

In progress.
VicSuper
relationship
managers are
currently rolling
out the supplier
engagement
policy and
questionnaire to
their suppliers.
Not all suppliers
have been
contacted as yet.

Enhance our engagement
strategy for suppliers based on
supplier questionnaire results.

In progress.

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made
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Professional associates
We enter into partnerships with professional associates to:
•
•
•
•

explore new opportunities for our stakeholders
understand existing and emerging issues
contribute to the learning and development of our employees
provide information to the broader community about our
initiatives.

A summary of our activities for 2007/08 with the following
professional associates is provided on the following pages:
•
•
•
•
•

EPA Victoria
VECCI
School partnerships
Community partners
Other partnership activities

EPA Victoria
We continued our close working partnership with EPA
(Environment Protection Authority) Victoria throughout
2007/08. We completed the third year of our second sustainability
covenant, which is a voluntary agreement between EPA Victoria
and VicSuper to undertake joint activities to protect the
environment and to contribute to a more sustainable Victoria.
Under the current 10 year agreement, VicSuper and EPA Victoria
have continued to work together to further the resource use
efficiency of VicSuper’s operations and to encourage sustainability
in the financial services sector.
EPA Victoria also manages the United Nations Environment
Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) in Australia. In 2007/08
we continued our membership of the UNEP FI Australasian
working group. During October and November 2007, international
UNEP FI employees undertook work experience with us to observe
sustainability in practice in VicSuper’s operations.
The UNEP FI Global Roundtable was held in Melbourne in October
2007. The theme was ‘Awareness to Action – Sustainable finance
for today’s global markets’. VicSuper provided input to EPA Victoria
as part of the steering committee that provided advice on the
organisation of this event.

VECCI
During 2007/08, VicSuper maintained its relationship with the
Victorian Employers’ Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(VECCI). Through this partnership, VicSuper assists Victorian
businesses with their superannuation needs and in turn receives
brand recognition among the VECCI membership. Activities in
2007/08 included a mail out of a dedicated employer resource
guide to 5,947 VECCI members.
We also held special joint VicSuper/VECCI seminars for all VECCI
members, with four seminars across regional Victoria and four
in Melbourne. Attendance was strong across all seminars and
feedback was very positive. From the 175 feedback forms that
were completed at these seminars, 94% rated the presentations
either excellent or very good. 96% of audience members also
responded that they would “recommend VicSuper workshops”
to colleagues.

Partnerships to assist schools
The Department of Education and Childhood Development
(DEECD) is VicSuper’s largest participating employer. In order
to support principals at these schools in meeting their
superannuation obligations and assisting their employees with
their superannuation, VicSuper has entered into business
partnerships with the Victorian Association of State Secondary
Principals (VASSP), the Victorian Principals Association (VPA)
and the Association of Business Managers in Victorian State
Schools (ABMVSS). These business partnerships assist VicSuper
in providing valued superannuation services to schools while
building VicSuper’s brand in the Victorian schools community.
A joint project with DEECD itself has enabled the development
of the CASES 21 project to further assist schools with their
superannuation obligations.

VASSP and VPA
VicSuper continued its strategic alliance with these partners
during 2007/08. These two principals’ associations represent the
principals sector within primary and secondary schools and have
a combined membership of over 2,000 members.
During 2007/08 VicSuper attended the annual conferences and
annual general meetings of VASSP and VPA where we provided
information to attendees about VicSuper. In addition, VicSuper
attended VASSP regional principal meetings throughout Victoria.
In the financial year 2007/08 VicSuper conducted 791 visits to
schools (an increase from 385 in 2006/07). These visits ranged
from employer workshops, relationship-building visits and external
member advice interviews.
Table 7.1 Breakdown of visits under VASSP and VPA
partnerships
Advice Centre

Employer
workshops

Employer
visits

Melbourne

160

34

Blackburn

138

100

Interviews at
workplaces

5

Bendigo

69

90

5

Geelong

87

26

18

Traralgon

48

9

2

Total

502

259

30

For Further information on employers refer to Strategy 1:
Deliver Value.
These important partnerships have allowed us closer contact
with our employers and we have been able to establish new
relationships with a number of schools. In turn, the principals
of many schools have been made aware of their opportunity to
access VicSuper’s superannuation education and advice services
for the benefit of their employees.
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•

The ABMVSS is the peak body representing business managers
in Victorian state schools and has a growing membership in
excess of 600. Business managers have responsibility for
managing all aspects of school administration including their
school’s superannuation obligations. A key aspect of this new
partnership will be for VicSuper to provide business managers
with training in superannuation to assist with their ongoing
professional development.

•

DEECD
In partnership with the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development, VicSuper developed an upgrade for
the CASES 21 software that Victorian schools use to manage their
finances. This program enables easier handling of superannuation
benefits that are paid for employees employed directly by the
school. Rather than manually submitting required information to
VicSuper, it can now be provided electronically. This has created
significant efficiency gains for both schools and VicSuper.

Community partners
VicSuper has formed partnerships with Heartbeat Victoria and
Conservation Volunteers Australia. Through these partnerships,
our employees are able to undertake community volunteering
activities. These partnerships enable us to make a difference in the
community while also providing learning and development
opportunities for our employees.

•

In December 2007, VicSuper’s Chief Executive was re-elected
as Chair of the Investor Group on Climate Change Australia/
New Zealand and VicSuper continued its active participation.
More information can be found in Strategy 2: Invest for the
long term.
During 2007/08, we were a member of ECO-Buy, an
organisation established to encourage the purchasing of more
environmentally friendly products. ECO-Buy provides guidance
and resources to assist organisations to develop sustainable
purchasing practices.
In August 2007, VicSuper, in collaboration with a number of
major companies, released a report through the Australian
Business and Climate Group on accelerating the development
and deployment of low emission technology in Australia.

Our commitments
Delivering on our commitments 2007/08
Commitment

Comments

Complete implementation of
supplier engagement and
purchasing program for
professional associates.

In progress.
VicSuper
relationship
managers are
currently rolling
out the supplier
engagement
policy and
questionnaire to
their suppliers.
Not all
professional
associates have
been contacted
as yet.

Develop principles and
guidelines for partnership and
sponsorship.

No progress.

Release a report through the
Australian Business and Climate
Group on accelerating the
development and deployment of
low emission technology in
Australia.

Completed.

Finalise details of community
partnerships and commence full
implementation.

Completed.

See Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people for
further information on our employee volunteering program as well
as other community involvement and fundraising activities we
have been involved with.

Other partnership activities
Other partnership activities that VicSuper undertook in 2007/08
included:
•

•

VicSuper regularly shared information with a broad range of
stakeholders on the topic of sustainability and its implications
for superannuation and the finance sector. This included
providing 21 external presentations at conferences, workshops,
seminars and to groups such as universities, professional
associates, other super funds, industry associations, VicSuper
members and employers.
VicSuper continued our partnership with the Waste Wise
network, remaining committed to our waste minimisation
action plan. For waste and recycling performance data, see
Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact. In
2008/09 VicSuper is looking to renew its Waste Wise
certification.

GRI TABLES

Achieved

Not achieved

Did we deliver?

Progress made

Commitments 2008/09
In 2008/09 we commit to:
1. complete implementation of supplier engagement and
purchasing program for professional associates.
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Case study
VicSuper’s partnership with
schools
VicSuper has managed superannuation for Victorian
Government schools since our inception, and it remains one of
our most valued partnerships. This relationship illustrates how
we can develop unique solutions that work better for us and
our partners.
This year, working with the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development (DEECD), we’ve enhanced the local
payroll superannuation process so that every school can now
make superannuation payments online. With this improvement
we make processing and administration easier and more
secure and help schools reduce their reliance on paper
documents and the post to become more sustainable
organisations. Switching to direct debit will collectively save
schools the work of writing around 11,000 cheques each year.

Victorian Government schools and VicSuper
have a long relationship and a strong future.
The initiative described above is an example of
VicSuper’s vision to share in a sustainable future
for Victorians and build a sustainable super fund.
97
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Glossary
Commonly used terms
We use a range of terms and acronyms throughout our sustainability report. We have defined them in the relevant chapters the first time we
use them as well as providing them here as a separate section of the report.
Term

What it stands for

ABCG

Australian Business and Climate Group

ACCA

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants

ACSI

Australian Council of Super Investors

AIST

Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees

ABMVSS

GreenPower

Association of Business Managers in Victorian State
Schools

GreenPower is government accredited renewable
energy sourced from the sun, the wind, water and
waste. For a renewable energy product to be
endorsed by the GreenPower program it must be
generated from eligible renewable energy sources
that meet strict environmental standards.

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

APRA

Australian Prudential Regulation Authority

GSO

Government Superannuation Office

ARIA

Australian Reward Investment Alliance

IGCC

ASIC

Australian Securities and Investments Commission

Investor Group on Climate Change Australia/New
Zealand

ATO

Australian Taxation Office

MER

Management expense ratio

AUSTRAC

Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre

NBMG

Net Balance Management Group

CDP

Carbon Disclosure Project

OH&S

Occupational health and safety

Colonial First State Global Asset Management

RAT

Response Alert Team

CPI

Consumer Price Index

RIAA

CPSU

Community and Public Sector Union

The Responsible Investment Association of
Australasia

DEECD

The Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development

RBL

Reasonable Benefit Limit

RSE

Registrable Superannuation Entity

EAI

Enhanced Analytics Initiative

SSF

State Superannuation Fund

EO

Equal opportunity

UN PRI

EOWA

Employer of Choice for Women in the Workplace
Agency

United Nations Principles for Responsible
Investment

UNEP FI

EPA

Environment Protection Authority Victoria

United Nations Environment Programme Finance
Initiative

ESG

Environmental, social and governance

VASSP

Victorian Association of State Secondary Principals

ESSSuper

Emergency Services & State Super

VECCI

FOS

Financial Ombudsman Service

Victorian Employers’ Chamber of Commerce and
Industry

FROGS

FROGS (Focused Recruits of Global Sustainability)
is VicSuper’s employee sustainability committee

VPA

Victorian Principals Association

VSB

Victorian Superannuation Board

CFSGAM
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Assurance statement
CSR3 GRI 3.13

•

To the Board of Directors, Members and
Stakeholders of VicSuper Pty Ltd:
VicSuper Pty Ltd (VicSuper) commissioned Net Balance
Management Group Pty Ltd (Net Balance) to provide independent
assurance of this Sustainability Report 2008 (the ‘Report’), the
organisation’s fifth such report. The report presents VicSuper’s
sustainability performance over the period 1st July 2007 to 30th
June 2008. VicSuper was responsible for the preparation of the
report and this statement represents the assurance provider’s
independent opinion. Net Balance’s responsibility in performing
our assurance activities is to the Board and Management of
VicSuper alone and in accordance with the terms of reference
agreed with them. Other stakeholders should perform their own
due diligence before taking any action as a result of this statement.

Assurance Standard
The assurance was undertaken in accordance with the AA1000
Assurance Standard, which is based on the following principles:
•

•

•

Materiality: Does the organisation have in place a process to
determine what is material, including an evaluation of relevance
and importance? Does the report provide information about
the organisation’s sustainability management and performance
required by its stakeholders for them to be able to make
informed judgements, decisions and actions?
Completeness: To what extent can the organisation identify
and understand the material aspects of its sustainability
performance? Is this done in a fair manner (giving
consideration to reliability, comparability and understandability
of information), and in a balanced manner (including both
favourable and unfavourable information)?
Responsiveness: Does the organisation have in place a
process to prioritise issues for response? Has the organisation
responded appropriately to the concerns and expectations of
its stakeholders and adequately communicated those
responses within the report? Is this information being provided
in a timely manner? Does the organisation allocate adequate
resources to enable it to meets its policy and standards
commitments?

Assurance Objectives
The objective of the assurance process is to provide stakeholders
of VicSuper with an independent opinion on the quality of the
information contained within the report. This is confirmed through
verification of the claims made, and a review of the organisation’s
underlying systems, processes and competencies that support the
report with respect to the principles of materiality, completeness
and responsiveness. Ensuring continuous improvement in data
management systems and associated reporting processes is also a
complementary objective.

Assurance Process
The assurance engagement was undertaken between May and
September 2008, and the process involved:
•

A review of the processes used by VicSuper to engage with its
stakeholders and the outcomes of the external and internal
stakeholder engagement undertaken during the reporting
period in order to understand the material issues raised by
stakeholders;

•
•
•
•

•
•

A review of the VicSuper’s key sustainability strategies, policies,
objectives, management systems, measurement and reporting
procedures, background documentation and data collection
and reporting procedures;
Interviews with key staff responsible for the sustainability
report to ascertain their views, understanding and response to
material sustainability issues faced by the business;
A series of interviews with key personnel responsible for
collating and writing various parts of the report in order to
substantiate the veracity of selected claims;
An overview of the embeddedness of the key economic,
environmental and social policies within the business;
An independent materiality check using the five-part
materiality test, including a comparison of VicSuper against its
industry peers, a review of selected external media coverage,
and an assessment of compliance performance;
A review of the report for any significant anomalies, particularly
in relation to significant claims as well as trends in data; and
Examination of the aggregation and/or derivation of, and
underlying evidence for, over 90 selected data points and
statements made in the report.

Assurance Level and Limitations
The level of assurance provided is moderate as defined by the
scope and methodology described in this assurance statement.
The assurance covered the whole report and focussed on systems
and activities of VicSuper during the reporting period, with the
following exceptions:
•
•
•

The scope of work did not involve verification of financial data,
other than that relating to environmental, social or broader
economic performance.
The assurance provider’s involvement with stakeholder
engagement was limited to reviewing external and internal
stakeholder engagement processes and outcomes.
Only the corporate office was visited as part of this assurance
engagement. All additional data was reviewed remotely.

Our Independence
Net Balance was not responsible for preparation of any part of the
2008 Report. However, Net Balance did assist VicSuper with the
verification of its greenhouse gas inventory for the 2007/08
period. In addition, Net Balance also undertook the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) G3 Application level check for the 2008
Report. These projects were complementary to the assurance
function and did not impact upon the team’s independence or
objectivity.

Our Capacity
The assurance was carried out by a multi-disciplinary team of
sustainability specialists, comprising individuals with expertise in
environmental, social and economic performance measurement;
and in reporting in various industry sectors including the
superannuation and finance sectors. Net Balance is a global leader
in the use of the AA1000 Assurance Standard.
The assurance team has collectively undertaken over 70 assurance
engagements in Australia over the past 10 years and is led by a
Lead Sustainability Assurance Practitioner (Lead CSAP), accredited
by the International Register of Certified Auditors UK (IRCA UK).
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Our Opinion

The Way Forward

Based on the scope of the assurance process, the following
represents the assurance provider’s opinion:

This is the fifth year that VicSuper has produced a sustainability
report. Over the past five years VicSuper has implemented a range
of sustainability programs which span across the breadth of the
organisation’s direct operational control and extend to the indirect
influence that VicSuper has on its suppliers and members. The
breadth and depth of these sustainability activities indicates that
sustainability is now well embedded within the organisation.

•

•
•

The findings of the assurance engagement provide confidence
in the information reported within the Report. The level of data
accuracy was found to be within acceptable limits but some
additional improvements to data management processes,
particularly in the area of Human Resources, are
recommended to reduce potential for minor anomalies. Data
trails selected were easily identifiable and traceable, and the
personnel responsible were able to reliably demonstrate the
origin(s) and interpretation of data.
The statements made in the Report appropriately reflect
environmental, social and economic performance achieved
during the period.
All errors noted by the assurance provider were satisfactorily
addressed by VicSuper prior to finalising the Report.

Overall, the assurance provider is satisfied that the Report is an
appropriate representation of VicSuper’s sustainability performance
during the reporting period.

Conclusions
•

•

•

Materiality: It was found that VicSuper has a robust process in
place for identifying material issues. During the reporting
period, VicSuper engaged with key internal and external
stakeholders through face-to-face interviews, phone surveys,
seminars and workshops to identify environmental, social and
broader economic aspects and issues of interest to them. The
relevance and importance of each issue was subsequently
discussed internally to determine priorities for the Report.
Accordingly, it was found that the report appropriately
addresses VicSuper’s environmental, social and economic
material issues identified through stakeholder engagement and
cross checked by Net Balance using the five part materiality test
which examined compliance performance, media identified
issues, policy-related performance and peer-based norms.
Completeness: VicSuper has effective systems to measure,
monitor and manage sustainability issues using in-house data
collection systems for material issues covered by the Report.
Net Balance found that the team responsible for managing
sustainability was competent and had a good understanding of
the material aspects of VicSuper’s sustainability performance.
However, Net Balance identified that the reliability of data
collection systems for Human Resources information varied.
Personnel changes prior to the assurance taking place
emphasised the need to update data collection procedures
and to develop new systems where these do not exist in order
to prevent the risk of data loss as a result of staff turnover.
Notwithstanding, Net Balance generally found that the
information presented was comparable (in terms of year on
year performance as well as comparison to the performance
of peers) and that the information was presented in a format
that was easily understandable by a range of stakeholders.
Overall, Net Balance felt that the information presented was a
fair representation of VicSuper’s sustainability performance
and that the information was presented in a balanced manner.
Responsiveness: VicSuper was found to be responding in
depth to the concerns of its stakeholders and adequately
communicating those responses within the Report. Using
extensive stakeholder engagement, VicSuper was able to
identify those issues most important to its stakeholders.
Through a review of key policies, targets and indicators and an
assessment of the extent to which these are implemented, Net
Balance found that VicSuper is allocating adequate resources
to enable it to meet its policy and standards commitments.

Over the past year, and in response to stakeholder feedback,
VicSuper has focussed on quantifying the greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions associated with its corporate operations as it has
worked toward its goal of becoming ‘carbon neutral’. In quantifying
emissions, VicSuper has developed an inventory which takes into
account a broad range of Scope 3 emissions and it plans to further
expand the breadth of the inventory over coming years. The
breadth of the emissions included in the inventory demonstrates a
best-practice approach and signifies the strength of the
organisation’s commitment to sustainability and their focus on
reducing emissions across the organisation.
In addition to quantifying the GHG emissions associated with its
corporate operations, VicSuper has also been working to calculate
the carbon footprint associated with its members’ investments.
VicSuper commissioned Trucost Plc, an environmental research
organisation, to capture and analyse data about the carbon
emissions, exposures, intensities and disclosure levels of the S&P
ASX200. Then using this information, VicSuper became the first
superannuation provider to supply information to its members on
the carbon footprint of their superannuation investments as part of
their annual member statement.
In terms of the report, VicSuper was found to have strong
processes for stakeholder engagement. Comments and input had
been sought from several levels within VicSuper and strong
processes were in place for engaging with external stakeholders
both to obtain feedback on the report and to identify material
sustainability issues facing the business. The report was found to
be responding to stakeholder raised issues, whilst also being
aligned to the sustainability strategy, which is again indicative of a
well embedded sustainability strategy. In terms of report format,
the award-winning full internet report and summary printed report
formats continue to be an appropriate reporting framework.
However, there remain areas for improvement. To ensure that
VicSuper’s sustainability reporting continues to improve, it is
recommended that Human Resources department should focus
on improving its data collection systems in order to prevent the
loss of data systems with staff turnover.
Overall, our recommendation for VicSuper is to continue its strong
drive making the report an efficient communication and
educational tool to its peers, investments, policy makers, and its
members. Engagement of a wider universe of stakeholders both in
continuing to define its sustainability journey, as well as its report
will further assist in this process. Net Balance has provided
additional suggestions for reporting improvement in some areas.
These have been outlined in a more detailed report presented to
VicSuper management.
On behalf of the assurance team
1st October 2008
Melbourne, Australia

Terence Jeyaretnam
Director, Net Balance & Lead CSAP (IRCA UK)
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GRI tables
The Global Reporting initiative
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) provides globally applicable
guidelines that set out economic, social and environmental
indicators for organisations to report against.
This report has been prepared using the GRI G3 Guidelines. We
have also used the GRI Financial Services Sector Supplement:
Social Performance and the GRI Financial Services Sector
Supplement: Environmental Performance to develop this report.

Standard disclosures
Economic performance indicators
Environmental performance indicators
Social performance indicators

All core GRI indicators, as well as additional GRI indicators that we
have reported on, can be located through the GRI index tables in
this section. We have provided an explanation about any core
indicators that we have not reported against.
For more information about the GRI and the indicators, please visit
www.globalreporting.org

102
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107
112

GRI tables
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Standard disclosures
Key
Blue

Fully reported

Green

Partially reported

Orange

Reported in GRI index only

Grey

Not reported

1: Strategy and analysis
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

1.1 CEO and chair statement

About VicSuper > Executive statement

1

Partially reported.
We have not included all of the recommended points in the Executive statement.
However these points are covered in various sections throughout the report,
particularly in the sections ‘About VicSuper’ and ‘Performance Summary’.
1.2 Description of key risks and opportunities

About VicSuper > Building a sustainable super fund

5, 13, 16

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Long-term, low cost investments
Partially reported.
We have not included all of the recommended points in these sections however they
are further covered in` various sections throughout the report.

19, 33

2: Organisational profile
Indicator

Page
number

Reporting status

2.1 N
 ame of reporting organisation

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

2

2.2 Primary brands, products and/or services

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

2

2.3 Operational structure

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

3

2.4 Location of headquarters

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

2

2.5 Countries of operation

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

2

2.6 Nature of ownership

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

2, 60, 61

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?
2.7 Markets served

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

2

Strategy 1: Deliver Value > Education and advice
2.8 Scale of organisation

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

2, 61

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period
regarding size, structure, or ownership

Reported in GRI index only.

–

2.10 A
 wards received in the reporting period

About VicSuper > Awards, recognition and memberships

There were no significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure
or ownership. These figures are reported in VicSuper at a glance
9, 48

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture
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3: Report parameters
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

3.1 Reporting period

About this report > Scope of the report

11

3.2 Date of most recent previous report

About this report > Scope of the report

11

3.3 Reporting cycle

About this report > Scope of the report

11

3.4 Contact point

About this report > Scope of the report

11

About VicSuper > Our stakeholders

7, 10

Report scope/profile

Report scope and boundary
3.5 Process for defining report content

This refers to stakeholder feedback and how we have incorporated their suggestions
Partially reported.
We have not included all of the recommended points in the report indicator definition.
We have not formally applied the ‘Guidance on Defining Report Content’ and the
associated Principles.
3.6 Boundary of report

About this report > Scope of the report

11

3.7 Limitations on scope of report

About this report > Scope of the report

11

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures,
subsidiaries and other entities

About this report > Scope of the report

11, 62

3.9 Data measurement and basis of calculations

About this report > Scope of the report

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?
11, 12

About this report > GRI index
Where assumptions are used in data used in this report they are explained in the text
or in the GRI index
3.10 E
 xplanation of the effect of any re-statement
of information

About this report > Scope of the report

11

3.11 S
 ignificant changes in scope, boundary or
measurement methods

Any changes to the measurement methods applied to issues and indicators are
marked throughout the report.

–

About this report > GRI index

12

Any re-statements to information are indicated within the body of the report.

GRI content index
3.12 Table identifying location of the standard
disclosures in the report

This table functions as the GRI content index.

Assurance
3.13 Policy and current practice for independent
assurance

Assurance statement

99
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4: Governance, commitments and engagement
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

4.1 Governance structure of the organisation

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

105, 61

4.2 Indicate if chair of the highest governance
body is also an executive officer

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

60

4.3 F or organisations that have a unitary board
structure, state the number of members of
the highest governance body that are
independent and/or non-executive members

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

60, 70

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees
to provide recommendations or direction to
the highest governance body

Not applicable.

–

4.5 L inkage between governance body,
management and executive compensation
and the organisation’s performance

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

4.6 P
 rocesses of the highest governance body to
ensure conflicts of interest are avoided

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

62

4.7 P
 rocess for determining qualifications and
expertise of the members of the highest
governance body

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

62

Governance

Not reported.
VicSuper does not have shareholders outside of the board of directors or employee
involvement in the highest governance body.
56, 61

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

Partially reported.
We have not discussed the required qualifications and expertise of the board of
directors.

4.8 Internally developed mission and values
statements, codes of conduct, and principles
relevant to economic, environmental and
social performance

About VicSuper > VicSuper at a glance

4

4.9Procedures of the highest governance body
for overseeing the organisation’s identification
and management of economic, environmental
and social performance.

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

60, 62

4.10 P
 rocesses for evaluating the performance of
the highest governance body

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

61

4.11 E
 xplanation of whether and how the
precautionary approach or principle is
addressed by the organisation

About VicSuper > Building a sustainable super fund

5

4.12 E xternally developed, voluntary economic,
environmental and social charters, sets of
principles, or other initiatives to which the
organisation subscribes or endorses

About VicSuper > Awards, recognition and memberships

9, 42, 43, 44

4.13 S
 ignificant memberships in associations
(such as industry associations)

About VicSuper > Awards, recognition and memberships

Commitments to external initiatives

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge
9, 42, 43, 44

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge
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contents

Reporting status

Page
number

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the
organisation

About VicSuper > Our stakeholders

70, 6

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of
stakeholders to engage

About VicSuper > Our stakeholders

6

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement,
including frequency of engagement by type and
by stakeholder group

About VicSuper > Our stakeholders

70, 7

4.17 Key issues and concerns that have been
raised through stakeholder engagement and how
the organisation has responded

About VicSuper > Our stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement
Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How can we ensure that
the rights of members, employers and other stakeholders are respected?

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How can we ensure that
the rights of members, employers and other stakeholders are respected?
7
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Economic performance indicators
Key
Blue

Fully reported

Green

Partially reported

Orange

Reported in GRI index only

Grey

Not reported

Disclosure on management approach (DMA)
Page
Number

Indicator

Reporting status

Goals and performance

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

66

Policy

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

66

Organisational Responsibility

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

66

Additional contextual information

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

66

Aspect: economic performance
Indicator

Reporting status

EC1: Economic value generated and distributed

Strategy 5: Continue financial stability and growth > Income and growth

75, 76

Strategy 5: Continue financial stability and growth > Liabilities and expenditures
EC2: Financial implications of climate change

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Long-term, low cost investments

33

EC3: C
 overage of the organisation’s defined
benefit pension plan obligations

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

56

All employees are members of VicSuper Fund, an accumulation fund. This is what we
have reported.
EC4: F inancial assistance received from
government

–

Not reported.
VicSuper does not receive any financial assistance from government.

Aspect: Market presence
Indicator

Reporting status

EC5: Entry level wage compared to local
minimum wage for significant locations of
operation

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

55

EC6: P
 ractices and proportion of spending on
locally-based suppliers at significant locations
of operation

Not reported.

–

EC7: P
 rocedures for local hiring, and proportion of
senior management in locations of significant
operation from the local community

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

We have not reported this data. The majority of materials such as paper, stationary
and IT equipment are purchased through central suppliers for all offices
49

Aspect: Indirect economic impacts
Indicator

Reporting status

EC8: D
 escription of infrastructure investments and
services supported that provide public
benefit

Not reported.

EC9: U
 nderstanding and describing significant
indirect economic impacts, including the
extent of impacts (additional)

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > How does this contribute to a sustainable
superannuation fund?

–

The majority of VicSuper’s infrastructure investments are through listed infrastructure,
which variously hold airports, toll-roads, water utilities and gas pipelines.
30, 31, 93

Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships > Suppliers
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Environmental performance
indicators
Key
Blue

Fully reported

Green

Partially reported

Orange

Reported in GRI index only

Grey

Not reported

Disclosure on management approach (DMA)
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

Goals and performance

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Policy

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Organisational Responsibility

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Training and awareness

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Monitoring and follow up

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Additional contextual information

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Aspect: materials
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Resource Usage

83

EN1: Materials used by weight or volume

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Resource usage

83

Partially reported.
Reported on weight of paper used. As VicSuper is a service based organisation, this is
the most significant single source of material use.
EN2: Percentage of materials used that are
recycled input materials

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Resource usage

84

Partially reported.
Reported on recycled content of paper use. As VicSuper is a service based
organisation, this is the most significant single source of material use.

Aspect: energy
Indicator

Page number

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy and greenhouse gas emissions 87

EN3: D
 irect energy consumption broken down by
primary source

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

87

EN4: Indirect energy consumption broken down
by primary source

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

87, 88

EN5: Energy saved due to conservation and
efficiency improvements (additional)

Not reported

–

EN6: Initiatives to provide energy-efficient
products and services and reductions in
energy requirements as a result of these
initiatives (additional)

Not reported

EN7: Initiatives to reduce indirect energy
consumption and reductions achieved
(additional)

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

We do not have this data available at this stage but will be looking to gather this in
more detail in future.
–

While we look to invest more sustainably, we do not produce physical products or
services to which we can attribute reduction in energy use.
88, 93

Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships > Suppliers
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Aspect: water
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Resource usage

86

EN8: Total water withdrawal by source

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Resource usage

86

Partially reported.
We do not have access to water consumption data at Blackburn therefore this has not
been reported.
For Melbourne, data for the entire building in which VicSuper is located was obtained.
As VicSuper occupied 10.6% of the leased space in this building, we have attributed
10.6% of the total building consumption to VicSuper.
EN9: Water sources significantly affected by
withdrawal of water (additional)

Not reported.

EN10: Percentage and total volume of water
recycled and reused (additional)

Not reported

–

As a service based business, VicSuper does not significantly impact on water sources.
–

VicSuper does not recycle or reuse water.

Aspect: biodiversity
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact

81

EN11: Location and size of land owned, leased, or
managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas

Reported in GRI index only.

–

EN12: Description of significant impacts of
activities on protected areas

Reported in GRI index only.

VicSuper does not lease space in any buildings in, or adjacent to, protected areas.
–

We do not have any direct significant impacts on protected areas.
We see our main indirect impacts as the impacts of the securities that VicSuper Fund
invests in on behalf of members. One of our long-term aims is to understand, address
and report on the sustainability impact of these investments, including the impacts of
activities on protected areas.

EN14: Strategies, current actions and future plans
for managing impacts on biodiversity
(additional)

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing

40, 62

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?
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Aspect: emissions, effluents and waste
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Resource Usage

84, 88

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions
EN16: T otal direct and indirect greenhouse gas
emissions by weight

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

88

EN17: O ther relevant indirect greenhouse gas
emissions by weight

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

88

EN18: Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and reductions achieved
(additional)

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

87, 88, 93

Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships > Suppliers
Partially reported.
We have reported on office energy efficiency initiatives and carbon neutral
commitments but not specifically on reductions achieved.

EN19: Emissions of ozone-depleting substances
by weight

Not reported.

EN20: NOx, SOx, and other significant air
emissions by weight

Not reported.

EN21: Total water discharge and quality

Not reported.

–

As a financial institution, VicSuper does not directly produce significant amounts of
ozone-depleting substances or other significant air emissions such as NOx or SOx.
See EN16 and EN17 for greenhouse gas emission reporting.
–

See EN19 for more information.
–

As a financial institution, we do not have significant discharges to water.
EN22: Total weight of waste by type and disposal
method

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Resource usage

85

EN23: T otal number and volume of significant
spills

Not reported.

–

As a financial institution, we do not have significant spills.

Aspect: products and services
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 1: Deliver Value > Relevant superannuation plans and benefits

27

EN26: Initiatives to mitigate environmental
impacts of products and services and extent of
impact mitigation

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact

81, 93

Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships > Suppliers
Partially reported
We have reported on initiatives to reduce the impact of our operations. We do not
currently have systems in place to comprehensively record all prevention and
management costs or the extent of impact reduction achieved.

EN27: Percentage of products sold and their
packaging materials that are reclaimed by category

–

Not reported.
VicSuper does not produce physical products.
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Aspect: compliance
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 5: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

61

EN28: M
 onetary value of significant fines and total
number of non-monetary sanctions for
non-compliance with environmental laws
and regulations

Reported in GRI index only.

–

There were no sanctions for non-compliance imposed on VicSuper in 2007/08.

Aspect: transport
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

DMA: Disclosure on management approach

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

87

EN29: Significant environmental impacts of
transporting products and other goods and
materials used for the organisations
operations and transporting members of
the workforce (additional)

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions

88

See transport emissions reported under EN16 and EN17
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Financial services sector supplement: environmental performance
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

F1: Description of environmental policies applied
to core business lines

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Long-term, low cost investments

33, 61, 82

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Decision making and
planning
Also see AM1 and F2

F2: Description of process(es) for assessing and
screening environmental risks in core business
lines

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Long-term, low cost investments

34

F3: S
 tate the threshold(s) at which environmental
risk assessment procedures are applied to
each core business line

Not reported.

F4: Description of processes for monitoring
clients’ implementation of and compliance
with environmental aspects raised in risk
assessment process(es)

Not reported.

F5: Description of process(es) for improving
employee competency in addressing
environmental risks and opportunities

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Policy, processes and training

F6: Number and frequency of audits that include
the examination of environmental risk systems
and procedures related to core business lines

Not reported.

F7: D
 escription of interactions with clients/
investee companies/business partners
regarding environmental risks and
opportunities

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share knowledge

41, 42

F8: P
 ercentage and number of companies held in
the institution’s portfolio with which the
reporting organisation has engaged on
environmental issues

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge

41

F9: P
 ercentage of assets subjected to positive,
negative and best-in-class environmental
screening

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing

F10: D
 escription of voting policy on environmental
issues for shares over which the reporting
organisation holds the right to vote shares or
advise on voting

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge

42

F11: Percentage of assets under management
where the reporting organisation holds the
right to vote shares or advise on voting

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge

42

F12: Total monetary value of specific
environmental products and services broken
down according to the core business lines

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing

38

F13: V
 alue of portfolio for each core business line
broken down by specific region and by sector

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Member investment choice

36, 39

Also see AM1 and F1
–

We do not have a specific threshold at which environmental risk assessment
procedures are applied in our investments.
–

This indicator only applies to retail, commercial and corporate banking

52, 54, 82

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Learning and development
Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Employee engagement and
satisfaction
–

We do not currently carry out formal audits of our investments.

Partially reported.
We have not reported companies engaged on environmental issues as a percentage
of total equity investments.
31

Also see HR1 and AM2

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing
Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing
Partially reported
We have reported the number of companies invested broken down between Australian
and international companies. We also report the net value of investments per asset
class.
A list of companies that we invest in can be found on the VicSuper website, however
we do not break down investments by region or sector.
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Social performance indicators
Key
Blue

Fully reported

Green

Partially reported

Orange

Reported in GRI index only

Grey

Not reported

Social performance: labour practices and decent work indicators
Disclosure on management approach (DMA)
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

Goals and performance

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Policy

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Organisational Responsibility

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Training and Awareness

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Monitoring and follow up

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

64

Additional contextual information

Not reported

–

We have not provided any further contextual information.

Aspect: employment
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

LA1: B
 reakdown of total workforce by employment
type and region

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

48

LA2:Total number and rate of employee turnover
broken down by age group and gender

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

49

LA3: M
 inimum benefits provided to full-time
employees, which are not provided to
temporary or part-time employees
(additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

56

Aspect: labour/management relations
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

LA4: Percentage of employees represented by
independent trade union organisations or
covered by collective bargaining agreements

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

55, 56

LA5: M
 inimum notice period(s) and consultation
and negotiation practices with employees
and/or their representatives regarding
operational changes

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

55
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Aspect: occupational health and safety
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

LA6: Percentage of workforce represented in
formal joint management-worker health and
safety committees that help monitor and
advise on occupational health and safety
programs (additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

49

LA7: R
 ates of injury, occupational diseases, lost
days, and absenteeism and number of
work-related fatalities

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

49

LA8: E
 ducation, training, counselling, prevention
and risk-control programs in place for
assisting workforce members, their families
or community members affected by HIV/
AIDS or other serious communicable
diseases

Not reported.

49

LA9: H
 ealth and safety topics covered in formal
agreements with trade unions (additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

49

Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

LA10: A
 verage hours of training per year per
employee broken down by employee
category

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Learning and development

52

LA11: Programs for skills management and lifelong
learning that support the continued
employability of employees and assist them
in managing career endings (additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Learning and development

52, 56

LA12: Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development
review (additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Learning and development

HIV/AIDS and other communicable diseases are not material risks in our area of
operation. We therefore do not have a policy or programs in place for this indicator.

Aspect: training and education

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration
52, 54

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Employee engagement and
satisfaction

Aspect: diversity and opportunity
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

LA13: Composition of governance bodies’ and
breakdown of employees per category
according to gender, age group, minority
group membership, and other indicators of
diversity

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

48, 50, 60

LA14: Ratio of average remuneration of men and
women broken down by employee category
(additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?

55
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Social performance: human rights indicators
Disclosure on management approach (DMA)
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

Goals and performance

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

65

Policy

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

65

Organisational Responsibility

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

65

Training and Awareness

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

65

Monitoring and follow up

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

65

Additional contextual information

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable?

65

Aspect: management practices
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

HR1: Percentage of significant investment
agreements that include human rights
clauses or that underwent human rights
screening

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing

39

HR2: Percentage of major suppliers and
contractors that underwent screening on
human rights

Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships > Suppliers

93

HR3: Type of employee training on policies and
procedures concerning aspects of human
rights relevant to operations, including
number of employees trained (additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

50

Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

HR4: Total number of incidents of discrimination
and actions taken

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

50

Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

HR5: Operations identified in which the right to
exercise freedom of association and
collective bargaining may be at significant
risk and actions taken to support these rights

Reported in GRI index only.

–

Partially reported.
We do not have the data to report fully on this. We will look for organisations that
demonstrate a commitment to human rights through our sustainability and supplier
engagement and purchasing policies.

Aspect: non-discrimination

Aspect: freedom of association

Over the reporting period VicSuper had no operational incidents where the rights to
exercise freedom of association or collective bargaining were violated.

Aspect: child labour
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

HR6: Operations identified as having significant
risk for incidents of child labour and
measures taken to contribute to the
elimination of child labour

Reported in GRI index only.

–

Over the reporting period VicSuper had no incidents of child labour. We do not have
specific procedures for this as we operate under the requirements of local legislation in
this area.
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Aspect: forced and compulsory labour
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

HR7: O
 perations identified as having significant
risk for incidents of forced or compulsory
labour and measures taken to contribute to
the elimination of forced or compulsory
labour

Reported in GRI index only.

–

Over the reporting period VicSuper had no incidents of child labour. We do not have
specific procedures for this as we operate under the requirements of local legislation in
this area.

Social performance: Society indicators
Disclosure on management approach
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

Goals and performance

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

65

Policy

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

65

Organisational Responsibility

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

65

Training and Awareness

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

65

Monitoring and follow up

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

65

Additional contextual information

Not reported

–

We have not provided any further contextual information

Aspect: community
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

SO1: N
 ature, scope and effectiveness of any
programs and practices that assess and
manage the impacts of operations on
communities, including entering, operating
and exiting

Strategy 1: Deliver Value > Education and advice

23

Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

SO2: Percentage and total number of business
units analysed for risks related to corruption

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How is members’ money
safeguarded?

68

SO3: P
 ercentage of employees trained in
organisation's anti-corruption policies and
procedures

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How is members’ money
safeguarded?

68

SO4: A
 ctions taken in response to instances of
corruption

Reported in GRI index only.

–

Aspect: corruption

We did not have any instances of corruption in the reporting period.
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Aspect: public policy
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

SO5: P
 ublic policy positions and participation in
public policy development and lobbying

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge

42, 44

SO6: Total value of contributions to political
parties or related institutions broken down
by country (additional)

Reported in GRI index only.

–

Zero. We do not make contributions to political parties or related institutions.

Aspect: anti-competitive behaviour
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

SO7: T otal number of legal actions for anticompetitive behaviour, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices and their outcomes
(additional)

Reported in GRI index only.

–

We did not have any instances of legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust
or monopoly practices over the reporting period.

Aspect: compliance
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

SO8: M
 onetary value of significant fines and total
number of non-monetary sanctions for
non-compliance with laws and regulations

Reported in GRI index only.

–

Zero. We did not have any fines or non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
laws and regulations.

Social performance: product responsibility indicators
Disclosure on management approach (DMA)
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

Goals and performance

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

66

Policy

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

66

Organisational Responsibility

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

66

Training and Awareness

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

66

Monitoring and follow up

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

66

Additional contextual information

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper,
what do they do and how are they accountable? > Our management approach

66
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Aspect: customer health and safety
Indicator

Reporting status

Page
number

PR1: L ife cycle stages in which health and safety
impacts of products and services are
assessed for improvement and percentage of
significant product and service categories
subject to such procedures

Not reported.

–

PR2: Total number and type of instances of
non-compliance with regulations and
voluntary codes concerning health and
safety impacts of products and services
during their life cycle by type of outcome
(additional)

Reported in GRI index only.

We have not reported directly on this indicator. Our products do not have any
significant direct health and safety issues. Our services have direct health and safety
impacts for members, employers and employees through our advice centres and
seminars/workshops that are addressed through our occupational health and safety
initiatives reported under LA6 and the labour practices management approach.
–

We did not have any instances of non-compliance with regulations concerning health
and safety effects of products and services over the reporting period.

Aspect: products and services
Indicator

Reporting status

PR3: T ype of product and service information
required by procedures and percentage of
significant products and services subject to
such information requirements

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How can we ensure that
the rights of all stakeholders are respected?

70

PR4: Total number of incidents of non compliance
with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning product and service information
and labelling by types of outcomes
(additional)

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How can we ensure that
the rights of all stakeholders are respected?

70

PR5: P
 ractices related to customer satisfaction,
including results of surveys measuring
customer satisfaction (additional)

Strategy 1: Deliver Value > Outstanding service

25

Aspect: marketing communications
Indicator

Reporting status

PR6: P
 rograms for adherence to laws, standards,
and voluntary codes related to marketing
communications including advertising,
promotion and sponsorship

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How can we ensure that
the rights of all stakeholders are respected?

70

PR7: N
 umber and type of instances of noncompliance with regulations concerning
marketing communications including
advertising, promotion and sponsorship
(additional)

Reported in GRI Index only

–

No breaches were recorded in relation to advertising, promotion or sponsorship.

Aspect: customer privacy
Indicator

Reporting status

PR8: N
 umber of substantiated complaints
regarding breaches of customer privacy
(additional)

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How can we ensure that
the rights of all stakeholders are respected?

70

Aspect: compliance
Indicator

Reporting status

PR9: M
 onetary value of significant fines for
non-compliance with laws and regulations
concerning the provision and use of
products and services

Reported in GRI index only.

–

Zero. We did not have any fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations
concerning the provision and use of products and services.
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Financial services sector supplement: social performance
Page
number

Indicator

Reporting status

CSR1: CSR policy

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Decision making and
planning

61, 82

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Policy, process and training
CSR2: CSR organisation

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Decision making and
planning

61, 82

Strategy 6: Minimise our environmental impact > Policy, process and training
CSR3: CSR audits

–

Assurance statement
Partially reported.
The only audit relating to social reporting of indicators is the audit of the data
contained in this sustainability report.

CSR4: Management of sensitive issues

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How can we ensure that
the rights of all stakeholders are respected?

68, 70

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > How is a members’ money
safeguarded?
CSR5: Non-compliance with any law or regulatory
code of conduct.

Reported in GRI index only.

–

We had no instances of non-compliance over the reporting period.

CSR6: Stakeholder dialogue

About VicSuper > Our stakeholders

7

INT1: Internal CSR policy

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people

47

INT2: Employee turnover and job creation

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

49

INT3: Employee satisfaction

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Employee engagement and
satisfaction

54

INT4: Senior management remuneration

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

55

Strategy 4: Maintain sound governance and accountability > Who runs VicSuper, what
do they do and how are they accountable?
INT5: B
 onuses fostering sustainable success
(additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

54, 56

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Employee engagement and
satisfaction
INT6: Female-male salary ratio (additional)

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Competitive benefits and
remuneration

55

INT7: Employee profile

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Workplace profile and culture

48

SOC1: Charitable contributions

Strategy 3: Attract, develop and retain great people > Learning and development

50

SOC2: Economic value added

Strategy 5: Continue financial stability and growth > Income and growth

74

SUP1: Screening of major suppliers

Strategy 7: Foster effective partnerships > Suppliers

93

SUP2: Supplier satisfaction

Not reported.

–

We have not yet formally recorded supplier satisfaction. This is something that we will
be investigating through our supplier engagement and purchasing policy.
AM1: A
 sset management policy (socially relevant
elements)

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Long-term, low-cost investing

32, 33, 38

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing
See also F1 and F2

AM2: A ssets under management with high social
benefit

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Sustainability investing

AM3: SRI oriented shareholder activity

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge

38, 39, 41

Strategy 2: Invest for the long term > Exercise our rights of ownership and share
knowledge
41, 42
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Contact us
Call our member centre
Toll free on 1300 366 216 and speak to an experienced
superannuation consultant between 8.30am and 5.00pm,
Monday to Friday
If you are calling from outside Australia, please phone
+61 3 9667 9679
Browse our website
vicsuper.com.au
Visit us
8.00am to 5.30pm
Monday to Friday
Bendigo
15 MacKenzie Street, Bendigo
Blackburn
Level 1, 29-33 Railway Road, Blackburn
Geelong
91A McKillop Street, Geelong
Melbourne
Level 6, 90 Collins Street, Melbourne
Traralgon
13 Kay Street, Traralgon
To make an appointment to see a VicSuper superannuation
adviser at one of our advice centres, please call toll free on
1300 366 216 (Australia only) between 8.30am and 5pm
Monday to Friday.
Send us a fax
+61 3 9667 9610
Write to us
VicSuper
GPO Box 89
Melbourne 3001
Contact our sustainability team
To order a concise report or for sustainability queries
call our Member Centre and ask to speak to an employee
from our sustainability team, or email the sustainability
team on sustainability@vicsuper.com.au, or visit
www.sustainabilityreport.vicsuper.com.au

Disclaimer
The information contained in this VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 is given in good faith and has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. No warranty as to
the accuracy or completeness of this information is given and no responsibility is accepted by VicSuper Pty Ltd or its employees for any loss or damage arising from reliance on the
information provided.
This VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008 is intended to provide general advice only about VicSuper Fund and does not take into account your particular investment objectives,
financial situation and specific needs. You should therefore consider the appropriateness of the advice in light of your own objectives, financial situation or needs and obtain a copy of
and consider the relevant VicSuper Combined Financial Services Guide and Product Disclosure Statement by contacting VicSuper or visiting the VicSuper website before acting on the
advice.
VicSuper recommends you seek professional advice for your own circumstances before you take any action. VicSuper Pty Ltd ABN 69 087 619 412 is the Trustee of VicSuper Fund
ABN 85 977 964 496. The Trustee holds an Australian Financial Services Licence under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cwlth) and a RSE Licence under the Superannuation Industry
(Supervision) Act 1993 (Cwlth). Under its AFSL, VicSuper is licensed to deal in and provide financial product advice on superannuation products. At present, VicSuper representatives
are limited to recommending VicSuper Fund benefit plans and providing financial product advice on VicSuper Fund benefit plans, the Emergency Services & State Super (ESSSuper) –
Revised, New, SERB and Transport Schemes; and general superannuation matters. VicSuper does not provide advice about any other superannuation funds.
© 2008 VicSuper Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. No part of this VicSuper Sustainability Report 2008, covered by copyright, may be reproduced or copied in any form or by any means
without the written permission of VicSuper Pty Ltd.

